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I. Introduction and Summary

In January 1985, a physician contacted the Minnesota Department of

Health (MDH) to report an apparent excess of pulmonary abnormalities in

his Northeastern Minnesota c 1in i c popu 1at i on. One of the abnormal it i es

reported, pleural plaquing, results from exposure to fibrous material, most

notab ly asbestos. The poss ibi 1ity of an excess of asbestos exposure was

cause for concern as exposure is associated with an increased incidence of

several diseases including asbestosis, lung cancer, and malignant

mesothelioma. (Appendix A contains a summary of the diseases associated

with asbestos exposure).

An investigation was initiated by MDH in response to this report. All

existing data which might help resolve the issue were compiled and

analyzed. To assist the MDH in addressing this potential problem, a Range

Studies Advisory Committee composed of internationally respected scientists

was established. This Committee reviewed available data and made several

recommendations.

This report presents the data collected as part of the investigation.

The text of the report contains a summary of (1) pertinent background

information, (2) the chronology of events in the investigation, (3) the

information presented to the Range Studies Advisory Committee and (4) the

recommendations made by this Committee and the rationale behind these

recommend at ions. The append ices conta in the deta i 1ed i nformat i on, e.g.

tables and graphs, summarized in the text.
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II. Background Information and Chronology of Events

On January 24,1985, Ronald P. Seningen, M.D. contacted the MDH and

was referred to Alan P. Bender, D.V.M., Ph.D., Chief of the Chronic Disease

Epidemiology Section. Dr. Seningen reported an apparent excess of

radiographic abnormalities in patients in his practice at the East Range

Clinics in Virginia and Aurora. He had noted abnormal areas of thickening

of the pleura, the thin membrane which surrounds the lungs.

Pulmonary changes can occur in the parenchyma (lung tissue) or on the

pleura. Radiographic examination of the lungs is the primary tool for the

assessment of these pulmonary changes. Radiographs are often able to

demonstrate pleural and parenchymal changes that are not evident upon

physical exam and that do not cause any disability in the patient.

Consistent with this, many of the patients found to have pleural changes in

this investigation were asymptomatic. The presence of radiographic

changes, therefore, is not synonymous with the presence of clinical

disease, although the patient with these changes might be more likely to

develop disease than a patient without these changes.

As previously noted, exposure to certain asbestiform fibers (e.g.

asbestos) is associated with an increased incidence of several diseases

including asbestosis, lung cancer and malignant mesothelioma. Asbestosis

is one of a group of diseases called the pneumoconioses. The

pneumoconioses result from many types of dust exposure and are often

characterized by parenchymal fibrosis (replacement of normal lung tissue by

scar tissue). The pulmonary changes and clinical presentation of these

different diseases can vary. Examples of other pneumoconioses are black

lung disease (coal miners pneumoconiosis), and silicosis. In addition,
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some of the changes associated with a pneumoconiosis are also seen with

other non-dust related diseases.

Dr. Seningen, the radiologist who reported the pleural changes, is a B

reader, a physician who has received specialized training in the

radiographic detection of the pneumoconioses. B reader certification was

established in an effort to standardize the radiographic interpretation and

documentation of this group of diseases. The National Institute of

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) is currently the certifying agency

in the United States.

Following the report of abnormal radiographic findings, Dr. Bender and

David Parker, M.D., M.P.H., visited Dr. Seningen and reviewed his findings.

During this visit, it became apparent that further evaluation of the

radiographic findings was indicated in order to validate Dr. Seningen's

observations.

Arrangements were made for Thomas Hodous, M.D., a B reader from NIOSH

in Morgantown, West Virginia, and pulmonary physician at the University of

West Virginia Medical School, to evaluate the x-ray findings in Virginia

and to evaluate a sample of radiographs from several other clinics in Grand

Rapids, Hibbing, and Duluth. Radiographs from these other three areas were

to be used as IIcontrols ll to compare the significance of the Virginia

findings and to determine if the radiographic changes were present in other

clinic populations. While Dr. Hodous reviewed the films a team from the MDH

abstracted basic demographic information (e.g., age and sex) from the

patient's medical record. Occupational data was abstracted when available.

Analysis of Dr. Hodous' review provisionally confirmed Dr. Seningen's

findings and surprisingly indicated similar findings at the other clinics.
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Further consultation with national experts indicated that two positive

B readings for pleural thickening was considered to be evidence for chronic

asbestos exposure. Because of the importance of these findings it was

decided that additional review of the films was warranted. Dr. Ruth Lilis,

a pulmonary specialist and experienced B reader from the Environmental

Sciences Laboratory at Mt. Sinai in New York, was contacted and

arrangements made for her to read the films in Minnesota. These

arrangements were cancelled at the last minute because of Dr. Lilis'

hea lth.

On March 2, 1985, a news conference was held at the request of

Governor Perpich. Although the findings at this point were preliminary,

Governor Perpich wanted to prevent a fragmented and perhaps distorted

release of the investigation to the public. At the news conference, the

findings to date, including the two X-ray reviews and both cancer incidence

and mortality data, were presented and media questions were answered.

Following the news conference, plans were made for additional

radiographic reviews. A decision was made to send the films to Dr. Lilis

in New York for evaluation. This would allow Dr. Lilis as much time to

review the films as necessary and would be less disruptive to the clinics

involved. The films were copied, the copies were returned to the clinics

and the originals were sent to New York by courier. Following Dr. Lilis'

review, the films were transported to NIOSH in Morgantown, West Virginia,

to be evaluated by a panel of five expert B readers in a blinded fashion.

The x-ray numbers and clinic names were masked to prevent their

identification by the reviewers. The films were then added to a set of

equivalently masked previously read films from around the country. Each

film was read by three of the five panel members.
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With the guidance of Dr. Lester Breslow, Chairman, National Academy of

Sciences Committee on the Health Risks of Asbestiform Fibers and Dean

Emeritus, UCLA School of Public Health, the MDH established the Range

Studies Advisory Committee composed of internationally respected

scientists. This committee met at the MDH, April 11-12, to review all the

data available related to this issue and to make recommendations for

further study if warranted. The membership of this committee, along with a

more detailed description of events leading up to this meeting, is included

in Appendix B.

Three different types of data were presented to the Committee. First,

cancer morbidity and mortality data were presented to compare the Iron

Range population's cancer experience to that of several other populations.

Environmental monitoring data showing airborne fiber levels in the Range

communities was also presented. Third, the results of the radiographic

reviews were presented. These data, and their implications, are summarized

in the following sections.

III. Cancer Morbidity Data

In Minnesota there are several sources of cancer morbidity (incidence)

data. From 1969-1976 cancer incidence data was collected in St. Louis,

Lake, and Cook Counties as part of the Tri-cqunty Cancer Incidence Study.

Data collection for these counties ended in 1976 but continued through 1980

for the city of Duluth. Incidence rates from 1969-1976 for Virginia were

available from this study. More recent data is not presently available.

Cancer incidence data was collected in Minneapolis-St. Paul from 1969-1971

as part of the Third National Cancer Survey (TNCS). Information on

regional and state incidence rates outside of Minnesota was available from
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a National Cancer Institute program called Surveillance, Epidemiology and

End Results (SEER). Morbidity rates from these data, gathered from 10

cancer registries throughout the U.S., can be used as a comparison for

Minnesota morbidity rates.

Several different incidence rates were examined. The number of cases

of cancer (all sites combined) for Virginia during 1969-76 was comparable

to or statistically below the incidence found in 5 comparison populations

(Appendi x C). The observed number of respi ratory cancers, inc ludi ng lung,

was comparable to or below the number expected based on the same 5

comparison populations. The incidence of malignant mesothelioma in St.

Louis, Cook, or Lake Counties, ascertained from the Minnesota Tri-County

data, was comparable to the incidence reported in the SEER data (1973-1980)

(Appendix 0).

IV. Mortality Data

Mortality information was available from the Minnesota Department of

Health, Center. for Health Statistics. To compare cancer mortality in St.

Louis County and in Virginia to the state as a whole, the observed number

of deaths was compared to the number expected if St. Louis County or

Virginia had the same mortality rates as the entire state. These two

numbers are expressed as a ratio (observed/expected) and referred to as the

Standardized Mortal ity Ratio (SMR). An SMR of 1 indicates that the

observed number of deaths is comparable to the expected number, an SMR

greater than 1 implies an excess number of deaths among the population of

interest (observed) relative to the comparison population, an SMR less than

1 implies there were fewer deaths than expected in the population of

interest. An SMR was calculated for all cancer sites and for respiratory
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cancers alone, for both males and females (Appendix C). The SMR in males,

for all cancers, was somewhat elevated in Virginia, however, for

respiratory cancers it was not elevated. None of the other ratios examined

indicated an increase in cancer deaths in these two areas.

Neither the mortality data nor the morbidity data showed a consistent

upward trend in rates which might indicate an increase in cancer occurrence

in the Range population at this time. The available incidence rates for

respiratory cancer and mesothelioma, are comparable to those expected based

on several comparison populations. Although there did appear to be an

increase in the all cancer mortality rate for males in Virginia, this

increase did not .carry over into the more biologically plausible

respiratory cancer mortality rate. If ambient dusts (asbestos) were a

generalized problem and if sufficient length of exposure has occurred, an

increase in cancers of the respiratory system would be expected. The

morbidity data also did not reflect this apparent increase. It is very
,

possible that the increase in total cancers is a result of normal random

variation in a relatively small population.

V. Environmental Monitoring Data

Over the last 10-15 years environmental monitoring of both the air and

water for mineral fibers in Northeastern Minnesota and the Mesabi Range has

been done. Much of this was initiated in response to public concern about

unsafe fiber levels in the air and water due to mining operations in the

area. Only the air monitoring data were presented to the committee because

of the relevance of these data to the possible increase in pulmonary

changes in persons in the Range area.
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Several environmental air sampling programs were conducted in

Northeast Minnesota from 1973-1980 (Append i x E). The MDH Commun ity Air

Program was conducted from 1978-1980. This program was implemented in an

effort to determine mineral fiber levels in community air on the western

part of the Mesabi Range. Data from" the eastern end of the Iron Range had

a1ready been accumu 1ated or was bei ng co 11 ected in other programs. The

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency's Community Air Sampling Program was

begun in 1978 and was conducted to determine fiber levels in locations

thought to have potential for the presence of fibrous minerals. This

program was coordinated with the MDH Community Air Program to avoid

duplication of effort.

Air samples were collected from several cities including Duluth,

Hibbing, Virginia, St. Paul, (in residential, commercial and downtown

districts), and Minneapolis (in residential and commercial districts). The

total fiber levels ranged from 10,529 - 88,377 fibers/m3, with the highest

average number found in the St. Paul commercial district.

The chrysotile and amphibole fiber (types of asbestos) levels, subsets

of the total fiber level, were also determined. The chrysotile levels

reported are likely higher than those actually present in the air because

of problems encountered with filter contamination. For this reason, it is

difficult to judge exactly what the air levels were. The areas found to

have the highest levels of chrysotile fibers were the commercial districts

in St. Paul and Minneapolis where there are several sources of chrysotile

fiber exposure, e.g. construction and demolition areas. Areas in the

northern part of the state had low chrysotile concentrations. The

distribution of amphibole fibers in the state appears to be quite different

from that of chrysotile fibers. The cities with mines or ore processing

plants nearby (e.g., Silver Bay and Hoyt Lakes) have a slightly higher
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amphibole fiber count than those further away from such operations. Areas

in the western end of the Range such as Virginia and Hibbing had low

amphibole fiber concentrations.

Several other air sampling studies have been conducted, including the

Copper-Nickel Study and the Mile Post Seven Monitoring Program. These

studies, however, were done in the eastern area of the Range and not in the

communities involved in the present investigation. A description of these

studies and their findings are included in Appendix E.

The results of the community air sampling programs in the state

indicate that overall exposure levels on the Range are less than those

found in either Minneapolis or St. Paul. None of the ~easured fiber levels

in Virginia, Hibbing or Duluth, communities involved in the radiographic

review, were higher than those in other areas. The air monitoring studies

conducted in the western end of the Mesabi Range were concluded in 1980,

therefore, updated data to confirm these findings were not available.

VI. Radiographic Reviews

The results of the radiographic reviews were also presented to the

Committee. Dr. Seningen reviewed the films in his clinic population for

evidence of diffuse pleural thickening, and circumscribed pleural

thickening, an abnormality assoc·iated with exposure to fibrous material.

Dr. Seningen reported finding radiographic evidence of pleural thickening

in approximately 30% of the patients seen in his practice at the East Range

Clinics.

All other B readers evaluated the films for the presence of several

different types of abnormalities associated with the pneumoconioses

(Appendix F) as well as for diseases that might resemble the
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pneumoconioses. The pleura were assessed for areas of circumscribed

pleural thickening, as done by Dr. Seningen, and for several additional

types of fibrous or calcified thickening. Parenchymal changes of interest

were either rounded or irregularly shaped small opacities and large

opacities.

Dr. Hodous, from NIOSH in Morgantown, West Virginia, was asked to

review Dr. Seningen's findings. Dr. Hodous evaluated films at the East

Range Clinics and at several clinics in Duluth, Hibbing, and Grand Rapids

for a total of 569 films. In all clinics except the East Range Clinic in

Virginia, every chest film taken within a specified period of time was

reviewed (a sequential sample). At the East Range Cl'inic less than half

the films reviewed were chosen sequentially. The remainder of the films

were chosen arbitrarily with a ratio of positive to negative findings,

according to Dr. Seningen's evaluation, of 2:1. This was done because the

primary purpose of Dr. Hodous' reading was to review Dr. Seningen's

positive findings and not necessarily to review a representative sample of

the East Range Clinic.

Of the 569 radiographs evaluated, Dr. Hodous found 167 patients

(29.3%) with evidence of pleural abnormalities on X-ray, 22 patients (3.9%)

with parenchymal abnormalities, and 28 patients (4.9%) with both pleural

and parenchymal changes. In all, 38% of the patients were found to have

pulmonary changes. (Appendix G). Seventy three-percent (73%) of these

patients were male, 27% were female. For the East Range Clinics, Drs.

Seningen and Hodous had a 77% concordance.

Dr. Lilis evaluated 566 films; 556 of these were the same as Dr.

Hodous had reviewed (thirteen of the original 569 films were unavailable

for second review). She found 63 patients (11.1%) with pleural changes

only, 29 (5.1%) with parenchymal changes only, and 26 patients (4.6%) with
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both pleural and parenchyma 1 changes. Seven of these pat i ents had

parenchymal changes not consistent with dust exposure. Eighty percent

(80%) of these patients were male, 20% were female. Forty eight of the men

(17%) and four of the women (1.4%) were found to have circumscribed pleural

thickening. In all, Dr. Lilis found 19.6% of the patients to have

pulmonary changes consistent with previous dust exposure.

The concordance between Dr. Hodous' and Dr. Lilis' readings was not as

high as had been seen with Drs. Hodous and S~ningen. Of the 192 persons

Dr. Hodous considered positive for pleural abnormal ities, Dr. Lil is

considered only 70 (36.5%) of them to be positive. Dr. Lilis described 13

additional patients as positive that Dr. Hodous had called negative. Of

the 50 patients with parenchymal changes described by Dr. Hodous, Dr. Lilis

concurred with only 21 of these findings (42.0%) and described 31

additional patients as having these changes.

The NIOSH panel also reviewed the 566 Range films. Before the films

were read, they were added to a set of 434 films collected as part of

another 1arge NIOSH study. Four hundred (400) of these contro1 fil ms had

no evidence of pleural or parenchymal abnormalities; the remaining 34 had

pleural abnormalities. These 1000 ,films, 566 Range films and 434 control

fi lms, were then evaluated by the panel of B readers. Each B reader read

600 films; each film was read by 3 B readers. As previously mentioned, all

identifiers on the films were obscured to blind the readers as to the

source of the films.

The NIOSH panel found 24 patients (4.2%) with pleural abnormalities

and 26 patients (4.6%) with parenchymal abnormalities. Overall, this panel

found considerably fewer abnormalities than had been found by the previous

B readers.
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The 434 control films had been added to the Minnesota films to

determine if the panel's reading was consistent relative to the numerous

previous evaluations of these films. The panel judged virtually 100% of

the negative control films as negative, but described only 53% of the

positive control films as positiv& The panel read as negative 14 of the

control films previously found to be positive. Assuming the previous

assessment of positivity was correct, this indicates that the NIOSH panel

may have described as negative some Minnesota films that actually had

evidence of pleura 1 changes.

The degree of variability between readers can be attributed to several

different factors. First, the pleural and parenchymal changes of interest

were often subtle and difficult to define. Differentiation between normal

anatomic shadows and abnormal changes can be difficult. For example, a

prominent serratus anterior muscle, or the presence of subcutaneous fat can

cause areas of increased density on film similar in appearance to pleural

thickening.

Another possible source of variability was in the interpretation of

defined abnormalities as either typical or atypical of the pneumoconioses.

As previously mentioned, several of the changes of interest are associated

with, or can be the result of, a number of different exposures or diseases.

Diffuse pleural thickening, for example, is associated with several

different exposures including past infection or inflammation, dust

exposure, and certain drug therapies. The findings of interest in this

study were those that could result from dust exposure. Abnormalities

deemed uncharacteristic of dust exposure were noted as such by the readers

and consequently were not considered dust related abnormalities in the data

analysis.
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The variability in interpretation can also be partially attributed to

the different conditions under which the readings occurred. The amount of

information available to the readers varied greatly. Dr. Sen1ngen had both

patient medical histories and previous X-rays at his disposal to aid in

diagnosis. Although some general demographic information had been

abstracted from the medical record of patients whose radiographs were being

reviewed, it was not available to the remainder of the reviewers. There

were several types of information not abstracted or not available in the

medical record that would have been helpful to these physicians. For

example, the patient's height and weight would have helped distinguish

between adipose tissue along the chest wall and pleural thickening. The

availability of medical histories would have helped determine the possible

etiology of certain abnormalities which can result from or are associated

with several different exposures. In addition, Drs. Seningen and Hodous

were looking specifically for pleural changes when they reviewed the

radiographs, as was Dr. Lilis, although she was less aware of the potential

problem. The NIOSH panel was unaware of the source of the films~ To help

insure against a biased reading they were not informed that certain changes

were of greater interest than others. Thus, the "mind set" of the B

readers also varied greatly.

In summary, the radiographs received three separate evaluations, by

Dr. Hodous, Dr. Lilis, and the NIOSH panel members (Dr. Seningen is not

included because he only read the films from the two clinics in his

practice and read the films for pleural abnormalities). The NIOSH B

readers found at least 40-50 patients with pulmonary changes consistent

with a pneumoconiosis. There was partial agreement on an additional number

of patients.
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VII. Range Studies Advisory Committee Recommendations

After reviewing these data, the Committee decided that additional

information would be needed before the significance of the radiographic

findings could be determined. Specifically they recommended:

1. Obtaining detailed histories of residential and
occupational exposures. In addition, smoking
histories and demographic characteristics should
be used to identify any risk factors which might
explain the findings for these individuals;

2. An inspection of selected homes and workplaces,
to evaluate them for potential sources of
exposure to fibrous materials;

3. A review of other x-ray evaluations of work
populations in the range area; and

4. Establishment of a statewide surveillance system
for detect i on and fo 11 ow-up of mesothe 1i om a
cases. Such cases are "sentinel events" which
indicate possible public health problems.

The Committee also recommended establishment of a statewide cancer

surveillance system, and the initiation of planning for a mineralogic study

of the Range area, with special attention to the fibrous growth and

physical properties of minerals. The Committee's rationale behind these

recommendations is summarized below.

Neither the mortality nor the morbidity data indicate an increase in

either all cancers combined, respiratory cancer alone or mal ignant

mesothelioma. The mortality data, which is generally readily available,

allowed an examination of rates over time, up to 1981. The most recent

morbidity data available for the Northeastern region of Minnesota was 1976

(Duluth data was available through 1980). Data for the Twin Cities area,

used as a comparison population, was available only from 1969-1971.

Incidence data from the remainder of the state was not available. The

cancer morbidity data is therefore, incomplete.
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Although mortality data is valuable, incidence or morbidity data has

several added advantages. Morbidity data provides information on all

persons who develop a disease, not only those that die from a disease.

With certain genera 11y fatal cancers the morta lity rate approximates the

morbidity rate, however, with cancers that can be successfully tre~ted this

is not so. It is important from a public health viewpoint to know of all

cancer occurrence in order to determine if the rates are increasing. In

addition, mortality rates most often rely on death certificate data which

can vary greatly in accuracy. Morbidity information can be collected from

pathology reports, a more accurate data source.

Based upon these considerations the Range Studies Advisory Committee

recommended that a statew ide canc er survei 11 ance system be implemented.

This system would collect cancer incidence data from the entire state on an

ongoing basis. A cancer survei 11 ance system would have the advantage of

en ab 1i ng pub 1i c health offi cia 1s to address future concerns over a

perceived increase in cancer incidence quickly and effectively. Specific

cancer incidence rates could be calculated for any area in the state to

determi ne if there was an excess. If a statewi de cancer survei 11 ance

system is not feasible, the Committee strongly recommended the

establishment of a system to monitor the incidence of certain sentinel

events, specifically malignant mesothelioma. If the incidence of malignant

mesothelioma was to increase it would indicate exposure to asbestos and

would require further investigation.

One difficulty in evaluating the radiographic findings is that it is

not known how many pulmonary changes would be expected in a clinic

population such as the one in this investigation. Several epidemiologic

studies have determined the prevalence of pleural thickening or pleural

plaquing in a defined population. The prevalence of pleural thickening in

15
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populations not known to be high risk groups ranged from 0.44% to 6.7%.

The prevalence of pleural plaquing has been reported at 1.3% and 6.6% in

two different studies. These studies have been done in rather specific

population groups and therefore it is difficult to extrapolate these

results to the clinic populations from the Range communities.

The Committee felt, based on their experience, that the prevalence of

pulmonary changes in this sample might not be elevated if the abnormalities

were occurring randomly throughout the population. Unfortunately, with the

information presently available, it is not possible to determine if this is

the case. The Committee expressed concern that these changes might be

occurring in one small subset of the population that has had a common

exposure. The nu mber of fi nd i ngs, if th i s were true, may indeed be more

than expected.

In order to determine if a single source or type of exposure is

associated with these changes, several types of information are needed:

demographic data (race, marital status), and residential, occupational, and

medical histories. Demographic data are important due to the relationship

of such data with disease frequency; certain cancers for example occur more

often in specific ethnic groups. Residential history is needed to assess

poss ib le environmental exposures, occupati ona1 history to assess poss ib le

work place exposures. The medical history will serve to rule out other

medical causes of the radiographic findings. None of these data are

presently available. Therefore, the Committee recommended further study of

these patients to determine if there was any commonality of exposure.

The Committee specifically recommended further study of the 566

patients whose ,X-rays have already been evaluated. These radiographs have

already been extensively reviewed by a number of experts. To repeat this

process on a new sample would be expensive and, at this time, not
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warranted. Another advantage to using already available films is that

additional radiographs need not be taken.

The Range Studies Advisory Committee also recommended assembling

existing evaluations of films from work populations in the Range area.

Several studies have addressed the possible adverse health effects

associated with hematite and taconite mining operations. The results of

these studies are summarized in Appendi,x H. There are additional

industries on the Range which could potentially be a source of dust

exposure. Collecting these data would help determine if a common

occupational exposure was associated with the pulmonary changes seen. The

Committee stressed the need to investigate the possibility of common

occupational exposures based upon the results of the radiographic reviews.

The vast majority of those patients found to have pulmonary changes were

male, increasing the probability of an occupational exposure not

experienced by the females in the population. Once again, the use of

already existing radiographs would keep the cost of this study at a

minimum.

Questions concerning the type and distribution of mineral fibers in

Northeastern Minnesota were raised during this investigation. There is

continued concern that certain fibers in this area could cause adverse

health effects. Several geological studies have been done which described

the mi nera 1 deposits present. These resul ts, however, have not been

confirmed. In addition, these studies did not determine the location and

extent of specific fibrous minerals on the Range. To resolve this concern,

the Committee recommended that a mineralogical study be conducted to

further qualify and quantify these minerals. Specifically, they

recommended a study be designed to address the fibrous growth and physical

properties of minerals on the Range.
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Based on the environmental sampling data presented, the Committee did

not feel that a generalized environmental contamination problem was

present. They considered it possible however, that common sources of dust

exposure existed. To aid in this determination, the Committee recommended

a comprehensive evaluation of both the patients' homes and places of

employment be conducted. There are many possible sources of fibrous

material both in the home and in the work environment. If any source is

found which could be contributing significantly to indoor fiber levels then

plans can be made to control or eliminate it.

As previously mentioned, the presence of pulmonary abnormalities does

not necessarily imply the presence of clinical disease. Furthermore, most

of the pleural and parenchymal changes found occur many years after the

initial exposure. Nevertheless, awareness of an increased prevalence of

these changes, if present, is important from both a medi ca 1 and a pub 1i c

health perspective. Many of these changes indicate an increased risk of

developing clinical disease. These people, therefore, might benefit from

health education or medical intervention to prevent and/or treat disease.

If a common exposure were involved, even though it may have begun years

ago, it would be important to determine if the exposure is sti 11 present

and, if so, to control or eliminate it.
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Asbestos Related Diseases

There are several diseases known to be associated with exposure to· asbestos
and perhaps other asbestiform fibers. These diseases include lung cancer,
mesothelioma, asbestosis, and pleural changes. The risk of developing any
one of these diseases depends upon many factors including type of fiber,
level of exposure, length of exposure, and characteristics/lifestyles of
the exposed individual (e.g. smoking). The following is a summary of the
symptoms and course of these diseases and the level of risk specifically
assoc i ated with asbestos exposure.

Lung cancer: Asbestos is one of many factors associated with an increased
risk of developing lung cancer. Exposure to asbestos appears to increase
the chance of developing lung cancer at least 5-fold. If an exposed
individual is a cigarette smoker this risk is increased at least 50-fold.
The risk appears to be dose related i.e., the greater the exposure, the
greater the risk of developing lung cancer (Morgan, 1975).

The initial symptoms of lung cancer are variable and may include cough,
chest pain and loss of appetite. Quite often lung cancer is first
di agnosed upon routi ne chest X-ray (Harr i son, 1980). Wi th disease
progression, additional symptoms may develop especially with metastasis.
The prognosis varies according to the cell type, the stage of the disease
at diagnosis and individual patient characteristics. Treatment may consist
of surgical excision, chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy.

Mesothelioma: Mesothelioma may be malignant or benign (non-malignant). In
this summary only malignant mesothelioma is discussed. Malignant
mesothelioma involves the mesothelial cells of the pleura (the lining
surrounding the lungs) or the peritoneum (the membrane lining the abdomen).
It is a rare, generally fatal cancer; the incidence in the general
population is estimated to be 1:1,000,000 (Beck lake, 1976).

Mesothelioma is strongly associated with asbestos exposure. Most persons
who develop malignant mesothelioma have a history of asbestos exposure.
This association appears even with low levels.of exposure for short periods
of time (Becklake, 1976). The latency period, time from exposure to
disease, is frequently 30-40 years (Goodman, 1983).

Persons with pleural mesothelioma generally present with chest pain and
shortness of breath. The initial symptoms associated with peritoneal
mesothelioma are abdominal pain and swelling and weight loss (Morgan,
1975). These symptoms usually do not appear until the disease is quite
advanced. There is no effective treatment for malignant mesothelioma; the
disease is almost invariably fatal with most patients dying within 2 years
of diagnosis (NAS, 1984).
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Asbestosis: Asbestosis appears to be associated with exposure to many
types of asbestiform fibers and is characterized by diffuse interstitial
fibrosis, a generalized thickening of the lung tissue (NAS, 1984). The
risk of developing the disease is dependent upon the level and duration of
the exposure (Morgan, 1975).

Asbestosis is usually diagnosed 10-20 years after the initial exposure
(Harrison, 1980). It can vary in severity from asymptomatic to extremely
disabling. The disease usually progresses slowly, the initial symptom is
shortness of breath which can progress until the patient's respiratory
function is severely compromised. In certain cases it may be fatal with
death resulting from respiratory or cardiac failure (NAS, 1984). Treatment
is symptomatic, the best "treatment" is early removal of the exposure which
in certain instances will arrest the progression of the disease (NAS,
1984) .

Pleural changes: There are several pleural changes associated with
asbestos exposure: circumscribed pleural thickening (plaques), diffuse
pleural thickening, calcification and pleural effusion (accumulation of
fluid between the pleura and the lung). Persons with these changes are
genera 11 y asymptomatic although if the changes are extens i ve some
respiratory impairment may result (NAS, 1984). The level and duration of
exposure required for disease development is variable. The changes are
often first detected radiographically and indicate past asbestos exposure.
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Appendix B

MDH Chronology: Radiographic Findings in Northeastern Minnesota

January 24, 1985 - April 12, 1985



January 24, 1985

January 30, 1985

CHRONOLOGY

Ronald P. Seningen, M.D. is referred to Alan Bender,
D.V.M., Ph.D., Chronic Disease Epidemiology. Dr.
Seningen reports an apparent excess of pleural
abnormalities observed at East Range Clinics, Ltd.,
Virginia/Aurora, Minnesota.

Drs. Bender and Parker visit East Range Clinics,
assess radiologic evidence. MDH assumes
responsibility for investigating Dr. Seningen,s
findings, and plans are drafted for clinic
investigations.

Janu ary 31, 1985 Drs. Bender and Parker review mortality and morbidity
rates for all cancers combined and respiratory cancer
alone for both St. Louis County (including and
excluding Duluth) and for Virginia. No significant
trends are observed in age adjusted rates.

February 1, 1985 National experts are consulted at the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, (NIOSH),
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), and the University
of Michigan. Thomas Hodous, M.D., a B reader, agrees
to review Dr. Seningen's radiographs based on a formal
request from the Commissioner of Health. Valentine
O'Malley, M.D., Deputy Commissioner obtains permission
from Dr. Seningen to read all radiographs.

February 2, 1985 Strategy Sess ion is he 1d at Minnesota Department of
Health (MDH) including Michael Moen, M.P.H., Director
of Di sease Prevent i on and Health Pro mot i on, Drs.
Bender and Parker, and Michael Osterholm, Ph.D., Chief
of Acute Disease Epidemiology.

February 4, 1985 Study forms are prepared and procedure for abstracting
medical records and reviewing radiographs is
developed.

February 5-9, 1985 Arrangements are made for reviewing 700 radiographs,
and abstracting medical records at seven clinics.

February 13-14, 1985 NIOSH/MDH team reviews medical records and radiographs
at the East Range Clinics Ltd. in Virginia and Aurora,
the North Star, Itasca, and Grand Rapids Clinics in
Grand Rapids, the Duluth Clinic in Duluth and the
Adams Clinic in Hibbing. Due to time constraints,
only 569 of the original 700 radiographs selected are
reviewed.

February 15-23,1985 Initial analysis and interpretation of data from
medical records and CDC/NIOSH roentgenographic
interpretation forms. Development of additional
contingency plans for further investigations.
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February 18, 1985 Dr. Ruth Lilis, a pulmonary specialist and experienced
B reader from the Environmental Sciences Laboratory at
Mount Sinai Medical School in New York City, agrees to
visit Minnesota to review radiographs read by Drs.
Hod ou s and Sen i ngen.

February 20-27, 1985 Continued data analysis

February 28, 1985

March 1, 1985

March 2, 1985

March 4, 1985

March 8-11, 1985

March 12, 1985

Arrangements for having Dr. Lilis come to Minnesota to
review radiographs are postponed due to illness.

Governor Perpi ch requests a meeting wi th Hea lth
Department offi ci a1s about the Range invest i gat ion.
Dr. Bender, Michael Moen, Director of Disease
Prevention and Health Promotion and Commissioner
Ashton met with Governor Perpich, Judge Miles Lord and
others. The Governor is updated on current MDH
efforts and directs the Health Department to hold a
press conference on March 2nd, because the media,
through sources outside the Health Department, has
become aware of the Range invest i gat i on and the
Governor wishes to prevent fragmentary and inaccurate
reporting of this investigation.

A press conference is held at the Minnesota Department
of Health. Commissioner Ashton provides a formal
statement of events and knowledge to date. Dr. Bender
responds to media questions.

With the guidance of Dr. Lester Breslow, Chairman
National Academy of Sciences Committee on the Health
Risks of Asbestiform Fibers and Dean Emeritus, UCLA
School of Public Health, the MDH established the Range
Study Advisory Committee.
To facilitate review of radiographs, a decision is
made to obtain the original radiographs read by Dr.
Hodous, transport these radiographs to the
Environmental Sciences Laboratory in New York to be
read by Dr. Lilis and then to NIOSH at Morgantown,
West Virginia, for additional evaluation.

556 of the radiographs reviewed by Dr. Hodous and an
additional 13 not previously reviewed are collected
from participating clinics, copied, and arranged for
shipping. Originals are flown with a courier to Dr.
Lilis in New York City. Duplicate radiographs are
returned to the cl i nics.

MDH staff meets with the Health and Human Services
Committee of the Minnesota House of Representatives
and the Range Coalition Senators about the current
investigation. Discussion includes issues relating
to the Environmental Sciences Laboratory, the
current investigation by the MDH and possible
involvement of the Mayo Clinic.
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March 13, 1985

March 14, 1985

March 20, 1985

A public hearing is held with the Range Coalition
Senators at which support for the MDH's
investigations is affirmed. The MDH stresses the
preliminary nature of the available information and
cautions against over reaction by the media.

The 569 radiographs are transported by courier to
NIOSH in Morgantown, West Virginia. Here they are
read by a pane 1 of 5 exper i enc ed B readers ina
blinded fashion.

The Range Studies Advisory Committee is announced.
Members include:

HENRY A. ANDERSON, M.D., Co-Chairperson
Chief, Environmental and Chronic Disease

Epidemiology
Wisconsin Division of Health
Madison, Wisconsin 53701

ALAN P. BENDER, D.V.M., Ph.D., Co-Chairperson
Chief, Chronic Disease Epidemiology
Minnesota Department of Health
717 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440

THOMAS A. HODOUS, M.D.
Clinical Investigations Branch
Division of Respiratory Disease Studies
National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health
Morgantown, West Virginia 26505

LEONARD KURLAND, M.D., Dr.P.H.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Medical Statistics
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, Minnesota 55901

PHILIP J. LANDRIGAN, M.D.
Director, Division of Surveillance,

Hazard Evaluation, and Field Studies
National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health
Cincinnati, Ohio 45226

HAROLD LEPPINK, M.D., (Ex Officio)
St. Louis County Health Officer
Miller-Dwan Hospital
Duluth, Minnesota 55805
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JAMES A. MERCHANT, M.D., Dr. P.H.
Professor of Preventive Medicine

and Internal Medicine
Institute of Agricultural Medicine

and Occupational Health
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

DAVID D.C.F. MUIR, Ph.D., F.R.C.P.
Professor of Medicine
Director Occupational Health Program
McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario L8N 325 CANADA

WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Community Medicine
Environmental Sciences Laboratory
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine
New York, New York 10029

MICHAEL OSTERHOLM, Ph.D., M.P.H.
(Ex Officio)

State Epidemiologist
Minnesota Department of Health
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440

RONALD SENINGEN, M.D.
Consultant in Radiology
East Range Clinics
Virginia, Minnesota 55792

TIBOR lOLTAI, Ph.D.
Professor of Mineralogy
Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455



April 9, 1985

April 11-12, 1985

NIOSH completes its radiographic review.

Range Studies Advisory Committee meets at MOH. The
committee is presented with all available data and
makes recommendations for further study.
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Cancer Morbidity and Mortality Data
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TABLE 1

INCIDENCE OF RESPIRATORY AND LUNG CANCER (1969-1976)

FOR VIRGINIA MINNESOTA, COMPARED TO 5 STANDARD POPULATIONS

Respiratory

Observed (0) Expected (E) OlE

Standard

All Cancer

Observed (0) Expected (E) OlE

All T.N.C.S. 45

Duluth 45

All SEER 45

Iowa SEER 45

Mpls. ToNoC.So 45

* P<0.05

60.2

61. 7

70.5

62.4

52.7

0.75

0.73*

0.64*

0.72*

0.85

C-l

442

442

442

442

442

409.4

496.7

453.9

427.7

436.2

1.08

0.89*

0.97

1.03

1.01



TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND EXPECTED DEATHS FOR RESPIRATORY AND ALL CANCERS:

VIRGINIA MINNESOTA, ST. LOUIS COUNTY (EXCLUDING DULUTH)

1977-1983 TO ALL MINNESOTA DEATHS 1979-1981

Virginia !iN St. Louis County (Excluding Duluth)

CANCER Males

Observed (0) Expected (E) olE

Females

Observed (0) Expected (E) OlE

Males

Observed (0) Expected (E) OlE

Females

Observed (0) Expected(E) OlE

("')
I

N

RESPIRATORY

ALL CANCER

34

120

* P(0.05

28.9

96.8

1.2

1.2*

18

105

11.6

94.8

1.6

1.1

265

876

271.6

890.8

1.0

1.0

89

692

88.6

693.4

1.0

1.0

I



TABLE 3

NUMBER OF DEATIIS IN
CITY Of VIRGINIA AND

ST. LOUIS COUNTY (EXCLUDING DULUTIl):
1977-1983

Hales Females Hales Females
AGE St. Louis County Excluding Duluth St. Louis County Excluding Duluth St. Louis County Excluding Duluth St.Louis County Excluding Dulutfi

Respiratory Cancer Respiratory Cancer All Cancer All Cancer

0-34 0 1 22 11

35-54 \ 31 14 90 76

55-64 73 27 191 150

65-74 109 27 308 218

75-84 43 15 188 148

85+ 9 5 77 89

n

'.'w TOTAL 265 89 876 692

Hales Females Hales Females
Virginia Virginia Virginia Virginia

Respiratory Cancer Respiratory Cancer All Cancer All Cancer

0-34 0 0 2 1

35-54 3 3 10 6

55-64 11 4 30 21

65-74 12 5 34 33

75-84 7 5 32 29

85+ 1 1 12 15

34 18 120 105
TOTAL
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I TABLE 4

PERSON YEARS 1977-1983 FOR VIRGINIA MINNESOTA AND ST. LOUIS COUNTY (EXCLUDING DULUTH)

Virginia St. Louis County (Excluding Duluth)

AGE

0-34

35-54

55-64

65-74

75-84

85+

TOTAL

Male

19390

6832

4536

3892

1323

483

36456

Female

18760

7420

5313

5369

2884

1190

40936

C-4

Male

268786

92484

45885

33915

11431

3605

456106

Female

248920

91952

47586

37219

17619

6524

449820
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TABLE 1

COHPARISON OF OBSERVED AND EXPECTED* INCIDENCE FOR MESOTHELIO~~:

ST.LOUIS, LAKE, AND COOK COUNTIES (TRI-COUNTY) 1969-1980**

----------- -- --------_.
TRI-COUNTY MINNESOTA

~LE

Obs_;;-rved(O)EXJ)ected(E)O/E(95% CI)
FE~~LES

Observed(O) Expected(E) 0/E(95% CI)
TOTAL

Observed(O) Expected(E) 0/E(95% CI)

12*** 11.62 l.03( .57 ,1.94) 3.18 2.20(.49,2.49) 19**'" 14.8 1 • 28 ( •64 , 1 .66)

o
I

I--' -------------
~LE

Observed(O) Expected(E) 0/E(95% CI)

ST.LOUIS COUNTY

FE~E

Observed(O) Expected(E) 07E(95% CI)
TOTAL

Observed(O) Expected(E) 0/E(95% CI)

12*** 10.85 1.11(.57,1.94) 7 3 2.33(.49,2.49) 19*** 13.85 1.37(.64,1.66)

*Expected values: all SEER incidence data 1973-80.

**The expected rate is calculated for all 3 counties for 8 years (1969-1976) plus Duluth for an additional 4 years (1977-1980).

***One mesothelioma case in a male was not included in the calculation as the male resided in St.Louis County and was diagnosed in 1980 when
complete ascertainment for the counties was unavailable.



TABLE 2

SEER* MESOTHELIOMA INCIDENCE 1973-1980
PER 1970 STANDARD MILLION

GENDER

MALES

FEMALES

TOTAL**

10.3/M

2.7/M

SITE
PLEURA

8.9/M

L8/M

PERITONEAL

1.1/M

0.8/M

*Surveillance, Epidemiology, End Results statistics for all SEER areas
combined.

**Total includes pleura, peritoneal and unknown site.
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FIGURE 1

MESOTHELIOMAS BY YEAR OF DIAGNOSIS;
DULUTH AND OTHER ST. LOUIS COUNTY
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FIGURE 2

MESOTHELIOMAS BY YEAR OF DIAGNOSIS:
ST. LOUIS COUNTY• MINNESOTA
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FIGURE 3

MESOTHELIOMAS BY AGE AT DIAGNOSIS:
ST. LOUIS COUNTY, 1969 - 1976
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It Slides read as leiomyosarcoma of the cecum al Mayo Clinic shortly before death. An autopsy
elsewhere read as malignant mesothelioma of peritoneum.
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COMMUNITY AIR SAMPLING IN NORTHEASTERN MINNESOTA

INTRODUCTION

The Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) has studied and
evaluated the concentrations of fibers in the state since it
first became aware of the potential hazard in 1973. At that
time there was no agreement from one laboratory to another on
the concentration of fibers in the air or water in northern
Minnesota. As a result the department began its own sampling
and analysis programs.

In this narrative, we discuss the different sampling and
analysis programs which pertain to an evaluation of possible
radiographic anomalies in northern Minnesota. This discussion
is limited to a description of the air sampling and analysis
work, but several studies have measured the fiber concentration
in surface, underground and community water supplies. A
complete list of the different studies is provided in Appendix
A. Tables of the fiber concentrations for three major air
sampling programs in Minnesota are provided in Appendix C.
These include the MDH community air program, the MPCA community
air program and the Reserve Mining Milepost 7 tailings basin
monitoring program. All fiber concentrations are reported in
fibers per cubic meter. To convert to fibers per milliliter
divide the reported value by 1,000,000.

Because there was no accepted method for the analysis, early
work at MDH concentrated on method development and evaluation.
The method released by the EPA in 1976 as the 'Preliminary
Interim Method for Determining Asbestos in Water' was
ultimately adopted. The details of that method (with MDH
enhancements) is provided in appendix B. Some of the
assumptions related to that method and therefore to the
analyses of community air will be discussed briefly.

The current transmission electron microscope (TEM) methods do
not distinguish an asbestiform amphibole fiber from an
amphibole fiber which is not asbestiform. Amphibole minerals
can occur in many different habits, ranging from blocky through
prismatic and needle-like to asbestiform. In general, except
by looking at the length to width ratio, it is extremely
difficult to tell the habit of an individual fiber in the TEM.
In our method, any particle which has parallel sides and a
length to width ratio of three or more is a fiber. The
incidence of truly asbestiform amphibole material in the Iron
Formation is probably quite low. Most of the amphibole fibers
which were counted in the community air samples had aspect
ratios (length/width) of between three and six.

The current EPA methods are also extremely weak in identifying
amphibole minerals when other similar minerals are present.
Northern Minnesota contains an assemblage of minerals that can
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be very difficult to sort out in a TEM without using special
techniques. As a result, MDH has enhanced the EPA method to
allow amphibole minerals to be reliably identified in northern
Minnesota. These minerals can be separated by using energy
dispersive spectroscoy and zone axis electron diffraction
patterns on every fiber.

Minnesota Department of Health Community Air Program
(St. Paul, Minneapolis, Hibbing, Virginia and Duluth)

This program was initiated primarily to obtain background data
on mineral fiber levels in community air on the western end of
the Mesabi Iron Range. On the main or . western end of the
Mesabi Range the silicate minerals are chiefly sheet
silicates: minnesotaite, stilpnomelane and greenalite.
Amphiboles are not found in the western portion of the iron
formation. In the eastern (metamorphosed) section of the range
the silicates are chiefly chain silicates, including the
amphiboles cummingtonite-grunerite, actinolite and hornblende.
The eastern end of the iron formation underwent metamorphic
alteration as the intrusive Duluth Gabbro Complex to the south
and east was formed (Figure 1). The amphibole minerals,
because of their relationship to commercial amphibole asbestos,
had been of primary concern in the Reserve Mining case;
however, there were some references in the literature to
fibrous grains of stilpnomelane and minnesotaite from the Main
Mesabi (Gruner, 1946 and French, 1968). It was with this
background that the program was initiated. We hoped to
determine the distributions of non-amphibole fibers and any
amphibole fibers that might be found in the air from minor
sources, such as the Giant's Range granite or glacial tills.

In addition, sampling in St. Paul, Minneapolis and Duluth was
conducted to provide fiber level data that could be compared to
data from Silver Bay air and Duluth water. This was necessary
to provide background fiber exposure information for the
ongoing DUluth, Lake County and St. Louis County cancer
mortality studies.

Sampling was conducted between July 26, 1978 and August 8,
1980. Membrane filter samplers were used with 102 mm diameter
cellulose acetate filters of 0.8 um pore size. Sampling was
conducted over 18 day periods with a one hour on, five hour off
duty cycle. Total sample volumes averaged 150 to 200 cubic
meters. A total of 166 samples were taken, of which 46 were
counted by TEM for fiber concentrations.

for both Hibbing and Virginia
cubic meter. Chrysotile

for in the blank analyses (see

concentrations
fibers per

are accounted

Amphibole fiber
averaged 1507
concentrations
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Appendix C for fiber concentrations). The amphibole fiber
concentrations are two orders of magnitude lower than Silver
Bay air prior to air pollution controls at the Reserve
benificiation plant and are about the same as the amphibole
fiber concentrations in downtown St. Paul as measured in both
the MPCA program and this study (see Appendix).

Very few stilpnomelane and minnesotaite fibers were found in
the Hibbing and Virginia air samples. Most of these mineral
particles were non-fibrous i.e. length:width aspect ratio <
3:1. Because so few stilpnomelane and minnesotaite fibers were
found they were not reported as separate categories in the
analyses, but can be found along with other unidentified
mineral fibers under the categories of non-amphibole and
ambigious in the data tables. Our observations in the TEM led
us to the conclusion that neither of these minerals was truly
fibrous, but formed> 3:1 aspect ratio particles as a result of
ore processing.

The question posed by Gruner and French on the occurence of
widely distributed fibers of stilpnomelane and minnesotaite in
rock samples from the western end of the range remains
unanswered. We do know however, that exposures of Iron Range
communities to these minerals in fibrous form has not occurred
to any signifigant degree.

The downtown location in Duluth had an average amphibole
concentration of 4760 fibers/cubic meter, similar to Babbitt in
the MPCA program. The chrysotile concentration averaged 16,334
fibers/cubic meter, similar to downtown St. Paul (Table 1).
The Duluth High School samples average 902 fibers/cubic meter
for amphibole, the lowest measured levels in northeastern
Minnesota. The chrysotile concentrations were again due to
background contamination.

St. Paul residential amphibole concentrations average 581
fibers/cubic meter. Chrysotile fiber levels appear to be due
mostly to background contamination (Appendix). The downtown
St. Paul location had an average amphibole concentration of
1929 fibers/cubic meter. The chrysotile concentration was
13,706 'fibers/cubic meter, including some fibers that were
actually in the air (not part of filter or laboratory
contamination). The chrysotile concentration compares
favorably to the downtown St. Paul average concentration
(22,000 fibers/cubic meter) found in the MPCA study.

The Minneapolis commercial district average
concentration was 902 fibers/cubic meter, similar
High School. The average chrysotile concentration
fibers/cubic meter, very similar to the downtown
concentration in the MPCA program.
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The residential Minneapolis amphibole fiber average was 1401
fibers/cubic meter, quite similar to downtown St. Paul.
Chrysotile concentrations were a~counted for by background
contamination.

Silver Bay

The Department of Health started monitoring from the roofs of
the three Silver Bay schools in September of 1913 in order to
determine the exposure of the residents of Silver Bay to
amphibole fibers generated by the processing of taconite ore at
the Reserve Mining Company benificiation plant in Silver Bay.

The samplers used in this program were high volume particulate
samplers (8 x 10" filter format) using 1.2 um effective pore
size, cellulose ester filters. The large format was chosen
because it was not known at the time whether smaller formats at
relatively high flows would result in uneven particle
distributions on the filters.

The samplers were run 2 hours on, 2 hours off for a total of 10
hours. Total sample volumes averaged 2900 cubic meters. Twelve
samples collected in 1914 and 1915 were analyzed by several
different laboratories using TEM. This was the first time that
good inter-laboratory aggreement was obtained on a set of air
samples from Silver Bay. The mean amphibole fiber concentration
by TEM for these 12 samples between three laboratories with
best agreement ranged from 230,000 - 301,000 fibers/cubic meter
(see Tables 1 and 2).

More than 100 samples were collected during the life of the
program. X-ray diffraction analyses for amphibole mass was run
on the first 326 samples (collected Sept. 20, 1916 - January 9,
1916).

The amphibole mass ranged from <.28 ug/cubic meters to 15.80
ug/cubic meters. Cook (1918) correlated these mass analyses
with TEM fiber counts for 12 samples in 1914-15 and found a
very high correlation coefficient (r=0.94) at .the 99%
confidence limit. Using the derived linear regression
correlation equation, Cook determined the following average
fiber concentrations in fibers/cubic meter:

Sampling Site

Campton
McDonald
Kelly

9/20/73-12/2/74

132,000
102,000
145,000

12/2/74-1/9/76

165,000
91,000

114,000

Samples collected during the summer of 1916 under contract for
EPA by University of Minnesota, Duluth, were analyzed to
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determine what the effects of plant shut-down at Reserve Mining
Company would be on amphibole fiber concentrations. At Kelley
High School the shut-down resulted in about an eight-fold
reduction (311,000 reduced to 40,000 Fibers/cubic meter).

In order to determine the effect of the Reserve taconite
benificiation plant on amphibole fib~r concentrations in Silver
Bay community air, the MDH selected ten samples from the period
proceeding a planned plant shut-down and during the shut-down
(Table 3a).

In addition, three composite samples were analyzed for each
quarter of 1977. There were 10 to 13 individual samples in
each composite sample (Table 3b). The composites were obtained
by placing small pieces from several filters together in an
ashing dish. The composite analyses were conducted in an
attempt to approximate average exposures from a large number of
samples. In Table 3b the mean fiber concentrations for
individual samples and composites are compared. The effect of
the plant shut-downs is evident in both sets of samples with
mean concentrations dropping from 47,000 fibers/cubic meter
before shut-downs to about 5,000 fibers/cubic meter during the
shut-downs (Table 3c).

The Minnesota Department of Health program was discontinued in
April, 1980, after the Milepost Seven Tailings Basin Monitoring
Program had begun.

Copper-Nickel Study

As part of the Regional Copper-Nickel Study by the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board, the Minnesota Department of Health
analyzed air, water, and process ore samples for mineral fibers
(Ashbrook, 1978). The sampling was done to determine
background levels prior to initiation of any copper-nickel
mining or processing.

The air samples were taken between February 6 and October 14,
1977. Sampling sites at six locations in areas with proximity
to potential copper-nickel mining were selected at Fernberg
Road (Ely), the Environmental Learning Center (Isabella),
Bearhead Lake State Park (northwest of Babbitt), Toimi, Erie
Mining Company Office (Hoyt Lakes) and Babbitt.

Samples were ,collected on 102 mm diameter membrane samplers
using 0.8 um pore size cellulose acetate filters. The samplers
were run continuously for a 24 hour sampling period, filtering
between 150 and 200 um of air. Average total fiber levels
(minus chrysotile) ranged from about 7,500 to 35,000
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fibers/cubic meter. The chrysotile, based on the examinaton of
blank data, was due to chrysotile in the filter matrix.

Average amphibole fiber levels ranged from 5,730 fibers/cubic
meters at Fernberg Road to 92,300 fibers/cubic meter at
Bearhead Lake State Park. The highest single amphibole fiber
level occurred at the Erie Mining Office in H6yt Lakes.
Amphibole fiber levels appeared to be highest when ~he wind was
coming from the direction of the eastern end of the Biwabik
iron formation (Mesabi Range).

Median amphibole fiber levels were one to two orders of
magnitude below those in Silver Bay in 1974-75 (Table 4).
Non-amphibole fibers and fibers of ambiguous mineralology
(exclusive of chrysotile) were about 10 times higher in the
1974-75 Silver Bay study as in the Copper-Nickel Study.

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency Community Air Sampling

From October 5, 1978 to July 26, 1980 the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency collected samples of community air for fiber
analysis by the Minnesota Department of Health. These samples
were taken in St. Paul, St. Cloud, Cloquet, Hoyt Lakes and
Babbitt. In addition, similar samples from a different MPCA
program and a Reserve Mining Company program (during the
summers of ,1974 and 1976 at the towns of Babbitt, Mountain
Iron, Isabella, Cloquet and St. Paul) had been previously
analyzed by MDH. Table 5 and Table 6 provide these data.

The purpose of the MPCA programs was to determine fiber levels
in locations that were thought to have potential for the
presence of fibrous minerals. The program was coordinated with
the Minnesota Department of Health Community Air Program in
order to eliminate duplication of effort and provide wider
coverage of potential problem areas.

The sampling was conducted with the same type of equipment,
flow rates and filters used in the MDH Community Program,
however, the sampling periods were different. The samplers
were run continuously for three days, then ~ollected.

Ninety-eight samples were selected for analysis of fibers by
TEM. All samples collected were analyzed by x-ray diffraction
to determine mass of amphibole present. In most cases, x-ray
diffraction analyses were below detection limits of 0.50
ug/cubic meter.

The amphibole fiber concentrations for St. Paul, St. ClOUd,
Cloquet and Babbitt were similar, averaging about 3,000-4,500
fibers/cubic meter. Hoyt Lakes averaged about 9,000 amphibole
fibers/cubic meter (Appendix C). Chrysotile fiber
concentrations could be accounted for in all but the St. Paul
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samples by the blank analyses. The commercial area sample from
St. Paul averaged 55,000 chrysotile fibers/cubic meter, while
the downtown sample averaged 22,000 fibers/cubic meter
(Appendix). The commercial area sample was taken near a
highway that had the highest total suspended particulate
concentrations in the state.

Mile Post Seven Monitoring Program

As a result of the state's federal court case against Reserve
Mining, the company was required to cease discharge of their
taconite tailings to Lake Superior and provide for on-land
disposal. A tailings basin at Mile Post Seven (on the Reserve
Railroad, west of Silver Bay) was built.

As part of its operating permit the company was required to
monitor for mineral fibers in the air at four locations around
the basin and at two of the schools in Silver Bay. The samples
were analyzed at the Minnesota Department of Health.

Sampling began in September, 1978 and has continued to date.
The program was reduced in scope at the end of the first
operating permit in 1983. A sufficient data base had been
accumulated and it was apparent that pollution controls had
reduced fiber levels in Silver Bay. It was also apparent that
there was no significant problem with wind blown fibers around
the tailings basin.

Membrane samplers were used with 102 mm diameter cellulose
ester filters (0.8 um pore size). The samplers were run
continuously for three days and the total sample volumes were
about 500 cubic meters. X-ray diffraction analysis was run on
the first 2900 samples, but discontinued when it was found that
most amphibole mass concentrations were below detection
limits. Over 3500 samples have been collected to date; 503
have been analyzed by TEM for mineral fibers.

The average amphibole fiber concentration for the two Silver
Bay Schools monitored in the Mile Post Seven Monitoring Program
(1979-1984) was 9093 fibers/cubic meter. This is tWice the
average amphibole concentration for the three sites around the
tailings basin (4675 fibers/cubic meter). (Appendix C)
Average chrysotile concentrations for both the schools and the
basin were nearly the same (3131 and 2264 fibers/cubic meter,
respectively). The chrysotile concentrations can be attributed
to filter and laboratory contamination. The average amphibole
concentration of the school sites as measured in the Milepost
Seven Program shows a 25 fold drop from the 1974-76 Silver Bay
school monitoring by the Minnesta Department of Health (mean
amphibole fiber concentration, 235,000 fibers/cubic meter).
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SUMMARY

An examination of the mineral fiber information in the state of
Minnesota indicates the differences between different areas of
the state. Those cities which have mines or ore processing
plants nearby and where the ore contains amphibole minerals,
tend to have slightly higher amphibole concentrations than
those further away from such operations. Silver Bay, Hoyt
Lakes and Babbitt rank one " two and three in amphibole
concentration (see Table 7) and they are all situated near
mining or processing operations on the east end of the Iron
Range. As expected, cities located on the western end of the
range had low amphibole fiber concentrations. The analysis of
tailings samples and knowledge of the mineralogy of the iron
formation would lead one to expect few amphibole fibers from
this part of the range.

The highest chrysotile fiber concentrations were found in
commercial districts in St. Paul and Minneapolis. Cities in
the northern part of the state had low chrysotile
concentrations. Most of the chrysotile fibers found on these
samples is due to contamination of the filters and
contamination during sample preparation and it is difficult to
judge what the actual chrysotile fiber concentration is from
these samples. It does seem significant, however, that
relative chrysotile concentrations are higher in the large
cities where several sources (construction, demolition, brake
linings) are located.

The results of all the monitoring for mineral fibers in the
state seem to indicate that overall exposure levels are
extremely low relative to occupational health standards. The
current OSHA standard for asbestos is 2 fibers/ml for an eight
hour average. (There are proposals to lower it to 0.5 or 0.2
fibers/mI.) For comparison with the numbers on our tables this
would be 2,000,000 fibers per cubic meter. Thus, even Silver
Bay, in 1975 (when the average ambient air concentration was
estimated to be 235,000 fibers per cubic meter) was
considerably below the OSHA standard. Silver Bay now has
levels comparable to other cities on the Iron Range.

The fiber analyses of samples from Silver Bay were done using a
transmission electron microscope instead of the phase contrast
light microscope specified by the OSHA standard. Many of the
fibers which were counted on samples from Silver Bay and other
Minnesota Cities are either too thin to be visible in the light
microscope or they are shorter than the 5 urn minimum length
which is part of the OSHA standard. As a result, the reported
fiber concentrations for the Minnesota cities are really higher
than they would be using a standard OSHA fiber count. In other
words, a light microscope OSHA count would yield a lower fiber
concentration.
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TABLE 1.

Minnesota Department of Health Samples
Taken at Schools in Silver Bay*

Saop1e Amphibole Fibers/Cubic Heter
Nut:lber Ht. Sinai EPA-~OL H.D. Health IITRI AnL Manchester Kramer

7144A 335,000 262,000 390,000 5,900 5,500 99,000 410,000

7144B 164,000 235,000 177 ,000 2,700 5,400 110,000 205,000

7144C 323,000 178,000 174,000 3,000 6,600 91,000 265,000

9040 384,000 513,000 450,000 3,900 12,800 100,000 58,200

9041 502,000 448,000 351,000 2,500 6,100 160,000 590,000

9042 583,000 516,000 569,000 800 6,200 291,000 48,000

9061 53,000 33,000 67,000 1,000 1,600 74,000 760,000
rrJ
I 9062 358,000 71,000 112,000 5,800 12,400 215,000 310,000 ...........

9063 240,000 76,000 120,000 600 3,800 20,000 525,000

4221 252,000 158,000 138,000 4,400 10,400 50,000 105,000

4222 100,000 99,000 96,000 1,400 8,000 70,000 240,000

4223 394,000 230,000 221,000 3,200 20,600 84,000 92,000

Average 307,000 230,000 239,(l()() 2,900 8,300 114,000 300,733

*Samples ""ere collected in December, 1974 and March, Hay and August, 1975 at each
of three scnools.
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Table 2

AIR SAMPLING PROGRAM AT SILVER BAY, MINNESOTA

NERL Lab. lIl/Ount
MINl~ESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH Duluth Sinai

~'ota.l. Amb1guous ~on-ampn~DO.Le Chrysoti1e Amphibole Amphibole Amphibole
Sample Fibers Fibers (Not Classified) Fibers Fibers Fibers Fibers
Number School per m3 per m3 per m3 per m3 per m3 per m3 per m3

4221 Campton 335,000 104,000 92,000 0 138,000 158,000 252,000

422'2 lJ.cDonald 143,000 19,000 25,000 1,000 96,000 99,000 0100,000

4223' Kelly 472,000 106,000 145,000 ° 221,000 230,000 ,394,000-, '.
9061 . Campton 135,000 26,000 35,000 3,000 67,000 33,000 53,000

9062 McDonald 234,000 45,000 50,000 25,000 112,000 71,000 358,000

9063 Kelly 213,000 43,000 38,000 11,000 120,000 76,000 240,000

9040 Campton 848,000 238,000 148,000 5,000 450,000 513,000 384,000

9c4~
I

196,000 448,000McDonald 719,000 172,000 ° 351,000 502,000

9042 Kelly 1,048,000 239,000 239,000 ° 569,000 516,000 583,000 .

7144a Campton 614,000 109,000 88,000 26,000 390,000 262,000 335,000

7144b McDonald 238,000 24,000 30,000 5,000 177,000 235,000 164,000

7144c I Ke11~' 250,000 36,000 29,000 12,000 174,000 178,000 323,000

I
---l-__....__ ... ___ ......_ . "-- •.. - ---.-- ------

/Tl
I
'~

N

....~_ ~.•o~o-- ~
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Table 3a.

SILVER BAY AIR - KELLY SCHOOL
(Fibers/Cubic Meter)

~a:::ple Non-Amphibole Total v/o
::·~~~ber Date's .AItphibo1~ Chrysotile Non-Chrysoti1e Ambiguous Total Ch::rsotile

635 So (1) 5/3/77-5/10/77 34085 4445 10374 13338 6221.2 57797

635 a (2) 6/1/77-6/8177 57111 2284 15991 18276 93662 ~137a

635 a. (3)it 7/7 /7'r-7 /14/77 4103 2611 7834 2984 17532 14921

,50004 a* 8/10/7'7'-8/18177 15500 7030 6330 5620 34480 27450

50COl a* 8/30/77-9/6/77 1510 3030 605 1820 6965 3935
,.

m 50::::1 a* 10/5/77-10114/77 2030, 2490 2940 1580 9040 6550
I......

10/26/77-11/2/77 8060 5860w;50009 a.* 13900 3670 31490 17590
)-00-6 .. 11/22/77-11/?9/77 2450 3060 2040 1220 8770 5710'? ;. •
,50026 12/l9/77-12/29/77 3560 937 1120 3000 8617 7680.
;':0074 1/23/78-1/30/78 1040 623 935 831 3429 2806,~

,

'.
"

*~~~i~e Sh~tdovn ?eriod of Reserve ~uning Company

(S~ut~o_~ 6/26/17-7/30/77. Started Up 7/31/77. Shutdovn by Strike 8/1117~12/7/77)

~~,,",._._,"- -Wi;~ ~-=' ~_,,= _~~.~~~". ~.... ~~~_•._~.. ~--~



Table 3b.

SILVER BAY AIR COMPOSITES» 1911
(Fibers/Cubic Y.eter)

Non-Amhpibo1e To'tal vlo
3i.te Quarter A."T.phibole Chrysotile Non-Chrysotile Ambiguous Total Chrysodle

:{e11y 1st 14800 2110 6460 11100 35130 32360

:'~cDo:lald 1st 6360 2650 ' 4110 8480 22260 19610

:~.;rton 1st ~0800 3610 8120 9030 41560 37950,

:-:~11:r 2nd 49252 0.0 26518 24626 100556 100550

~ ~':: D~··r:s.ld 2:ld 34557 1819 9094 14550 60020 58201

::..':.p'ton 2nd 21488 4581 13144 21161 61514 62993

IT1 ::e1:)" 3rd 2335 180 4311 1011 1903 7123-I
......
..j:::o./.... ale. 3rd 1928 1516 1516 1240 6200 4684..•~ ...;):l

Ca=.::?ton 3rd 5835 1150 4085 1750 13420 11670

K(;11y 4th 5663 2831 4450 2831 15775 12944

:,:~Jonald 4th 2896 14480 1448 2413 21231 6157

~z.=.:;ton 4th 2831 2511 4090 '4090 13522 1101:!..

..



Table 3c.

CQ!.1rr.HJ ~YJj'l OF TIlT-: !,U~'.!Ii~~·~ OF KELLY SCHOOf, S/IJ·1l'LJ<:S
JUll) COl·:I\iSI'l'ES FO;\ oIj'llE SA>!!:: 'n i·Ji·; l'hJ\TO]) III J.977

(val.ues in fibcrs/:n3 )

DI\TE l·ti'~J\N* Co;.~POSITE-------
2nd Quarter 116,000 (2) 1~9)OOO

3rd Quc'!.rter 7,03'( (3) 2,355

4th Quarter 4,025 (II) 5,663

*The number in parent~eses is the number
of samples used to 'compute the mean

'.
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Table 4. Comparison of fiber 1eve1s* found in air.

Non-amphibole Total without
Location Amphibole Chrysotile non chrysotUe Ambiguous Total Chrysotile Comments Source

Babbitt 4,750 9,400 8,550 9,400 25,300 18,100· Median

Bearhead Lake values

SUite Park 3,640 2,380 7,350 2,120 17,200 16,300 found

Environmental in Cu-Ni

Le<lrning Center 2,700 5,640 26,500 4,600 42,500 34,600 sampling Table 1
program

Erie ~lining

Office 14,200 6,780 4,360 10,400 36,000 35,000

Fernberg Rd. 1,520 7,670 9,120 1,820 20,400 12,500

IT1 Toimi 3,590 3,580 6,800 2,390 25,700 19,700
I
I-'
0'1

Silver Day:

Compton School 264,000 4,000 90,000 207,000 475,000

Kelly School 198,000 6,000 92,000 75,000 361,000

~lcl)on... ld School 145,000 3,000 40,000 35,000 236,000

3
• Fiber8/m

Median
values
of four
samples

Table 5
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Table 5. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
samples collected at Babbitt during 1974.

Estimated
t\Tind Dir.

Location

Babbitt

Babbitt

Babbitt

Babbitt

Babbitt

Sample #

409

372

313

355

*

Date

7-16-74

6-28-74

6-4-74

6-;1.6-74

Concentration
of Amphibole
Fibers (fibers
per cubic meter

37,000

49,000

17,000

<600

7,900

5

5

S

NNW

Wind Speed

= 7. 6MPH

=13.8MPH

=12.7MPH

=13.6MPH

Conunents

Rain .02"

Rain .17"

(*) Composite of sample nos. 294, 288, 272, 266, 259, 235, 223, 206,
322, 324, 313, 355, 369, 372, 386, 409, 412.

Table 6. Reserve Mining Company samples
collected August 11-24, 1976.

Location Sample # Concentration of Amphibole Fibers
(Fibers per cubic meter)

Mt. Iron 041 8,500

Mt. Iron 644 (192) 2,000

Isabella 151 (669) 2,400

Cloquet 932 (633 ) 4,800

Isabella 218 (265 ) <1,000

St. Paul (Dayton Bluff) 854 1,200
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Table 7

AVERAGE AIR fI3EQ CONCENTRATIONS (fIBERS/CU3IC HETER) IN MINNESOTA
RAN(ED fROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST fOR EACH fI~EA TYPE.

CITUS,

,

rr1
.1........
00

CITY

SI~VER 3AY (1979-1984)
HOYT ~HE S
BH81 TT
DU~UTH (DOWNTO.H)
ST. C~O:.JD

ST. PAU~ (CO""ERCIA~)

C~OQuET

ST. PAU~ ()O.NTO~N)

HUBING
VUGINI4
~P~S. (RtSIDENTIA~)

"P~S. (CO"'ERCIA~)

DU~UTH (CE~TRA~ "IGH.)
ST. PAU~ (~tSIDEHTIAL)

AI'IPHI!:IOLE CONC.

9093
e966
4795
47~O

4518
4198
4QZ1
Z4,6
15tz
15C7
1437

9:>2
H7
H1

CITY----
ST. PAU~ (CO""E~CJAL)

~PLS. (CO"~ERCIAU

ST. PAUL (DOwNTOwN)
Hl66ING
DULuTH (DO_HTO_H)
Sf. CLOUD
CL O",UET
ST. PAUL (llESIOEtdIAL)
HOYT L"KES
OU~UTH (CENTRAL HIGH.)
VIR~INI4

&ABJ TT
SILVEQ ~AY (1979-17~4)

~PLS. (RE~JOENTIAL)

CHRYSOTILE CONC.

55607
23934
17853
175114
16334
114 71

3607
S23'2
6267
55h
5113
4000
3131
26v5

CITY

ST. PAUL (CO~~ERCIAL)

ST. PAUL (DOW~TOWN)

MPLS. (CO~~E~CIAL)

DJLUTH (OOWNTO.N)
Sf. CLOUD
CLOQUET
H189ING
HOYT LUES
VIRHNIA
SILVE~ BAY (1979-1QS4)
"PLS. (RESIOENTIAL)
ST. PAU~(RESIDENTIA~)

9ABS ITT
DULuTH (CENTQAL HIGH.)

TOTAL OIlC.

a8337
39197
35051
3cll12
331:'9::1
2!159Z
27001
25302
1 ~Z43
H819
1728:J
B51::1
14 ~4 5
1352:>



Appendix A

List of Various Programs for Fiber ,Analyses Involving MDH

1. Minnesota Department of Health, Community Air
Monitoring Program in Virginia, Hibbing, Duluth, St.
Paul and Minneapolis (1978-79).

2. Minnesota
Monitoring
(1973-80).

Department of Health, Silver
Program at three schools in

Bay Air
Silver' Bay

3. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Community Air
Monitoring Program in Babbit, Hoyt Lakes, Cloquet, St.
Cloud, St. Paul, Mountain Iron, Isabella (1979-80).

4. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Milepost Seven
Monitoring Program for fibers in air, surface waters
and ground water (1978-85).

5. Minnesota Environmental Quality Council, Copper Nickel
Study for fibers in air surface water, process ore
samples and road dust (1977).

6. Minnesota Department of Health- Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency, Study of mineral fibers in the tailings
of Minnesota taconite plants (1980).

7. Minnesota Department of Health, study of mineral fibers
in the water distribution system of Duluth (1976).

8. Minnesota Department of Health, study of the occurence
of amphibole fibers in the Giant's Range granite
(1978).

9. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Reserve Mining Co.
Peletizer Stack Sampling Program for Mineral Fibers
(1976-79) •.

10. Minnesota Department of Health, Statewide Water Suppy
Monitoring Program for Mineral Fibers (1976-1985).

11. Minnesota Department of Health, North Shore of Lake
Superior Community Water Supply Monitoring Program for
Mineral Fibers (1976-1985).

12. Minnesota Department of Health, Program for Mineral
Fiber Monitoring in Abondon Mining Pits (potential
water supplies). (1977-85).

13. Minnesota Department of Health,
monitoring in Lake Vermillion and
Lakes) [1976-78].

mineral fiber
Colby Lake (Hoyt

14. ASTM Methods Committee, Lake Superior water analyses
for mineral fibers (1977-79).
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15. u.s. Army Corps of Engineers, Program for Analysis of
Mineral Fibers in Sediments of Lutsen Harbor (1979).

16. . Minnesota Department of Health, analysis of building
materials from Virginia, Minnesota courthouse for
asbestos (1984).

17. U.S.E.P.A.- Minnesota Department of Health, study
titled: "An investigation of the structural and
chemical features of PMP-1," an asbestiform actinolite
(1982)

18. Minnesota Department of Health, studies of the
occurence and identification of fibrous sepiolite,
laumontite, thomsonite, enstatite, anthophyllite,
minnesotaite, stilpnomelane and talc (1977-85).

19. Minnesota Department of Health, developed the use of 16
common zone axis in the identification of monoclinic
amphibole fibers (1975-78).
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Appendix B

METHODS SUMMARY

The air samples for transmission electron microscope (TEM) analysis were
collected on a type MF cellulose acetate filter material (0.8 - '.2 urn pore
sizes) manufactured by Millipore Corporation. Air was drawn through the filters
by a sampling device which created a vacuum behind. the filter, collecting
fibers and particles from the sampled air on the outer side of the filter.
Sample filters were prepared for TEM fiber counting using the following
protocol:

1. A portion of each filter was cut out with a scalpel and placed sample
side down in a small glass dish. The filter and dish were loaded into a low
temperature plasma asher. The plasma asher used highly reactive ionized
oxygen to oxidize the filter ~terial and other organics at a low
temperature (approximately '00 C), leaving behind any mineral fibers or
other noncombustible particles. The glass dishes were covered with a petri
dish top immediately upon removal from the asher to prevent contamination
or sample loss.

2. The filter ash remalnlng was suspended in filtered distilled water using
ultrasonication. This suspension was filtered onto a 47 mm diameter 0.' urn
pore size polycarbonate filter (Nuclepore Corporation) using a vacuum
filtration apparatus.

3. The polycarbonate filter was removed from the filtration apparatus and
placed in a 50 mm covered plastic petri dish with double-backed tape
arranged around the edges. The double-backed tape was used to prevent the
filter from clinging to the dish cover or flapping about during coating and
handling.

4. The filter was coated first with carbon and then with gold (4 mm of gold
wire evaporated from a tungsten wire about eight centimeters above the
sample) in an Edwards model 306 vacuum evaporator. Carbon coating of the
filters was done to provide a support film for the fibers in the microscope
and gold coating was done to provide an internal standard for the
interpretation of diffraction patterns obtained from the mineral fibers.

5. Several 3 mm square sections (cut from the coated filter with a scalpel)
were mounted coated side down on 200 mesh copper TEM grids. The grids were
placed on the wire screen of a modified Jaffe-Wick washer (Figure 2).

6. A drop of chloroform was added to each filter square and the Jaffe-Wick
washer was filled with enough chloroform to saturate the filter paper
(wick) and bring the level to about one-half the height of the screen. The
petri dish was covered and the filters were allowed to dissolve for sixteen
hours. After dissolution only the carbon/gold film conta.ining the fibers to
be counted remained.

7. The grids were ren~ved from the washer with a tweezers, allowed to air
dry while held in the tweezers, and stored in a clean covered grid box
prior to examination in the electron microscope.
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Figure 2

;FJ-lte
~~per

90 rom Petri Dish
and Cover

Diagram of a modified Jaffe-Wick washer.
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Blank controls were untreated cellulose acetate filters prepared at the same
time and in the sarr~ way as the sample filters. Blank filters were prepared in
order to detect, identify, and count any contaminating mineral fibers that
might be present in the filters.

The counting of the copper grids containing the prepared air samples was done
in transmission electron microscopes equipped for energy dispersive x-ray
analysis. Grid openings to be counted were randomly selected and each selected
opening was completely scanned at a 2,100 X instrument magnification aided by a
10 X binocular viewing scope (21,000 X total magnification). For each sample a
minimum of 40 total fibers of at least a three to one aspect ratio were
counted. At 40 fibers the count was considered complete since the statistical
confidence intervals were acceptable (with an upper 95% confidence limit of 36%
and ~ lower limit of 28%). Since entire grid square areas were used to arrive
at a mean fiber per unit area figure, it was necessary to count the remainder
of the fibers on the last grid opening after 40 fibers had been counted. On
lightly loaded samples the count was stopped after 20 grid squares were counted
(whether or not 40 fibers had been tallied) in order to limit the amount of
time spent on each sample.

Each fiber was measured for length and width at the time of counting by means
of an etched cross on the TEM screen. Other elements of the counting procedure
are summarized as follows:

1. Fiber morphology was examined and possible mineral fibers were
identified. Particles with an aspect ratio of less than three to one were
rejected.

2. An attempt was made to obtain a selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern for each fiber. Each pattern was obtained by tilting the
fiber on a bi-directional tilting stage until a line of regular reflections
began to appear. The fiber was then tilted a few more degrees to bring in a
complete zone axis pattern on the TEM screen. Patterns were roughly
classified and photographed for later evaluation.

3. An energy dispersive x-ray spectrum was obtained by focusing the
microscope's electron beam on the fiber. The spectrum obtained provided
information about the elemental composition of the mineral particle.

Preliminary data and fiber classifications obtained during the fiber counting
procedure on the microscope were analyzed in detail after counting. All of the
inforrration available for each fiber .was used to determine the most reasonable
identification and ultimately each fiber was placed in one of four broad
categories. The categories were:

AMPHIBOLE

CHRYSOTILE

AMBIGUOUS

NON-AMPHIBOLE/NON-CHRYSOTILE
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SAED pattern photographs were examined in detail and compared with a reference
manual containing over 16 common amphibole patterns. Patterns that did not
match the common amphibole patterns or the characteristic chrysotile pattern
were measured (spacings of the spots and angle of spot allignment) and indexed
before classification. Some of the sixteen common amphibole patterns are
illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 4 is a stereographic projection of the most
easily accessible grunerite (-an amphibole) zone axes.

Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDXRA) data was processed by a computer
program which classified the fibers on the basis of the element to silica
ratios. Final placement in one of the four broad classifications was based on
all of the data available for each individual fiber and on observed
relationships between SAED patterns and EDXRA classifications.

After fiber counting and classification, concentrations of fibers in each
category and total fiber concentrations were determined. The fiber average per
grid opening was used as the basis for determining the number of fibers per
square millimeter on the original (cellulose acetate) filter. This fiber per
square millimeter figure was used to calculate the number of fibers per cubic
meter of air. The air sample fiber concentrations were calculated using the
following formula:

FIBERS/GRID SQUARE
x

GRID SQUARE AREA

AREA OF 47 MM DIAMETER FILTER

AREA OF SAMPLE ASHED
x

AREA OF SAMPLE FILTER

CUBIC FT OF AIR SAMPLED
x CUBIC FT/M3 = FIPERS/M3

Confidence intervals were reported as upper and lower percentage values of the
calculated concentrations. Table 8 was used to facilitate the determination of
confidence intervals for the randomly distributed fibers found on the filters.

Chrysotile fibers were found in many of the air sample preparations. These
small asbestos fibers were not, for the most part, components of the the
sampled air. Chrysotile fibers were a component of the Nuclepore and Millipore
filters used for sample collection and were a contaminant added to the sample
in the ashing process. An increase in chrysotile fiber numbers has been
demonstrated in each successive stage of the ashed sample preparation process.
Effective blank levels were determined from periodically updated mean
amphibole and median chrysotile blank values. Fiber contamination in sample
preparation is limited to chrysotile fibers. Similar contamination problems
have not been demonstrated for other fiber types, although a very low level of
amphibole contaminination is found in the filter materials received from the
manufacturers.

The fiber analysis method outlined above is comparable to the EPA provisional
nethod for asbestos analysis. The use of EDXRA and SAED, as well the reporting
of effective blank levels, are enhancements to the EPA method. EDXRA and SAED
improve the classification of fibers, especially in samples where many
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non-amphibole/non-chrysotile particles are present. The reporting of effective
blank levels makes valid interpretation of the fiber concentrations possible.
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Figure 3. Some common amphibole zone axis patterns.
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Figure 3, continued.
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Figure 4. Stereographic projection of easily
accessible zone axes in grunerite.
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~ 0: I 110. %or ::0. J or 1:0. %or110.
fiben Y.eal\ fiben ""al\ rn~re .:e.n)'1 bere Mean

!:'r.rE.!:. COIlr:t,,4 ~ £r~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~ k:::!.!.

1 n.~ I 269 26 310.1 106.~ 51 2~.~ Jl.5 76 21.2 25.2
2 81.9 261 21 310.1 1o~.5 52 2~.3 31.1 iT 21.1 25.0
3 19. 10 192 ~O 33.5 t.1o.5 53 25.1 30.6 78 21.0 210.8'10 72.8 1~6 29 33.0 103.6 510 210.9 30.:; I 19 20.8 210.6
5 61.6 133 30 32.5 102.8 ~5 210.7 30.2 80 20.7 210 .5 I/) 63.3 118 32.1 101.9 56 21o.~ 29.9 61

.
20.631

~Io. 3 I1 ~9.9 loG 32 31.6 101.2 51 210.3 29.6 82 ~0.5 1210 •1 i I8 ~6.8 91.0 33 31.2 100.10 I 53 2~.1 29.3 83 20.3
1210.0 II9 ~.~ 89.S 310 30.8' 39.1 I I 59 23.9 29.0

!
610 1::'0.2 23.e

52.0 83.9
,

35 30.3 39.1 Go 23;1 28.7 85 20.1 23.G
10

,U ~0.1 18.9 36 30.0 38.10 61 23.~ 28.5 I I 86 20.0 2J.~
12 108.3 110.7 31 29.G 31.8 62 23.3 28.2 61 19.9 23.10
13 106.6 11.0 36 29.2 31.3 G3 23.2 27.9 86 19.6 23.2
1" 105.10 61.8 39 28.9 36.7 610 23.0 21.1 89 19.7 23.1
1~ 1010.0 GIo.9 100 28.~ 36.2 55 22.8 21.5 90 ' 19.6 22.9"2.8 62.10 .16 1.1 28.2 35.1 G6 ~2.7 21.2 91 . 19.5 22.817 1,1.0 60.1 I 102 27.9 35.2 61 22.5 ~1.1l 92 19.10 22.616 100.7 58.1 103 27.6 310.7 68 22.3 26.8 93 19.3 22.519 39.8 ~6.2 1010 27.3 310.2 69 22.2 26.6 910 19.2 22.4::'0 38.9 ~1o.1o 105 27.0 33.8 10 22.0 :16.3 95 19.1 p2.221 38.1 52.9 46 ..6.6 33.4 11 21.9 26.1 96 19.0 t?2 :122 31.3 51.10

~
"1 21).5 33.0 72 ~.6 2~.9 91 18.9 r!2.023 36.6 ~o.o 106 26.3 32.6 73 21.6 25.7 96 6.8 21.9210 35.9 48.10 49 26.0 32.2 14 21.5 25.5 99 18.1 121.12~ . 35.3 107.G
50 25.8 31.A 75 '21 3 25.3 lOO 16.6 121.6

I

Table 8. 95% confidence intervals of the sample mean.
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84~IN NEAP SILVER BAY Appendix C

LOCATION: SILVER BAY SCHOOL
SITE NUPoHHR t 201

,SA"'PLE DATE AMPHI~OLE CHRYS OT IL E TOTAL Flf4ERS
NU ",aE R COLLECT EO CONCENTIUT ION CONCENTRATION CfJ~CENTRATIO~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
109004 09/06/79 252. 11844. 16884.
109006 09/24/79 17975. 5752. 31636.
109007 10/12/79 3196. 6716. 14016.
109005 10/30/79 2268. 5103. 11718.
109048 11/17/79 10327. 1796. 21103.
109028 12/05/79 3420. 3648. 9576.
109031 12/23/79 107. 30'30. 5656.
109036 01/10/80 3927. < 187. 8415.
109042 01/28/80 2604. 930. 7998.
109297 02/15/80 3210. 2140. 10058.
109330 03/04/80 16800. 6000. 42000.
109359 03/22/80 . 8279. 5844 • 199'67.
109359R 03/22/80 3880. 1552. 8924.
109384 04/09/80 3136. 3920. 25088.
109413 04/27/80 14674. 6072. 21324.
109474 06/02/80 12905. 2610. 2U~05.
1094744 06/02/80 13512. 3941. 20831.
1094748 06/02/80 17298. 3906. 23994.
109578 06/20/80 14337. 1062. 22833.
109511 07/08/80 30420. 2340. 50310.
109505 07/26/80 26250. 10';0. 44100.
109619 08/13/80 8029. 1036. 11396.
109636 08/28/80 2516. 1184. 6068.
109652 09/18/80 1645 " 7755. 10810.
109658 10/06/80 26214. 10023. 50886.
109663 10/24/80 3100. 1736. 6572.
109669 11/11/80 21 ~o. 1562. 6106.
109680 12/17/80 1903. 519. 7439.
109874 01/04/81 6225. 8715. ~6145.

109916 01/22/81 2603. 685. 5206.
109951 02/09/81 76"0. 2674. 17190.
109000 02/27/81 1512. 1848. 4200.
109036 03/17/81 3276. 3822. 12285.
10907'. 04/04/81 18360. 5100. 47940.
109111 04/22/81 770. 1430. 4620.
109111R 04/22/81 1248. 8424. 12792.
109142 05/07/81 10905. 3635. Z9080.
109178 05/25/81 8970. 598. 12558.
109214 06/1Z/81 16240. 580. 24940.
10Q250 01/03/81 160480. 8160. 2257"0.
1OQ 277 07/21/81 5558. 4764. 17071.
109306 08/08/81 9264. 1544. 16212.
109340 08'26/81 686. 857. 3428.
109376 09/13/81 20768. 3776. 41536.
10'Q407 10/01/81 1046. 523. 2764.
109439 10/19/81 2600. 2 P.OO • "600.
10:)52~ 11/06/81 4810. 1924. 17797.
10Q551 11/Z4/Al ZA 47. 6151. 1248'3.
1 O~ 470 12/12/81 2938. 2712. 9492.
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. __ .• .._. _ •• JII t,pDI

BASIN NEAR SILVER 8AY

LOCATION. SILVER BAY SCHOOL
SITE NUMBER. 201

S' "'PLE
NUMB ER

DATE
COLLECTED

A"'PHI ROLE
CONC ENTR ATION

CHR·YSO TI LE
CONCENTRATION

TOTAL f=IBERS
CONCENTRATION........................................................:~ .

10Q499
10Q573
109596
109"16
109646
109675
109675R
109704
109735
109762
109782
109792
109792R
109796
109801
109807
109828
109834
109840
10~846

109852
109858
109864
109870
109876
109882
10Q895
109928
10997~

109930

12/30/81
01/17/82
02/01/82
02/19/82
03/12/82
03/30/82
03/30/82
04/17/82
05/05/82
05/23/82
06/10/132
06/28/82
06/28/82
07/16/82
08/03/82
09/08/82
09/26/82
10/14/82
11/01/82
11/19/82
12/07/82
12/25/82
01/12/83
01/30/83
02/17/83
03/07/83
04/30/83
09/21/83
11/15/83
12/05/83

11634.
11109.

3025.
4176.
3641.
1872.
4512.
949.

1148.
6821.
2500.
2100.
4845.
1932.
4690.
2300.
1386.

500.
4212.

605.
848.

1552.
1049.
896.

3247.
844.

2565.
1128.

355.
467.

(

4986.
966.
121.
144.

10261.
936.

1504.
949.

1312.
359.
750.

1500.
4522.
1771.
1340.
1380.
2079.

723.
2106.
2178.

848"
1455.
1923.

384.
4393.

422.
1890.

602.
1300.
2148.

23268.
19803.

5082.
5760.

17212.
4797.
8084.
2288.
6560.

15078.
4875.
6450.

12597.
6118.

13065.
9200.
9933.
1668.
9126.
5687.
3323.
4171.
4020.
2176.
9550.
2050.
5400.
3083.
2364.
3829.

-~~--~~-----~---~---~~-------------~-----AVERAGE CONCENTRATION
HIGH CONCENTRATION
LOW CONC ENTR ATION

1989.
160480.

252.

2905.
11844.

121.

16737.
225760.

1668.

NOTES
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FI8ER~ PER CURIC ~ETER.

2. ~IBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FRO~ FILTERS AND THE
LA80RATORY. MOST OF T...E PEPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATrONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENT~ATIONS

ARE MUCH LOWER.
3. THE "<" SY~BOLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHfRE NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE

WERE C~UNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TA~lE IS THE CONCENTRATION WHICH ONE
WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIRER WEQE COUNTED.
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~ASIN NEAR SILVER BAY

lOCATIONt SILVER RAY SCHOOL
SITE NUMBERt 202

SA"1PLE DATE AMPHI BOLE CH~ YSO TILE TOTAL I=IBER$
"U"'~E~ ~OLLECTEO CONCENT~ATION CONCENTRATION CON CENT RAT ION
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
109008 09/24/79 24600. 8200. 60680.
109009 10112/79 2430. B10. 5535.
109010 10/10/79 2847. 1066. 9636.
109049 11/17/79 9975. 3325. 18525.
109029 12/05/79 4750. 3000. 11000.
109056 12/23/79 3776. 1416. 8732.
109037 01/10/80 4255. 1110. 8695.
109037R 01/10/80 3980: • 398. 8358.
109043 01/28/80 1030. 1339. 4738.
109298 02/15)80 8046. A94. 21009.
109331 03/04/80 13020. 8680. 30380.
109385 04/09/80 8080. 2424. 15352.
109414 04/27/80 35000. 1400. 53200.
109444 05/15/80 13470. 1796. 20205.
109475 06/02/-80 18844. 8076. 31631.
109579 06/20/80 5640. 564. 11280.
109512 07/08/80 27000. 4320. 46440.
109506 07/26/80 20840. (' 521. 28134.
109618 09/13/80 9178. 1765. 16591.
109640 08/31/80 5092. ] 340. 10452.
109653 09/18/AO 8602. 8096. 21758.
109659 10/06/80 1980. e512. 22876.
109664 10/24/80 1469. 1808. 5424.
109610 11111/80 21630. 6180. 43260.
109615 11/29/80 682. 917. 3493.
10"9615R 11/29/80 2483. 2292. 8595.
109681 12117/80 2106. 2340. 9826.
109875 01/04/81 5110. 5415-. 14965.
109917 01/22/81 16160. 5050. 53530.
109952 02/09/81 8840. 2210. 18564.
109952R 02/09/81 4312. 3388. 12320.
109001 02/27/81 18720. 3120. 45760.
109037 03/17/81 10143. 4347. 23184.
109073 04/04/81 15260. 4578. 32809.
109112 04/22/81 1572. 6026. 11528.
109149 05/10/81 30000. 2400. 54000.
109185 05/28/81 27621. 4455. 38313.
109221 06/15/81 51240. 1830. 71370.
10921)1 07/03/81 95550. 2450. 124950.
109251~ 07/03/81 75050. 15800. 146150.
109278 07/21/81 Z8340. 43"0. 38150.
109307 08/0A/81 6240. 1248. 11856.
109341 09/~6/81 2862. 6360. 13356.
109 341~ 08/26/81 1974. 2538. 6204.
109377 09/13/81 10920. 1560. 21840.
109408 10/01/81 31200. 3328 o. 79040.
109440 10/19/81 1661. 2567. 7097.
10Q440R 10/19/81 2119. 3423. 7987.
109526 11/06/81 4718. 26Q6. 17187.
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84SIN NEAP SILVER RAY

LOCATIONI SILVER BAY SCHOOL
SITE NUMQERI 202

SAf1PLE
NU'18E R

DATE
COLLECTED

Af1PIiIBOLE
CONCENTRATION

CHRYSOTILE
CONCENTRA nON

TOTAL fIBERS
CONCENTRATION

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =••• ~•••••••••••••
109552
109471
109500
109500R
109574
109574R
109600
109617
109647
109676
109705
109736
109763
109783
109825
109827
109802
109808
109829
109835
10~841

109847
109853
109859
109865
109871
109877
109883
109883R
109896
109906
109923
109955
109908
109963
109918
109932
109933

11/24/81
12/12/81
12/30/81
12/30/81
01/17/82
01/17/82
02/04/82
02/19/82
03/12/82
03/30/82
04/17/82
05/05/82
05/23/82
06/10/82
07/01/8Z
07/13/82
08/03/82
09/08/A2
09/26/82
10/14/R2
11/01/82
11/19/82
12/07/82
12/25/82
01/12/83
02/02/83
02/17/83
03/07/83
03/07/83
04/30/83
05/21/83
06/0218:'
06/20/83
06/23/83
07/08/83
07/14/83
08/04/83
08/16/83

28280.
5072.

12420.
15264.
4940.
5868.

13428.
9045.
5220.
3219.
1735.
1364.

18480.
3420.
7820.
1442.
3096.

522.
1715.

"40.
3913.

245.
458.
Z93.

4860.
2092.
3276.
1192.
3900.
3735.
1971.
3680.
4788.

11596.
946.

5808.
10065.
20e8.

(

(

1010.
Z853.
4320.
3392.
1900.
41}64.
2238.

335.
783.
222.

4164.
868.
560.
342.

4692.
927.

5934.
3132.
1715.
1188 ..

17329.
980.

1297.
403.

1458.
398.
728.

3725·.
5100.
2739.
3942.
1440.
3078.
1784.

946.
528.

3794.
696.

45450.
12363.
23760.
30528.
14820.
13692.
29840.
13400.
10701.

4884.
14227.

5084.
25200.

6669.
23069.

4635.
13158.
10962.
10290.

3839.
32422.

3840.
3434.
1281.
9963.
4084.
7098.
6854.

13800.
11703.
9855.
6400.

14364.
20962.
3388.

10296.
10840.

5220.

-~-~----------~------~----~---------------AVERAGE CONCENTRATION
HIG ... CONCENTRATION
LO~ CONCENTRATION

10555.
95550 ..

245.

3440.
33280.

222.

21590.
146150.

1281.

NOTES
1. FI~eR CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIBERS PER CURIC ~ETER.

z. FIBEP CONCENTQATIGNS INCLUDE CONTA~INATInN FROM FILTERS AND THE
LA80RATORY. MOST O~ THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTPATInNS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL. THE ACTUAL AI~ CONCENTRATIONS
ARE ~UCH LOWER.

3. THE ~(" SYMBOLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHEQE NO FI~EPS OF THAT TyPE
WERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TABLE IS THE CONCENTRATla~ WHICH ONE

TAIN IF aNLY ONE - EP WERE COUNTED.



BASIN NEAQ SILVER BAY

LOCATIONI NEAR TAILINGS BASIN
SITE NUMRERI 203

SA~PL E
NUI1 RER

DATE
COLLECTED

AMPHIAOLE
C0 NC EN TRAT ION

CHRYSOTILE
CONCENTRATION

TOTAL FIBERS
CO~ CEN TRAT ION

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
109001
109003
109011
109011R
109012
109013
109050
10905 OR
109030
109032
109038
109044
109299
109332
109360
109386
109445
109580
109513
109507
109617
109617R
109637
109"54
109660
109660R
109666
109671
109676
109682
109876
109918
109953
109002
109113

08/19/79
09/06/79
09/24/79
09/24/79
10/12/79
10/30/79
11/17/79
11/17/79
12/05/79
12/23/79
01/10/80
01/28/80
02/15/80
03/04/80
03/22/80
04/09/80
05/15/80
06/20/80
07/08/80
07/26/80
08/13/80
08/13/80
08/28/80
09/18/80
10106/80
10/06/80
10/24/80
11/11/80
11/29/80
12/17/80
01/04/81
01/22/81
02/09/81
02/27/81
04/22/81

2178.
994.

1392.
2208.

389.
862.

3675.
5130.

518.
611.

1230.
804.

4278.
4212.
1470.

641.
1884.
1221.
2299.
2816.
1547.
1Qge.
3546.

666.
4288.•
4947.
148Q.
1853.
1476.
3132.
1275.
2340.
4848.

446.
1639.

3630.
1656.
8120.
1472.
3574.
1568.
3185.

810.
138.
163.

1353.
6432.
3906.
648.
147.

1495.
1413.

814.
2090.

768.
833.

1271.
985.

6660.
2948.
2619.

876.
654.

2132.
4176.
5100.

780.
3333.
1412.

745.

14157.
4802.

13456.
7544.
5750.
4390.

10045.
11610.
1449.
1669.
5412.

12060.
10974.
11664.

5733.
2990.
6751.
3093.
8569.
5632.
4641.
4358.
7683.
7881.

13668.
13677.

3767.
4360.
6888.

11484.
11220.

6240.
13029.

2972.
2980.

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION
HIGH CONCENTRATION
lO~ CONC ENTR ATION

--~.~-~~--~~--~---~------~---~------------2123. 2226. 7503.
5130. 8120. 14157.
3~9. 138. 1449.

NOT ES
1. FI8ER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN ~IaERS PER CUBIC METER.
2. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CQNTAMr~ATION FRn~ FILTERS AND THE

LABORATORY. MOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCE~TRAT[ONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL. T~e ACTUAL AIR CONr.E~TRATIONS

ARE MUCH LOWEP.
1. THE "<" SYM80lS REPRESENT COUNTS WHFRE NO FleERS o~ THAT TYPE

WERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TA8LE IS THE CONCENTRATION WHICH ONE
WOULD ORTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER W~RE COllNTED.

E-34
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8ASIN NEAR SILVER RAY

LOCATIONI NEAR TAILINGS 8ASI~

SITe NU~~ERI 204

SA'1PLE
NU~8EP

DATE
COLLECTED

AMPHIBOLE
CONCENTRAT ION

CHRYS OT IL E
CONC EN TR' TION

TOTAL FIBERS
CO~CENTRATION................................................. ~ .

109014
109015
109053
109033
109039
109045
109387
109387R
109415
109446
109476
109581
109514
109508
109616
10q~41

109655
109835
109668
109672
109677
109683
109877
109919
109954
109003
109003R
109039
109075
10~114

109151
109187
109217.
109252
109279,
109308'
109342
109372
109441
109521
109553
10~472

109495
109511
109598
109618
109618R
109642
109672

10/12/79
10/30/79
12/05/79
12/23/79
01/10/80
01/28/80
04/09/80
04/09/60
04/27/80
05/15/60
06/02/80
06/20/80
07/013/80
07/26/80
08/13/80
08/31/80
09/18/60
10/03/80
10/24/80
11/11/60
'11/29/80
12/17/80
01/04/81
01/22/81
02/09/81
02/27/81
02/27/81
03/17/81
04/04/81
04/22/81
05/10/81
05/28/~1

06/12/81
07/03/81
07/21/81
08/08/81
08/26/81
09/10/81
10/19/81
11/03/81
11/24/81
12/12/81
12/27/81
01/14/82
02/01/82
02/19/82
02/19/82
03/09/A2
03/27/82

9528.
2790.
1683.

538.
406.
166.
869.
566.

1727.
3118.
6820.
1824.
2618.

.6346.
5481.
3380.
2050.
1068.
2096.
8188.
5500.
6110.

21240.
20200.
11460.

1333.
2268.
5951.

14476.
3256.
6369.

11235.
17442.
21576.
4324.
1236.
6188.
4818.

833.
4466.
1260.
8844.
1331.
2430.
4368.
2996.
5100.
1205.
1632.

E-35
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<

<

11116.
5890.
3179.

911.
934.

2905.
1665.

189.
157.
616.

2790.
1672.

462.
501.

3132.
2028.
2144.
7476.
2620.
2848.
2200.
2350.
4956.

10100.
10314.
1254.
2430.

22722'.
5922.
1036.

772.
963.
513.
696.
188.

1236.
221.

135'5.
114.
h09.
945.

4020.
1815.

615.
1008.
101.
408.

4820.
2720.

36524.
14570.
7480.
1691.
1665.
3984.
4054.
1463.
321Q.
6591.

12710.
6080.
5544.
8183 •

11223.
6591.
5499.

13083.
5633.

13528 •
12100.
11515.
37524.
48480.
33234.

3371.
6804.

36788.
32QOO.

5772.
8878.

14766.
22059.
27840.
1108.
6386.
8171.

10840.
2499.
81Z0.
2835.

20502.
4a40.
5400.
7056.
4173.
7752.
9881.

10880.



BASIN NEAR SILVER RAY

LOCATION' NEAR TAILINGS 8ASIN
SITE NU~BER. 204

SA"1P LE
NUI18 ER

DATE
COLLECTED

AM PH IROLE
CONC ENTRATION

CHP YSOTILE
CONCENTRATION

TOTAL FIBERS
CON CENTRAT I 0"4

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lOQ700
10Q731
10Q759
109774
10q7q3
10Q797
10q803
10q80Q
109830
lOQ830R
10q836
10Q836R
10Q842
109848
10Q854
10Q860
10Q866
10Q872
10Q878
10QS84
10QS88
10QQ3Q
10QQ7Q
109940
10QQ74

04/14/82
05/02/82
05/20/82
06/01/82
06/28/82
07/16/82
08/03/82
09/08/82
09/26/82
09/26/82
10/14/82
10/14/82
11/01/82
l1/1Q/82
12/01182
12/25/82
01/12/83
02/02/83
02/17/83
03/07/83
03/25/83
10/27/83
11/15/83
12/05/83
12/21/83

(

(

452.
576.

2712.
1800.
3204.
427.

1364.
546.
473.

2240.
1Q60.
1816.

672.
520.

2961.
1352.

732.
411.
904.
948.

2604.
212.

51.
59.

128.

1130.
1008.
1808.
4000.
1246.

4Qa.
818.

6006.
1607.
3584.
2100.
2581.
3696.
1820.

564.
1560.
6588.
1057.

339.
3002.

465.
1378.
614.

1529.
l1Q3.

4520.
6192.
8814.
8400.
6586.
1635.
4000.

11102.
4064.
8960.
6440.
5162.
7392.
5330.
6204.
4472.
9516.
2348.
2317.
8374.
3720.
lQ08.
1024.
2352.
1406.

AVERAGE CONCENT~ATION

YIG~ CONCENTRATION
LOW CONCENTRATION

2575.
22722..

107.

Q738.
48480.

1024.

NOTES
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIRERS PER cueIC METER.
2. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FROM FILTERS AND THE

LABORATORY. HOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTQATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENTRATIONS
ARE MUCH LOWER.

1. THE "<" SY~90lS REPRfSENT COUNTS WHERE NO FI~ERS OF THAT TYPE
WERE COUNTED. THE.VALue ON THE TARLE IS THE CONCENTP.TION WHICH ONE
WOULD ORTAIN IF ONLY ONE FI8FR wE~E COUNTEO.

E-36
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8ASIN NE~R SILVER BAY

lOC AT ION' NEA~ TAILINGS BA SI~

SITE NUMBER' 20t;

SA'1PLE DATE AMPHIBOLE CHRYSOTILE TOTAL FI8ERS
NUf18E R COLLECTED CONCENTRATION CONCENTRATHIN CONCENTRATION
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
109000 08/19/79 38400. 1600. 73600.
109016 09/24/79 51300. 27360. 123120.
109017 10/12/79 1722. 4018. 12915.
109018 10/30/79 1930. 15826. 20458.
109051 11/17/79 4545. 1212. 12120.
109051R 11/17/79 3749. 1630. 8802.
109054 12/05/79 3075. 4920. 10250.
109034 12/23/79 397. 546. 1364.
109040 01/10/80 517. 414. 1965.
109300 02/15/80 4'25. 905. 7602.
109333 03/04/80 6990. 1398. 18640.
109361 03/22/80 2800. 12ftO. 6020.
109388 04/09/80 714. .401. 1784 •
109416 04/27/80 20387. < 703. 31635.
109447 05/15/80 23055. < 795. 31800.
109477 06/02/80 7200. 2700. 18000.
109582 06/20/80 6716. 292. 11972.
109515 07/08/80 25772. 758. 36384.
109509 07/26/80 18042. 582. 23280.
109642 08/31/80 5784. 482. 9158.
109656 09/18/80 3888. 11664. 17280.
109661 10/06/80 10920. 10920. 32032.
109661R 10/06/80 9630. 6420. 27606.
109667 10/24/80 1510. 2131. 4529.
109673 11/11/80 988. 1235. 3704.
109678 11/29/80 2431. 5525. 11492.
1096A4 12/17/80 7480. 10846. 21318.
109876 01/04/81 16506. 7860. 36942.
109920 01/22/81 4500. 1250. 9250.
109955 02/09/81 8880. 1776. 19980.
109004 02/27/81 959. 1516. 3436.
109040 03/17/81 4186. 3289. 13455.
109076 04/04/81 11760. 764it. 26460.
109115 04/22181 751. 2629. 4601.
10:h 52 05/10/81 12080. 2864. 28640.
109188 05/28/81 8092. < 289. 10982.
109224 06/15/81 17680. 520. 24960.
109253 07/03/81 45A20. 3160. 60040.
109275 07/18/81 12731. 26~4. 22389.
109309 08/08/81 886. 975. 3367.
10Q343 08/26/81 2640. 240. 3960.
109343R 08/26/81 " 440. 3220. 13524.
10937~ 09/13/81 9844. 1264. 16264.
109410 10/01/81 6867. 3924. 16023.
109442 10/19/81 IH.:2. 913. 3652.
109527 11/06/81 9648. 6633. 25929.
109527R 11/06/81 15200. 4864. 29792.
109554 11/24/81 1337. 382. 2674.
109473 12/12/81 6575. 3945. 13413.

E-37



FIBER CO~Ce~T~ATIONS FO~ ~PCA MILEPOST 7 TAILINGS
BASIN NE4R SILVER BAY

LOCATIONI NEA~ TAILINGS ~~SIN

SITE NUM BE RI Z0 5

~EPOQT PREPARED 03/29/S

S''''PLE
NUM8 f~

DATE
COLLECTED

A'1PHIBOlE
CONCENTRATION

CHRYSOTILE
CONCENT~ATION

TOTAL FII!E~S

CO~CeNT~AT ION
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
109501
109575
109601
109622
109648
109677
109706
109732
109737
109764
109784
109826
109798
10Q804
109810
109831
109837
10~843

109849
109849R
109855
109861
109867
109873
109873 R
10987Q
1098E'5
109889
109893
109893R
109898
109905
109921
109957
109910
109960
109915
109942
10Q943
109944

12/30/81
01/11182
02/04/82
02/22/82
03/12/82
03/30/82
04/17/"2
05/02/82
05/05/82
05/23/82
06/10/82
07/01/82
07/16/82
08/03/82
09/08/82
09126/82
10/14/82
11/01/82
11/19/82
11/19/82
12/07/82
12/25/82
01/12/83
01/30/83
01/30/83
02/17/83
03/07/83
03/25/83
04/12/83
04/12/83
04/30/83
05/18/83
06/05/83
06/20/83
06/23/83
07/08/83
07/11/83
08/19/83
09/03/83
09/21/83

10296.
5256.
8112.
8211.
849.

8775.
970.

2196.
15Q6.
'3358.
1588.

173460.
623.

1236.
622.

1072.
1451.
188.
386.
136.
"34.
102.
456.
48.

116.
711.
254.

1254.
1381.
4278.
2224.
1878.
1400.

927.
6370.

875.
2226.
1430.
~88 •

1441.

(

2288.
1752.
3632.
5865.
113.
195.

1323.
366.
'399.
292.
418.

49 5f>0.
2151.

872.
111.

1608.
tl16.

6895.
601.
112.

1390.
594.

2186.
48.

1004.
474.
406'.
502.
460.

1111;.
5282.
9390.

t-OO.
1030.:
1225.
4375.
2862.
1210.
1'54.

917.

21736.
11096.
19522.
17595.
1698.

10140.
5204.
7686.
5187.
6132.
3846.

338660.
3226.
2981.
4001.
5494.
3537.

10244.
1888.
1792.
4171.
2160.
4008.

95.
1544.
1896.
1572.
2195.
3145.
8556.

11120.
16589.

4100.
4120.

10780.
7525.

12720.
5170.
4440.
5240.

---~-------------------------~------------Ave~AGE CONCENTRATION
HIGH CONCENTRATION
LOW CO NC ENT~ ATI ON

R211.
173460.

48.

E-38

17543.
31~660.

95.



BASIN NEAR SILVER BAY

LOCATIONa NEAR TAILINGS ~AS IN
SIT E NOM BERa 206

SA" P LE OATE AMPHIBOLE CHPYSOTILE TOTAL F I BE RS
NUM~ ER COLLECTED CONCENTRAT ION CONCENTRATION CONCENTRATION
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
109002 09/06/79 12885. 4Z91j. 32642.
109002R 09/06/79 5890. 3534. 23560.
109020 09/14/79 5103. 2916. 9477.
109019 10/11179 618. 121. 3914.
109021 10/30/79 1260. 1515. 4935.
109052 11/17/79 1210. 5150. 23175.
109055 12/05/19 728. 814. 3130.
109035 12/23119 2368. 592. 6068.
109041 01/10/80 4485. 3105. 14835.
109041 01/18/80 1t056. 499l. ll79l.
109301 02/15/80 2943. 109. 1t905.
109331t 03/04/80 3154. 166. 697l.
109362 03/22/80 1309. 800. 3417.
109389 04/09/80 988. 346. 2075.
109411 04/27/80 3264. 408. 1752.
109448 05/15/80 56l0. 4496. 12926.
109478 06/02/80 3008. 2444. 9024.
109 '83 06/20/80 286A. 2390. 9799.
109516 01108/80 1350. 540. 5265.
109510 07/26/80 4224. 768. 7680.
109510P 07/26/80 3552. 2886. 9546.
10Q614 08/13/80 It 896. 5168. 11424.
109643 08/31/80 2530. 1380. 4830.
109651 09/18/80 2484. 7866. 12006.
109662 10106/80 1240. 2976. 11656.
109665 10/24/80 1845. 6355. 9635.
109671t 11/11/80 2420. 770. 3960.
109679 11/29/80 371t0. 1760. 9020.
109685 12/11180 1320. 1584. 5544.
109819 01/04/81 1188. 2235. 6407.
109921 01/22/81 10800. 3888. 19008.
109956 02/09/81 3108. 4403. 11655.
109005 02/27/81 2898. 4761. 9522.
109041 03/17/81 7389. 571t7. 33661.
109071 04/01/81 2085. 1112. 5977.
10:9116 04/22/81 996. 689. 3294.
109153 05/10/81 3-150. 37'. 4875.
109189 05/28/81 1750. 310. Il090.
109225 06/15/81 6644. 8456. 24160.
109225R 06/15/81 5'377. < 283. 11320.
109254 07/03/81 3948. 564. 7896.
109280 07/21/81 2618. < 103. 4429.
109310 08/08/81 29813 • 1494. 6640.
109344 08/26/81 4324. 5b4. 7332.
109379 09/13/81 2648. S958. 14895.
109411 10/01/81 4452. 3816. 13992.
109443 10/19/~1 1521. 3A87. 7267.
109523 11/03/81 809. 202. 2831.
109548 11/21/81 2472. 824. 4429.
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~ASIN NEAR SILVER BAY

LOCATIONI NEAR TAILINGS BASIN
SIT E NlJMB ER I 20b

SA~PL E
NU'1BE R

DATE
COLLECTED

AHPHIROlE
CONCENT~ATION

CHRYSOTILE
CONCENT~ATION

TOTAL FIBERS
CONCENTRATION

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
109571
109497
109513
109605
109620
109644
109682
109702
109733
109794
109799
109805
109811
109832
109838
109844
109851
109856
10985bR
109862
109868
109874
109880
109886
109890

12/03/81
12/27181
01/14/82
02/07/82
02/19/82
03/09/82
04/02/82
04/14/82
05/02/82
06/28/82
07/16/82
08/03/82
09/08/82
09/26/82
10/14/82
11/01/82

-11/1Q/82
12/07/82
12/07/82
12/25/82
01/12/83
01/30/83
02/17/83
03/07/83
03/25/83

3105.
2700.
2080.
1358.
3612.

441.
351.

1694.
588.
673.
575.
738.
279.

1015.
265.
372.
191.
658.
641.
554.
470.
408.

1210.
791.

2304.

2070.
135.
910.
634.
172.

2203.
527.
770.

1372.
673.

3680.
1569.

65241
4872.

7q5.
4092.
1654.

4q4.
789.

1661.
739.

2992.
545.

2938.
2016.

8073.
'5400.
5200.
3530.
bAeo.
4405.
1989.
6006.
9212.
2383.
5980.
3692.
4096.
9338.
1749.
7440.
2608.
'3539.
1873.
3183.
2755.
5304.
2b62.
5311.
5760.

--_~_-----------~------_~__~_-------------
AVE~AGE CONCENTRATION
HIGH CONCENTRATION
LOW CONCENTRATION

2741.
128 8S.

191.

2157.
8456.

103.

8270.
33661.
1749.

NOTES
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIBERS PER CUBIC METER.
2. fIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUOE CONTAMINATION FROM FILTERS AHD THE

LA80RATORY. MOST OF THE IlEPORTEO CHRYSOTIlE ,CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION lEVEL. THE ACTUAL 'AIR CONCENTRATIONS
ARE MUCH LOWER.

3. THE "<" SYMBOLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE
WERE COUNTED. THE VALue ON THE TABLE IS THE CONCENTRATION WHICH ONf
WOULO OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERE COllNTED.

E-40



•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

E-41

1255.

25600.

10529.

25600.
1255.
3186.
6776.

11532.
14518.
10836.

TOTAL fIBERS
CONCENTRATION

245.

5536.

11264.

11264.
8l8.
245.

2002.
871t2.
9996.
5616.

CHRYSOTILE
CONCENT~ATION

75"

867.

512.
75.

817.
1232.

930.
952.

1548.

1548.

__.-.._~__, ... ...__~_... _Il8I.. .._ .. .. _

AMPH IBOL E
CONCENTRAT ION

10/16/78
12/21/78
02/02/79
02/02/79
04/10/79
06/14/79
08/09/79

DATE
COLLECTED

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION

CITYI DULUTH
LOCATIONI HIGH SCHOOL ROOF

NOTES
1. FI8ER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIBERS PE~ CURIC ~ETER.

2. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FROM FILTERS AND THE
LABORATORY. ~OST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTA"INATION LEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENTQATIONS
AR E MUCI-4 LOWE R.

3. THE "(" SYMBOLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE
WERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TABLE IS THE CONCENT~ATION WHICH ONE
WOULD 08TAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERE COUNTED.

HIGH CONCENTRATION

55496
5549q
55100
55100R
55103
55108
55105

SA"1PLE
NUMBE R

lOW CONCENTRATION



... ~_ ~ " ..., •• ., • _ '0 "'-" ~~. U..,4 • II ~A&..4."';,J

BASIN NE4R SILVEP RAY

LOCATION' NEAR TAILINGS ~ASIN

SITE NU'18ER: 208

SA'1PLE
,..UI18 fR

DATE
COLLECTED

A'1 PHI BO lE
CONC ENTR ATI ON

CHRYSOTtlE
CONCENTRATION

TOTAL FIBERS
CONCENTRATION=••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

109311
109345
109375
109406
109444
109524
109555
109474
109502
109576
109602
109623
109649
109678
109707
109738
109765
109785
109195
109800
109806
109812
109833
109839
109845
109850
109857
109863
109869
109875
109887
109881
109900
109903
109922
109912
109962
109917
109949
109950
109951
109952
109953
109915

08/08/81
08/26/81
09/10/81
09/28/81
10/19/81
11/03/81
11/24/81
12/12/81
12/30/81
01/17/82
02/04/82
02/22/82
03/12/82
03/30/82
04/17/82
05/05/82
05/23/82
06/10/82
06/28/82
07/16/82
08/03/82
09/08/82
09/26/82
10/14/82
11/01/62
11/19/62
12/01182
12/25/82
01/12/83
01/30/63
03/07/83
03/18/83
04/30/63
05/18/83
06/05/83
06/23/83
01108/83
07/11/83
01/2cH83
OA/19/83
09/03/83
10/27183
12/05/83
12/21/83

4761.
623.

8099.
798.

2155.
4968.

786.
4148.
928.

1043.
8360.
2904.

774.
2625.

59Q CD

1304.
2160.
1808.

330.
246.

1488 ..
195.
435.
331.
987.

47.
238.
12.

231.
588.
236.

1470.
1840.
1e80.
6292.
1392.

157.
510.
519.
512.
315.
501.
216.
1 tl6.

<

4232.
1335.
4361.
1938.

449.
207.
688.

1220.
27q4.
2533.
1520.
1848.

532.
210.
333.

1304.
180.
68Q.
725.

1412.
1240.
1365.
3190.
1322.
8883.
1034.

267.
1t55'.

641.
3822.
3658.
3822.
1495.
6016.
266:2.

418.
2198.
1870.
1113.
4608.
651.
319.
883.
69Q.

21160.
2937.

26166.
4902.
3412.
8694.
3834.
9212.
4872.
6258.

16340.
11616.

2081.
4200.
1196.
7172.
6660.
3102.
2636.
2702.

10416.
1995.
6815.
2644.

17437.
1186 •.
1069.
1408.
1418.
6762.
5546.
6174.
4715.

15792.
11858.
2854.
3297.
6970.
2Q68.
1296.
2204.
1320.
1656.
1118.

------------------------------------------AVEQAGE CONCENTRATION
Hlr,H CONCENTRATION
lO~ CONCENTRATION

15 Q5 •
8'360.

47.

E-42

1860.
8883.,

180.

6409.
26166.
1069.



__ .... _ • I .... _ • • W".,J • """"" •• ..,.0 ,""V'.V·.IIIA' 0 ..... " "'''UU'\.·-'

CITYI HIBBING
LOCATIONI COUNTY COURTHOUSE

SAI1PLE
NU!I1I3E~

DATE
COLLECTED

A'1PHIAOlE
CONCENUATION

CHRYSOTILE
CON CENTR·l TION

TOT AL F18 ERS
CONCENTRAT ION

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
55'364 07/26/78 2912. 5460~ 16744.
55'398 09/06/78 1758. 8790~ 14650.
55402 10/13/78 1638. 16926. 36036.
55393 10/31/78 R25. 2200. 11825.
55726 12/05/78 638. 9570. 12122.
55728 03/30/79 ( 1360. 62560. 10720.

-~~--~~---~--~~~-~---~~~--~-~----------~--

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION

HIGH CONCENTRATION

lOW CONCENTRATION

1522.

638.

17584.

62560.

2200.

21016.

70720.

11825.

NOTES
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FI~ERS PE~ CU8IC METER.
2. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FROM FILTERS AND THE

LABORATO~Y. MOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION lEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENTRATIONS
ARE MUCH LOWER.

~. THE "(" SYMBOLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FI8E~S Of THAT TYPE
WERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TARLE IS THE CONCENTRATION WHICH ONE
WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FleER WERE COUNTED.
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

8480.

32 B06.

TOTAL FII3ERS
CONCENTRATION

Q772.

5113.

2136.

CHRYSOTILE
CONCENTRATIO~

245.

1507.

6282.

AP1PHIROLE
CONCENT~ATION

OATE
COLLECTED

E-44

55365 07/26/78 267. 2136. 10146.
55392 10/31178 633. 2532. 25320.
55720 12/05/18 636. 2544. 8480.
55722 01/16/79 884. 8398. 23868.
55274 03/13/79 < 245. 4655. 13415.
55276 04/18/79 6282. 9772. 32806.
55278 06/18/79 2136. 3560. I11t44.
55~72 08/14/7Q 974. 7305. 22402.

..., .. ·.v ......, ........... "." 'w" .. .,.0 ........ fV •• ,£, •• HA" r"'uu",.···

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION

HIGH CONCENTRATION

NOTE S
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS A~E GIVEN IN FIBERS PEP CUgrC METER.
~. FI8ER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FqOM FILTERS ANO THE

lAI30RATORY. MOST OF THE REPO~TEO CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION lEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENTRATIONS
ARE fo1UCH LOWER.

3. THE "<" SY"tBOLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE
WERE COU~TEO. THE VALUE ON THE TARLE IS THE CONCE~TRATION WHICH ONE
WOULD oeTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERE COUNTEO.

SA"tPlE
NUP1aER

CITY' VIRGINIA
LOCATION' CITY HALL ROOF

lOW CONCENTRA TI ON



r
"

CI TY I DULUTH
LOCATIONS DaWNTOWN

SA1 P LE
NUI18E R

DATE
COLLECTED

AMPHI80L E
CONCENTRAT ION

CHRYSOTIlE
CONCENT~ATIO~

TO TAL FI 8ERS
CONCENTRATION

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
55397 09/26/78 2aSh. 34632. 5961t4.
55397R 09/26/78 1835. 10276. 17616.
55395 10/31/78 1t3 50. 15950. 56550.
55715 12/26/78 1119. 7460. 17904.
55718 02/23/79 1136. 5112. 13064.
55282 06/14/79 18480. 30360. 64680.
55284 08/21119 3516. 10548. 24026.

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION

~ IG Ii CONC EN TR ATl ON

lOW CONCENTRATION

4160.

181t80.

16334.

34632.

5112e

36212.

64680.

13064.

NOTES
1 .. FIRER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIRERS PER CUBI·C METER.
2. FI~ER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION ~RO~ ~rLTERS AND THE

LABORATORY. MOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENTRATIONS
ARE MUCH LOWER.

3. THE "<" SYMBOLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE
~ERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TARLE IS THE CONCE~TRATION ~HICH ONE
WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERE COUNTED.
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CITYI ST. PAUL
LOCATION. RESIDENTIAL

S''1PLE
NUM8E R

DATE
COLLECTED

AMPHIBOLE
CONCEN TR AT ION

C~RYSOTILE

CONCENTRATIO~

TOTAL FIBERS
CONC ENTRATION................................................................... ~~..

----------~--------~~~-~~---------------~-

55112
'5"11
"519

08/11/78
12/01/78
01/25/79

892.
362.
490.

1784.
3801.

19i10.

16056.
9Q55.

23520.

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION

HIGH CONCENTRATION

LOW CONCENTRATION

S81.

892.

362.

8232.

19110.

1784.

16510.

2'3520.

9Q55.

NOTES
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIRERS PEQ CURIC METER.
2. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMTNATION FROM FILTERS AND THE

LABORATORY. MOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL.. THE ACTUAL AIR CaNCENTRATIONS
ARE MUCH LOWER. . ...

3. THE "<" SYMROLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIBERS Of THAT TYPE
WERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TABLE I~ THE CONCENTRATION WHICH ONE
WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERE COUNTED.

E-46



'.
CITYI ST. PAUL
LOCATIONS DOWNTOWN

SAI1PLE
NUI18 E~

DATE
COLLECTE D

AMPHIBOLE
CONe ENTRA TION

CHRYSOTILE
CONCENTRAT ION

TOTAL FIBERS
CONCENTRAT ION

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
55371 08/11/78 1170. 14040. 45630.
55371A 08/11/78 1300. 30660. 68620.
553718 09/01/78 639. 8q46. 28116.
55404 11/07/78 ( 455. 10Q20. 20930.
55427 12/28/78 820. 10250. 20500.
55883 05/15/79 1774. 15079. 40802 ..
55094 07/18/79 1344. 6048. 19152.

-----~-~~---~----------~~----~~----~--~---

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION

~IG~ CONCENTRATION

lOW CONCENT~ATION

1929.

7300.

13706.

30660.

bOltFJ.

34821.

68620.

19152 ..

NOTES
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIBERS PER CUBIC METER.
2. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION fRO~ FILTERS 4ND T~E

LABORATORY. MOST OF THE ~EPORTEO CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMI~ATION LEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENTRATIONS
ARE Hue ... LOWER.

3. THE "<" SYMBOLS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIRERS OF T~AT TYPE
WERE COU~TED. T~E VALUE ON THE TA~lE IS T~E CONCENTRATION WHIC~ O~E

WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERE COUNTED.
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CITYI MINNEAPOLIS
LOCATIONI CO~HERCIAL DISTRICT

OATE
COLLECTE 0

AM PHI ROLE
CONC ENTR ATI ON

CHRYSOTILE
CONCENTRATION

TOTAL FI8ERS
CON CENT RAT ION

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
553QO 10/17/78 84. 928. 1646.
55425 12/26/78 943. 62238. 10725.
55580 02/23/79 558. 5580. 19530.
55815 04/27/79 1160. 41760. 53360.
55996 06/25/79 845. 19435. 44785.
55262 09/10/79 1822. 13665. '38262.

---~-----------~-~-~-----~~~-~~-----~---~-

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION

HIGH CONCENTRATION

lOW CONCENTRATION

1822.

84.

62238.

928.

38051.

70725.

1646.

NOTES
1. FIBE~ CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FI~ERS PER CUBIC ~ETER.

2. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FROM FILTERS AND THE
LABORATORY. HOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTIlE CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENTRATIONS
ARE HUCH LOWER.

3. THE "<" SYM80LS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE
WERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TABLE IS THE CONCENTRATION WHICH O~E

WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERE COUNTED.
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CITY' ~I~NE.POLIS
LOCATION. RESIDENTIAL

S.... PLE
NUIl1BER

DATE
COLLECTE 0

AHPHIBOLE
CONCENTRATION

CHRYSOTIlE
CONCENTR.TION

TOTAL FIBERS
CONCENTRATION

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
55310
55381

08/16/78
OQ/19116

2180.
634.

3486.
1Q02.

20928.
13631.

-----------------~----~~~---------~~~----

• VERAGE CONCENTRATION

HIGH CONCENTRATION

LOW CONCENTIUTION

1407.

2180.

634.

2695.

3488.

17280 •

20Q28.

13631.

NOTES
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FI8ERS PER cueIC "'ETER.
2. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FROM FILTERS AND THE

LABORATORY. HOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATIONS ARE
DUE TO THIS CONTAHINATION LEVEL. THE ACTUAL AIR CONCENT~ATIONS

ARE MUCH LOWER.
3. THE "(n SYIl180LS REPRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE

WERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON THE TABLE IS THE CONCENTRATION WHICH ONE
WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERE COUNTEO.
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CI TY: BABE: I TT
.. L.CI.C_~J.Io.N.:_.. CIJ Y_.HALL

SAMF'L E
NUIIIBER

..- .

DA1L
COLLECTED

AMF'HI BOLE:.
CONC€NiRArION.. . . ~ .... - _. -_. _... -.-

CHR'{SOTIlL
C(l Net: N 'f RA flU!'l

TO', AL FIBERS
eel N'~:;::N L_R A T .1 W~l _

. =========================================~=~========~=========;=~======

124';i/S.
7.'~_0.4.'
::: 0:::50

l(~ ::: {~' !~:.J

14645 ..
59204.

3597N

::: '7~:::: •

1..5_0.0~ •... _ __
39~:O.

::::::: Q(; I).,

It.:, 054.
.~~'j2QA...
14742.
19 4L5..--. __ ..__
11 t;'56.

35't_7.
4200.

1..7 64 Q.
11600.

4006.
1 j 162..

624.

61:.·0 CI

152:~,.

2011.
1260.0. •

3490.
P~l_~_Z....

163:::.
....._ ..1_0.e; 0 •

6200.
14.~.8.

94b.
3.920.
14tiO.

~f.U';o...
79~j2 .

62_'L._

44';' .

1575.

60060

4 J= ., .. ,...' ( .:. "

479ti.

1.01 't.2_o

3480.

640.
.._.U7i~~_(lQ .•

29260
._. --- --- . ---_ ..

...:~

- .'_.- .. ~.. --_.~-_ .._... . . .. -
AVERAG~ CONCLNTRATION
HIGH CONCENrRATION-.. --- ... ---.--_._-- -- ...-, ." -_.
LOW CONCENTRATION

_.LH.~ .9.1. -_._. _.J 9LQ.9..lJ ~:.
108005 09/06/79

J O::~QQ.L_. .191...1 2/ l?
108039 10/30/79

_.J9 8 940.. _. _.JtLLr1.19 .
108041 12/05/79

.J9.:~91-2 ._J._2j];~:jJ~..
108084 01/10/80
J.O_~~Q.~9.. ._ , __Qt!.f:.~ (8 0
108086 02/15/80

J, Q3Q..?.I___ .. 0ll0 S/8.1).
108088 03/22/80

__ ! 9?Q?~__.._. .01.1-0 'U:3 0._ ... _"'_' ...._ .~.i2..'!.-_ ....._
108096R 04/09/80

_J 0 ?.!..QL _.._JL~L2, 7..D~.l)
108125 05/15/80
108126 07/08/80---------- ----"------_ .. -_.__ . --- -"
108131 08/13/80

_ ~OIES. .._ __ _." _ _. _.__.__.__.._.. _ .__ __ .
1. FIBER CONC~NTRATIONS AR~ GIVEN IN FIBERS PER CUBIC METER.
~:::.·_EJJ3~8...J:;:.QJ~CI;.N f.R!\1 I ~l "LS I.N ~:I.. U.J:lE .J:..ot'tr AJ'1 rNA TION. fBf-Il") r I LTE t:: S I:" ND TH.E..

LABORATORY. MOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTIlE CONClNTRATIONS ARE
_.... __.~!-!.~ .T9.. ..r.It! § <;..9J.'iTAtlJ~ ~ Tt~!N ..1:~V£l_ •....II1E..AC rUA l. AIRe ONC ~f\ TRAT I QNS _.

ARE MUCH lOWER.
__ .. 3_0 1li~_.:'(':.._SYJ~E-PLS. 8E.P....R~.s.~NT._C.OJ.!.WI.S JA/Hb RE.:__ NO ._F .1.BERS. IJF .•THAI T.Y£' E .__ . . .

WERE COUNTED. THE VALUE ON fHE fABLE IS IHE CONCENfRATION WHICH ONE
..WOWlD O~.T.~L~ I.f:_.PNLY.PNE FJ_BE.f·C.WEfH.:. COUNTED " . _

E-50



FIBE.R..CON..CEIHRATIONS fOR MF'CA COMUNITY AIR PROGt~AM

CITY: HOYT LAKES
.LQ-CAll Q N. :-'._f.:.Q LlC E. .5.1AT I I] N

REPORT PREPARED.03fZ2L8~.

SAMPLE
~JJ!!!~.ER.

DATl
.kQ_L_LECT~ 0

AMF'H 1BOLE
CC,lNCENiRAfION

CHRYSOTILl
CONCt:N IRA rr ON

Ten AL FIBERS
CONCt:NTRA T ION

=================================:=======:========~~=~=================

.. ;'::..:::6.3.0 ...._.._. __...__ . ...191 6.0...... .__ ....__.__

__UJ..!!.6.2._ .....~ ..jO.L2::lJ~I_8. _. __ ~. 245/6,.•....
108000 08/19/79 12038.

. L08I).(>.1. _Ji9LO£119. L8~6 •.
108003 10/12/7 9 3040.

_.-1.Q.?Q.4..3_ . __ .LQ/_3~VJ9 . l6..6.8." ..
108044 11/17/79 9405.

_1.0.8.QB-.5._ . 1.2.LO.5L.l9 _ _ .. . 304Q...... .
108046 12/23/79 9180.

.1.Q.aO_4T_ .._ .__Q._l..!!.!)!:;; 0 610.
108080 01/28/80 8993.

..J...9.!-=:~~e._L . . Q2.L 1.5L80_ 2.904.
108082 03/05/80 8694.

P _.1. 1>2.0.8.3 fJ 3/ ZZ.LBJJ ._..__._._. ,_ .. _. __.. 2 0.3.D2 "-
108097 04/09/80 8220.

.1.Q.8_1Qt: . D.4.LZJ/80 1-7120.
108122 05/15/80 1414b.

.-.l..Q_a,1LJ ..Q6/ 2S2I:3 0 _ .1 ti240 .•
108124 07/08/80 7860.
19_~_t?8 ....9] I. 2/:d8. l) 4;';U 1... _
108129 08/13/80 16560.

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION 8986.
.J:LLG_H CONG£!\frRArIO~ __ ..._ .. __ ._.2Q30.2.

LOW CONCENTRATION 610.

145'.7.6 "
50'?':;.
6.3.:33 ..
9120.
6470.
'3762.

_2 {3.6.•
6120.
10:?8 •
7406.

248-1.
. .1.5.264 "

57~:"4 .
14980.

6 1 fj 0 •
3:310 •
3144-.

. 11526.:4a

... 2L6.32:.__ . _

23150.
_23.5.6.8 ...
20140.
2.18.8.0. _
23826.

31620.
..5246.
23:::05.

_. 1.A 15.7.•. __ -.__ -- ... .
26703.
54272
19728.
535Q..O •
29520.

.._ ..32:;:-8.5 •.
20960.

33948.

25~:02 •
5.4.2.7 2~__ ... .__

5246 •
._------ ._-.- ---- ..._--.-----_._._ ....._.._- _.. -'- ---- .._-----------_._----

..--1lQ..Lf;_S_____ _ _
I. FIBER CONC~NTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIBERS PER CUBIC METER.

___ 2. F I 8..ER--CJlN..C-fJ'llRA TJ Q NS_.I NCLUDE __Cj)NTAM 1NA J 11.11·L FROM.. El LT£RS--.AND_THL _
LABORATORY. MOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONCENTRATIONS ARE

__. D,UE TO .HH S CDNT.AM UlATl ON ...Lt:VEL .. _..LH£...Ac..J.lJAL .AlfL_CDblC£bU.fi'AT I Ohl~S__
ARE MUCH LOWER.

____..-3..._.I.H~('_1 5..Y.l!l.B.1lLS_ REPRESENl.._COU.Nl S. WHl:.f1E.__ NO.£ 1BERSOE. LHA1. LyF'E. _
WERE COUNrED. fHE VALUE ON fHE fABLE IS fHE CONCENTRATION WHICH ONE

':'..-lLOUI,.D_ OBliJ_f!._If_ ..Q.N_V(,ONE... EjJ?~8_WEBf.. .. CQ_U.NTED._ ___._ .. .. _

.• ---. .__. ..._.__ . .... .• .. _··---_0· _

--_._----
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FlE:ER .C.ONC£N 'IRA TI Ij N.S t-'OR MF'C A COMUN I TV ArR PROGRAM REfORT ~REPARED03j29/85

...

CITY: CLOQUET
L,.QJ:..AJ.1.9.N:_.J~J:1L.1C.E_ q TAT I CIJ'''.

SAMPLE
N_U/'IB~.R __

DATE:.
l=:QI..,LECT~ D

AMF'HIE:OLE
. _C.UNC£N iRA r rON

CHRYSOTILE
CON_CfNfRA U ON

Tell AL F I E:ERS
C(lNCfN.LRATION

===================================================~== ==============:==

_. .. _. __ :::L2.35'...a... __. .._2.9.9_60--A1_._.__
< 1450. 53650.

_.. __._-1LtiL7..... ._., .34..05.0.-... -. - .._._
758b. 26715.

14 ~jO .
3T45c

2l24.,. .. _.
479t· .

__.ll.1.4.1..B ._..1.!1/05/lB__.. _._.__.l~tO_4.o ...__L6...3.8.0- ._._..25222......__- ... _
108022 08/19/79 5140. 514. 11565.

_.---l.Q8.Q.2..3__ . _fJ~":I.LO.6.Ll.9.___ _ 11.5.00.0.. ._ .1..610.0..,. __ . ..5520.0.
108019 09/24/79 8012. 10542. 331~:2 .

.._H!fi.Q.3.1. _ .. _t.O /12/151 .. 1::::.6.8 L_____ . .4L8-8&______ 9.348_
108032 10/30/79 1180. 4484. 9440 •

. .J,J:I.B.D..3L__._-ll.L.lJ..LJ5? ,1:120..0 ._. __.£.6.3.0-_.. t8'1.~.4- . _
108034 12/05/79 3773. 15092. 32340.

_.lO eLQ 3.5.._. 12..12.3.1.7_9__ ..6~:]2..6..3..I.2.A- ... _ _ -30.4 4A ._
108076 01/10/80 80Y. 4573. 13181.
1~~8_01L. .. _.OJj2..F:J:~0. _ __610.. . Bt540._.___ 237.90~_ .
108078 02/15/80 1752. 3796. 13724 •

.U8..07.2.._._ ._.Si:JJ.SJ.4.J.:a..o. . _. _. 10153 .- -1..L£i3L ._.--52£.LL__._ .. _
108110 03/22/80 44"(2. 11739. 24596 .

. ..1.0£:_1.1.1. ..J).ALO.3JB.O 260L_.2.8·?_0.0_ ...._12A27. _
10f:112 04/27/:30 56~)2:. 10362. 39564.

__ .1 0.8..ll.:3 . 0.5.11.5./:30 f:.,.f:c.:6.. . __ 1.35.7.2.._. ... ..452...40.
108114 06/02/80 4750. 6650. 34200.
108.1.15. .....fJ.6L2.Qi :3.0
108120 07/08/80

_10..8 l2.L_ __ .-D.1.J2~~L:?,-0_. .
108132 0:3/13/80 <

AVERAGl CONCENTRATION
---l:!.~G.ONCENrR.AI..l.Q1L ..__.__

LOW CONCENTRATION

4021. 8607. 28592.
1 HiD.o.•. ______. .__l_I :; 3 Z..... _. 5 57 () () .

610. 51-1. 9~:4::: .

..Ni)JJ;S. . . .__ ..._._... ....._.. _ ....._ ._.__. .__... __ ._. .__._
1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS AR~ GIVEN IN FIBtRS PER CUBIC METER.

_---2o._EJBt=,R CO.NC£hIJUT LONS 1 N.CLUDE CDNTAlI'tlNA.I..l.J1N.-ER.DM. E1 LIERS._AblILIJ-IE.. ._
LABORATORY. MOST OF THE REPORTED CHRYSOTILE CONC~N1RATIONS ARE
DUE I O._I..li.l..S-CD.NT.AJ!l.INA rrDN L£V£L. LHL_..A.cS..llAL..AIR _CON.C£.N.fHA.T.IDNSh . __
ARE MUCH LOWER.

_. _3_•..JHE.._._'~_C .SY.ME:.QL.S _JU:,f-'R ESENlC.oUN.lS WHERE. N.D __E.I..B.Eb:S.. OF.. .THAT. .TYPE.. . ._
WERE COUNfED. fHE VALUE ON rHE TABLE IS fHE CONCENrRATION WHICH ONE

___~WUo'O:.loOUu.L...wO_ aSIA I1L.lE_.Q..NL.L ONt _F IBU·LW£Rf.:.. COUN.1.ED.~ ._. . . _

.- -----.._-_..._---- ------_.._-------

!i...
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.....flll!!,."'--------------- ---------

CITY: ST. PAUL
•.~I).~.f_JJ.Q~.~._.CQ_M!1!;;E.U~.b_.!,U..sIHI CI ..

SAMPLE DATE
tl!.lJ.~ ..~!;K ...._. ~:Jil"I,£_(.T~D

AMF'HI BOLE:.
j:;C1l':H& Nl.RA.LI lJ_"l

CHRYSOTILE
C!)NCt.:!'I rRALI))N

TOTAL FIBERS
.C.O~_C..t:tilRA.T.IC"N.

=================~================;====================================:

._tlL442 ._..._J_9/05jJ~_. __...._~_. JL4~.... _...._.__ ._l3:.J~a. __.____ 212...L4. _
10801608/19/79 (1960. 98000. 107800.

_~_9~'?_9..lL (?.'L(9.!5/7._'!. __ ..__..J.99.9_~. 4.r.J_~..Q.,,-. . 91.5_'H!_o_.. ._. _
l080t8R 09/06/79 < 3000. 117000. 153000.

_1-9~:.0 0~..... J..Q{JJ: / 7 9. . .. ..§.§J.o.. "--.. ..1.':, ;:;~_:::.Q_" .._1.Q 'HL4_0.o_.
108009 10/30/79 < 1220. 43920, 57340.
_19'§~Q?i-_.._tt /17/7.9_. __.__ . '_." __ ' tQ8JL. __ .__ 50L~.Q.•. . __ ._._.6.3..72.Q-,,-__ .
108028 12/23/79 3224. 6851. 18538.
108036 .._'21/10/80 ... . ..._J 265'~ .. .. _. _.JH~.~..9--,,-- . . __ .22..41.9_•... ....
108074 02/15/80 1984. 12400. 22320 •

._1 0§.08~_ .... __Y3L0-1/8Q . _.-.5. .. 19 4Q_._. .__ ...~ 4~~ZQo._ .. .~?8A.~_._.. _
108075 03/22/80 1520. 57760. 79040.

__JO:;:~L:t_L. 04LQ9/SQ. . .__..3420. 3.:.53..4il...- 5~ ...... _
108091 04/27/80 < 11900. 249900. 440300 •

..1 Q:22.'218.. _.Q~/ 2 7 / ,?-O__ . ._._. 10650".J~4.~~.QQ.•_ ...__ .._.-2.Z.3.6Fo 0-....____ " ... _
108098 05/15/80 6760. 40560. 81120.

_J.9~:"<?_'~~~R . 05/1§J89... _ ... _.. 620Q.~ .. ... ~:.1J.2;.Q_... _... 7.;;=-t~J.!...__. .. ._
10:::099 06/02/80 4640. 3:::280. 52200 •

._~O§..1_0.Q_. .._O,-:',/2QJ..89 . <__ ._ ... 12.?..9....._. _.3.3:';;':::.Q..I.__ . .__~8:;'80. ._.. __. -
10:::118 07/08/80 1200. 20700. 50400.

J51::!.Jl't_ .QI.LJ;.td.:~.O_.._. l:1..LQ__. . __.§.'t.35-". .J.2.22Q._..

.. AVI~.JiAG.I;_Sor~LC~~.TBA r !.q.~ 4198". .__5~§07~_. ~~.2~1-"._... __ ...._ . _
HIGH CONCEN1RATION 11900.' 249900. 440300.

_1,..O\.l!.SIJ1iG..E;l~LfRALH!...I':!. . ... ?~:4 "__. . _1'?;i5-" J2.229.•.

NOTES
.._. .J..·.fU::ER .C.O~(,:cNTRA_U.Q-"~.9.__M~.E_ ...6J.Y..~N l"l.fjl::£:.R~ __ f:EH CUE:I.C.J!1fIE.R...__ .. .__.... _ .._.. _._.

2. FIB~R CONCENTRATION~ INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FROM FILTERS AND THE
..• _... .. h-A_E':...O.R_A..I.O_B..'L~_-l'1!=!.;;,:r: _Of.. THE. RE P_Q..lilt:lLG.HfiY.S.Q.lJ.L.l---C.J:lliUN.l.B.AJ.l.QN..LAR~E ._. _

DUE TO THIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL. fHE ACfUAL AIR CONC~NTRATIONS

..._~[<~ ~.L.!.c:1:i _LOWJ:B~_ _..__. ,. ".'_". _ _._.._ .__ .. """_ ._.__ _. __ _ ._.__ ,_",
.3. THE "(" SYMBOLS R~PRESENT COUNTS WHERE NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE

WERE COUNrED. rtiE VALU~ ON fHE fA~l-.~ ...LLrHE ~Oti.C_ENrRATIQ_tLw.lilCJ:L.QNE _
WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIB[R WERl COUNTED.
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CITY: ST .CLOUD
J...OC_A.I~ Q!\L;_~E. Ab..TJ:L_Q !;_PJ:........

SAMPLE DATE.
NUMBER COLLECTED----------_.- ._-_ .. -

AMF'HI BOLE
.. CO~ C~ ~!JR_~ f.JPN._

CHRYSOTILE T01AL FIBERS
C(IJ~(;_t;~.IR..ALI..YloI . _CO.N(t:J~.IRAIil_~__.

====================================================== ==~==============

_tQ80f:J.__ 08/19 (79 .__ .__ ":'~_~:J..J'..._. __...._._.-1..6.0.5_....... ._.__{.3.BL-.. _
108020 09/06/79 4806. 58r4. 22428.
108012 09 /24/79 _._ ..__ .... .~L30 .__. __ ._ .. _11.;;:.Q.9_. .._ 0 ..61:~.JJL.._ . _
108013 10/12/79 16b6. 3933. 8901.

_1 08014 10/30/79 ._ . __..J. 728 !.. . .. _~~Z!L.. -l.2._6.l..2_" _
108027 11/17/79 Z880. 1788',' • 25965.

_ l~-LZ.~ t2.LQ.2LI..2._. .. 91590. Z.L4.Q..Q...._. .-fiJM..O'-"'_.
108038 12/23/79 97'<::.:. 1793. <:.031.

__t98 (I 6~ ..-Q1. / 1 0/80 11 2: 4 • .. _ 2:2~L' .--.2~~.. _.
108070 01/26/80 1220. 1708. 7564.

_108Q~~ 03/04/80.. . ~419_. __....__. __1..1004. 37597.
108095 03/22/80 10128. 15192. 42200.
108104 04/09/80 __ 12900. 20640. ~.ua~(:.:..l...... _
108105 04/27/80 5600. 12800. 32000 •

......!..~1tQ.L. Q5.L1.5/8..L ..__ ._ 661-.2.. ,,-.__ . 4.L4.1-_•. _-.2.6..6_4.Q.•.._. ._._. .
108107 06/02/80 4528. 12452. 28300.

__!'Q..§) 34 06/2: 0 /80 . _. __._ 28.QQ. ... .. 29 4..Q..Q....__ _ . .. _e~.li-~Q_. . .
108127 07/08/80 9220. 18440. 47022.

_..lQ§ 1~ 3 0.,:';, /31/8 Q. .. __..._.__L<~9.9_._. _.H___ 9 130_Q___ _.. H~4JiQ.."- _

_ ---'-'46_1l~:_ •
12900.

_____ . .. .. _ _ 9~_~_._

..AVERAGE_CO~CJ;NTRA TION _
HIGH CONCEN1RATION

_LQ~ CONCENrRATION

.•._------_._-_.- ------------------ .._..... _------_..._-
NOTES

___1 0
_ F I BEFl. CO NCE::NJ.B.AIJ ON~ __~f:_~__ JJ.IY_~.N._JN_F l.f:E:,RS ....P_EH..G.UE:JS _t'H:.. U:B..

20 FIBER CONCENfRATIONS INCLUDE CONTAMINATION FROM FILTERS AND THE
___.. __L~E:ORATORY. MO~_l....Qf __oIHE_R..EPOBl~!L __~JtBYSOJ~..LLJ~ __CON_(.E::~TRAJ..lQHS ARE_ ._. _

DUE TO rHIS CONTAMINATION LEVEL. THE ACrUAL AIR CONCENrRATIONS
_. ._ARE MUCH LOWER •....... ..... .. _

3. THE "(" SYMBOLS REPRESENl COUNTS WH~~E::NO FIBERS OF THAT TYPE
____.._~.j::RE Co.UtiI.I;~.[!:i~ __ .~Lf.L..L!_E..Qt'l. J.HE rA¥i.~E l_S ..rHE .. CQ_NC.ENfBAI.C01LJI:!l:ll.CH-ONf __... .

WOULD OBTAIN IF ONLY ONE FIBER WERl COUNTED. :
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CITY: ST. PAUL
.J.-Q_~J~ •. -D.Q.~.N.I. Ol'lli.... __ ..__ ..__... . ..... --_._-- ----_._---

SA~1PLE
__M1.lJ~J$ ER

DAiE AMPHIBOLE
__ .CQI".l".E...c...n;:JL_ ._ .__ ...CJ,:IN CJ;:N rR.A f CON.

CHRYSOTILE.
.CON Ct:NLRAr ! ON

TOTAL FIBERS
.COt~CJ:::N.IRATLON. .

============================~========================= =================

_ 1Q8Q1.5 .JJE./19LL2. _ . .__1.:i86. •. ._...333'O..6..., .A2..822_.__

ONE

8288e

. 3956..5......__ . _

._--_..-.-._-_ •.._------------------.__ .._--
.NOTES, .. . .. _. __ ....... ..__.__......._._.... _... ._._. ._.. _

1. FIBER CONCENTRATIONS ARE GIVEN IN FIBERS PER COBIC METER.
2. FIB ER CONCENTRAT I ij NS ULC!.-.U.D.E enNLt\ /Yl..LNA.U .Q..M.._...F...6:..UM_El.L.I.J:.EJ:lRu:lS~ALLJNu.O'__TLlH:uE~ _

LABORATORY. MOS1 OF THE REPORTEU CHRYSOTILE CONCEN1'RATIONS ARE
DUE Tor HI S-CJ.:lN.IAl:U1JlAI.LQ.N...J-f..VE I LliE._A U.uA.L~--C'ON~Co-l:f..uNL..I·i..llRu:ALJTwlL..lO.uN~C.., _
ARE MUCH LOWER.

3. THE II <II SYMBOLS RE£R.E..S.E1'iL-C1l.1lli..IS_W1:U:.H£_ND_EIB.EHS-.....O.F..-lHA..T_.LYf'.L .
. WERE COUNTED. rHE VALUE ON fHE fABLE IS THE CONCENTRATION WHICH
.~-~_..DJllAl1ll.J£ ONLY O.~E FIBE:R ..wERL CQUNI.E.LLO"_

I 108017 09/06/79 < 769. 26146, 36143,
I .1 08Q 11 ._._..1.Q.L3.fl.Ll2 . __ ._.-3.--t60~ ..3.Oll.5 a u __ •••• __.A2 30..5.~ .__.__
~
I 108025 11/17/79 2196. 15921. 29646.
I
I--~ ~~g~o ~; ~~;~~~- -----.--.~~~-. -..~.;; ~~.. ----.- -.L~~;~:_ .---.-----
,'_.1.D.aO;-=jOR 17/.2.2JJ...9_.•._._ __.__.. 8..2..0....._. ._.__ .g.I.5.6._ R03~I 108037 01/10/80 < 690. 21545. 30580.

I i~~g~-·- .---~.~~~~~-.._._. n._;;~: -- ---p '-~~~~.:---'''- ;~~~~-:--- ------.---

II 108071 Q_3_LQ.4LaQ_ .... u ••l.9,;;:Q........ZZ.l'iJL_ ... _
,108073 03/22/80 5280. ::;:0360. 63360.
I -.l..Qe092 .9..5.109/S0 6.Q..!Q. -3.il3.Q ...c6"""3..::14~2...(L-1 _

I 108093 04/27/80 < uno. 654bO. 125290.
I .. 108 1QL_._~5.L1..fo.L8.Q. . ..~22.~_ ......4..0Q2..0~__ JA.8Z.o" . _
I 108102 06/02/80 12600. 21000. 92400.
I 1Q::: 1 O_3 Q~·.LZ.Q.L.8..0 __ ... 19 14 0... . ...__ -1.62..6.9-"--____ '3636..6..... .. _.".__
I 108116 07/08/80 2376. 4752. 15840.
I J...Q.S116R O.LLQS;iLSQ .. ....__ 23Z.<L...__ .. ....2:i.O"O..Q. -6.4..9-6..0. . .I 108117 07/26/80 S88. 5032,
J --------.. --.--. ---~--.~.--=rtr<:5.~.~~ ,. -_~-...... c;;;;;-.m~-w:m-_...,;:; ....---aa;;.......'"=""......,...==_=__;o...,_=_=_=-=----
I AVERAGE:: CONCENTRATION 2923. 22000. 43574.
I HIGH C(lNCENrRAJ.J..D~.. .. _.--.1.Ut..Q.O....._ _. .6.5~..5.{)_L... ~.......1~2....5u.2.....9~OL.O.I LOW CONCENTRATION 519. 4752. 8036.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
!
I

"'-- ------ ._._._-- -----------
,

-- --_ .._ .... _.. - ----':1

j
-_.j

,----_.. :

--------------------_._-_.__.__. ---'-'--'---

---_.- -_.-------_._._. ----_ .._------
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Appendix F

Description of the ILO Roentgenographic Evaluation Form



DESCRIPTION OF ILO ROENTGENOGRAPHIC EVALUATION FORM

Radiographic abnormalities due to dust exposure are recorded according to
an International Labor Office (ILO) classification system. The ILO forms
(Figure 1) were developed to facilitate documentation of pleural and
parenchymal changes associated with the pneumoconioses and to standardize
the evaluation of these abnormalities. Any changes noted are evaluated in
relation to a set of "standard radiographs." These standards, upon which
the classification system has been based, were chosen because they were
felt to typify the different stages of these dust related diseases.

Any parenchymal changes (change in the lung tissue) consistent with the
pneumoconioses are recorded. These changes can appear as either small or
large areas of increased density (less transparent) in the lung parenchyma.
The small opacities are recorded according to size, shape, location, and
approximate number. Each of these characteristics help define the type and
severity of a disease. P, Q, and R represent the round opacities according
to size; less than 1.5mm in diameter (P), 1.5 to 3.0mm in diameter (Q) and
3-10mm in diameter (R). S, T, and U represent the irregularly shaped
opacities with the same size designations as P, Q, and R, respectively
(e.g., S = opacities less than 1.5mm in width). The small opacities are
recorded as primary or secondary, allowing for the identification of two
different types and/or size lesions. The size and shape of the predominant
lesion is recorded as primary, a less prevalent lesion is recorded as
secondary. If all the opacities are similar in size and shape then the
same letter is checked for both primary and secondary.

Each lung is divided into 3 zones; upper, middle, and lower. These 6 zones
are designated on the form by six small boxes. The location of the small
opacities is recorded by checking one or more of the appropriate boxes.

The number of opacities present is judged in relation to the number present
on the standard radiographs and is noted under profusion. Profusion is
described by 4 major categories, 0,1,2, and 3, as defined by the standard
films. The numerator indicates the major category most similar to the
radiograph being evaluated. The denominator represents the other major
category considered when recording profusion, e.g., 1/0 represents
profusion of grade 1 but at the lower end of the scale and so grade 0 was
a1so cons idered.

Large opacities, those 10mm in width, are recorded according to size
only, ranging from (0) not present, to (C) opacity size equivalent to the
size of the right upper zone.
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The presence of any pleural abnormalities is also recorded. Pleural
thickening is recorded according to the side(s) affected and the location,
i.e., on the diaphragm, at the costophrenic angle or on the chest wall.
Pleural thickening on the chest wall is defined as either circumscribed
(defined areas of fibrous thickening, or plaques) or diffuse, each of which
is further described according to the width and extent of the thickening
and if it is seen on the anterior chest wall (face on). The width of the
pleural thickening is described according to 1 of 3 categories; (A) width
up to 5mm, (B) width 5-10mm, or (C) width greater than 10mm. The extent
can vary from (1) one quarter the projection of the lateral chest wall, to
(3) greater than half the projection of the lateral chest wall.

Pleural calcification is recorded, if present, according to both extent and
location. Extent is designated by (1) a calcified area(s) up to
approximately 20mm in diameter in total ·(2) area(s) 20-100mm in total
diameter or (3) calcified area(s) with total diameter exceeding 100mm. It
is recorded as occuring on the diaphragm, along the chest wall, or at other
sites.

Additional changes noted on the radiograph, e.g., emphysema may be recorded
by marking off the appropriate symbol or by using the comment section at
the bottom of the form. The comment section is often used to note changes
whi ch need further exp 1anat i on, for examp 1e, if the parenchymal changes
seen may be due to heart failure and not to dust exposure.
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Figure 1

DEPARTMENT OF REALm AND IIVMAN SERVICES
PUBLIC REALm SERVICE
CENTERS FOR DISEASE COHT1l0L

NatlonoJ IlIIlIlu" 10' Occupalioftal Sal", and H.allll
Federal MI... Salet, and HaahJl Act 01 1971

MecllcoJ E..mlnalion ,....,..
ROvrrGENOGRAPHIC INTERPltETA110N

OMI No.",' 1322
EllPirea 9/14

NOTE: Pi.... reconI YOU' inlerptelatlon 01
a lin'" 11m by p/aclnl an "." II.
die _"'Pril.. bo... on lIlii lorm
and "'111m II prompll, 10:

1tecemlII CAnle.
A""""",,,ian laboratorY lor
Occ-aonal Salely and Heoldl
Iloa~'
M....--, Well Viralnla 26505

WORKER'S Social Security Number

DIIIIIIIl
TYPE OF READING

m:m:J
FACILITY

IDENTIPICAT10N

CIIID
lAo DATE OF X.RAY III. FILM QUALITY III10tCraMl Ie. IS FILM COMPLETELY-- NEGATIVE?

1'"i'"1 if I 'I' I lIElIf3 va[] _III
NOC]

_III
SKU.' SK_2

2A. ANY PARENCHYMAL ABNORMALmES
YES 0 COMPLETE

NoD
PROCEED TO

CONSISTENT WITH PNEUMOCONIOSIS? 21 and 2C SECTION 3

211. SMALL OPAcmES 2e. LARGE OPACmES
c. PROFUSION

L SHAPE/SIZE
II. ZONES 0/.% 9tPIUMARY SECONDARY

§3(ffiJ (ffiJ ~X ~ SIZE~
Q I Q I

~n~ %
r u r u

~n~ ~
PROCEED TO

R L SECTION 3

JA. ANY PLEURAL ABNORMALmES
VESD

COMPLETE NOD PROCEED TO
CONSISTENT WITH PNEUMOCONIOSIS? 38. 3C and 3D SECTION 4

JII. PLEURAL JC. PLEURAL mICXENING ••• Chest Wall
mICKENING

L CIRCUMSCRIIlED (p/_) II. DIFFUSE
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Introduction

The tables in this appendix summarize the results of the three

radiographic evaluations. This information was presented to the Range

Studies Advisory Committee on April 11-12, 1985. Throughout the appendix

the three radiographic evaluations are referred to as the first review (by.

Dr. T. Hodous), the second review (by Dr. R. Lillis), and the third review

(by the NIOSH panel). Information given in these tables includes source of

the films and manner in which they were selected, pleural and parenchymal

findings according to each of the three reviewers, and concordance between

the reviewers. Additional text describing the information presented is

given at the· bottom of many of the tables.
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TABLE 1

Bumber of radiographs read by selection method and clinic

sequentially selected

Grand Rapids Clinic
Itasca Clinic
North Star Clinic
Hibbing Clinic
Duluth Clinic
Aurora Clinic

> First review

41
39
20
102
101
23

326

Second review
and .IOSH panel

39
39
20

102
98
16

314

Bon-sequentially selected

East Range Clinic

Total number read:

243

569

252

566

NOTE: The films wre collected from seven clinics in Northeast Minnesota They
wre chosen sequentially at six clinics, ie. all chest fi1ms taken during a period
of time vere examined. At the East Range Clinic approximately half of the
radiographs ftre selected sequentially; because of time constraints
approximately 155111ms previously read as negative for pleural disease vere not
selected. Atotal of556 films 17ere read by all three reVievers.
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TABLE 2

AGE DISTRIBUTION BY SEX: All CLINICS

o+------t--
5

30 • MALES
(N-283)

25 IiliJ FEMALES
(N=283)

20

PERCENT 15

10

<30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80+

AGE CATEGORY (IN YEARS)

-ONE FEMALE SUBJECT WAS UNDER 30 YEARS
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TABLE 3

Concordance of first two radiographic readings

on pleural status (n=2S9)

Pleural disease status

First review

Ini t ial readi ng Oisease absent

Di sease absent 97

Disease present 32

Disease present Total

23 120

107 139

Total 129 130

tIlTE: The physician ....00 reported the excess of pleural changes did a partial B
readi ng for these changes (i nitial readi ng). This table indicates the
concordance on pleural status bet"w'een this initial readi ng and the fi rst
reviewr. An fil InS 'Were from the East Range or Aurora eli nics.
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Table 4

First review: radiographic changes by sex

Sex
Radiographic changes Males (%) Females (%) Tota1 (%)

Negative 120 (43.1) 232 (79.7) 352 (61. 9)

Pleural changes only 125 (45.0) 42 (14.5) 167 (29.3)

Parenchymal changes only 8 ( 2.9) 14 ( 4.8) 22 (3.9)

Pleural and parenchymal changes 25 ( 9.0) 3 ( 1. 0) 28 (4.9)

278 (100.0) 291 (100.0) 569 (100.0)

Note: The first reviewer found 167 patients with evidence of pleural changes on X
ray, 22 patients with parenchymal changes, and 28 patients with both pleural
and parenchymal changes. This table also indicates the sex distribution of
patients with these findings. The parenchymal changes not specific to
pneumoconioses are not excluded.
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Table 5

Second review: radiographic changes by sex

Sex
Radiographic Changes Males (%) Females (%) Tota1 (%)

Negative 188 (66.4) 260 (91.9) 448 (79.2 )

Pleural changes only 51 (18.0) 12 ( 4.2) 63 (11.1)

Parenchymal changes only 20 ( 7.1) 9 ( 3.2) 29 (5.1)

Pleural and parenchymal changes 24 ( 8.5) 2 ( O. 7) 26 (4.6)

283 (100.0) 283 (100.0) 566 (100.0)

Note: The second reviewer found 63 patients with evidence of pleural changes on X
ray, 29 patients with parenchymal changes, and 26 patients with both pleural
and parenchymal changes. This table also indicates the sex distribution of
patients with these findings. There is no exclusion of changes not consistent
with pneumoconioses. ---
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TABLE 6

Second review: width of circumscribed
pleural thickening by age for __males

Width of circumscribed pleural thickening

Column
Total

(Percent)

36 0 0 0 0 0 1

35 2 0 . 0 1 1 0

54 8 2 0 0 1 0

60 6 3 4 1 1 0

41 8 3 3 0 0 0

9 0 0 2 1 0 0

UN'LAT B'LAT
1,,0 1,,1

3 3
(1.1) (1.1)

39

( 13.8)

55
(19.4 )

12
(4.2 )

Ro....
Total

(Percent)

31
(1 3. 1)

65

(23.0)

75
( 26.5)

283

( 100.0)
1

( .4)

UN.LAY
3,,0

B'LAT
2,,2

B'LAT
2,,1

UN.LAY
2,,0

8 9
(2.8) (3.2)

BOTH

°

235 24

( 83.0) (8.5)

80+

30-39

40-49

50-59

10-19

60-69

Age
(years)

Unilat: unilateral fi ndi ngs

Bilat: bilateral fi ndi ngs
Width: 0 - no pleural thickeni ng

1 - maxi mum width up to 5 mm
2 - maxi mum width 5 - 10 mm
3 - maxi mum width greater than 10 mm

NOTE: This table presents the severity of the ci rcumscri bed pleural
thickening (as measured by width of the plaques) in the male patients
by age. Seventeen percent ( 17%) of the male patients were found
to have ci rcumscri bed pleural thickeni ng.
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TABLE 7

Second review: width of circumscribed

pleural thickening by age for females

BOTH UNILAT BILAT
o 1,0 1,1

Width of circumscribed
pleural thickening

1 0 0

37 0 0

33 0 0

51 1 1

82 1 1

50 0 0

25 0 0

Age

(years)

LT 30

30 - 39

40 - 49

50 - 59

60 - 69

70 - 79

80+

Column

Total

( Percent)

279

( 98.6)

2 2
(.7) (.7)

Ro.....
Total

(Percent)

1
( .4)

37
( 13. 1)

33
( 11.7)

53
( 18.7)

84
( 29.7)

50
(17.7)

25
(8.6 )

283

(100.0)

Unilat: unilateral fi ndi ngs
Bilat: bilateral f1 ndi ngs

Width: a - no pleural thlckenl ng
1 - maxi mum 'Width up to 5 mm
2 - maxi mum 'Width 5 - 10 mm
3 - maxi mum 'Width greater than 10 mm

NOTE: This table presents the severity of the ci rcumscri bed pleural thickeni ng
(as measured by plaque 'Width) in the females by their age. Four of the females
( 1.4%) 'Were found to have ci rcumscrl bed pleural thlckeni ng.
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Table 8

Presence of pleural changes: concordance between
the first and second reviews

Presence of pleural changes
(second review)

Negative Pos itive Row
Total

(Percent)

Presence of· Negative 351 13 364
pleura 1 (65.5)
changes ( first
review) Positive 122 70 192

(34.5)

Column 473 83 556
Total

(Percent) (85.1) (14.9) (100.0)

Note: The first and second reviewers read 556 identical
films. The first reviewer found 192 films with
evidence of pleural changes, (e.g., diffuse pleural
thickening, circumscribed pleural thickening), 70 (37%)
of those were also judged as positive by the second
reviewer. The second reviewer found 83 films with
pleural changes.
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Table 9a

Parenchymal abnormalities (second review): small, irregularly shaped
opacities in cases where profusion was graded as 1/0 or greater

Primar~ Opacities
(n=18)

Wi dth (nm)

<1.5 1.5-3.0 >3.0

Secondary Opacities

Wi dth (nm)

<1.5 1.5-3.0 >3.0

Males
Age (years)

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80+

Females
Age (years)

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80+

TOTAL

o

1

o

5

3

1

o
o
o

1

o
o
11

1

1

o
3(F)

1

o

o

o
1

o

o
o

7

o

o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o

o

o

1

1

o

2

o

o

o
o

1

o

ill.l
6

2

3

o

5

1

1

o
o
o
o

o

!ill
13

o

o
o

l(F)

o

o

o
o
o
o

o
o
1

Reader's statements qualifying radiographic findings of those
cases listed in parentheses:

Case (B): Large cardiomegaly, possibly related to infiltrates in lower lung
fields. Large opacity measuring 4x2 cm in left upper lobe; lung
cancer is a definite possibility.

Case (E): Radiographic abnormalities could be due to other etiology than
dust exposure.

Case (F): Changes in right lower lobe possibly due to pneumonitis or other
infiltrative process; most probably not dust related.
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Table 9b

Parenchymal abnormalities (second review): small round opacities
in cases where profusion was graded as I/O or greater

Primar~ Opacities
(n=19)

Width (nm)

<1.5 1.5-3.0 >3.0

Secondary Opacities

Wi dth (nm)

<1.5 1.5-3.0 >3.0

Males
Age (years)

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80+

o
2

1

2

o

o

2

2

1

o
2( D)

o

o
o
o

1

o
o

1

1

1

5

1

o

o

1

o
o
2( D)

o

o
o
o

o
o
o

Females
Age (years)

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80+

TOTAL

o 1

o 0

o 1(G)

l(C) 0

o 0

ill.l lill
7 10

o
o
o
o
o

.!ill
2

o
o

o
o
o

o
9

1

o

2(G)

l(C)

o
o
7

o
o

o
o

o

.!ill
1

Reader1s statements qualifying radiographic findings of
those cases listed in parentheses:

Case (A): Opacities present mainly in left hemithorax are probably of a
different etiology than dust inhalation.

Case (B): Large cardiomegaly possibly related to infiltrates in lower lung
fields. Large opacity measuring 4x2 cm in left upper lobe; lung
cancer is a definite possibility.
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Case (C): Abnormalities present could be due to causes other than
pneumoconiosis (sarcoid, etc.) The pattern of hilar enlargement
and infiltrates in the lung parenchyma is not typical of
pneumoconiosis. ---

Case (D): Huge cardiomegaly; all abnormalities could be due to heart
failure.

Case (E): Radiographic abnormalities could be due to other etiology than
dust exposure.

Case (G): Parenchymal infiltrates possibly due to other etiology than dust
exposure.

Note: Table 9a describes those patients found to have irregularly shaped
opacities, graded 1/0 or greater, either primary or secondary, by
their age and sex (refer to Appendix F for description of grading of
opacities).

Table 9b describes those patients found to have rounded opacities,
either primary or secondary, graded 1/0 or greater. Seven patients
with parenchyma 1 abnorma li ties were judged to have changes
inconsistent with a pneumoconiosis; these patients are denoted in
the tables by the letters A-G. The reader's statements qualifying
the findings for these cases are given immediately below each table.
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Table 10

Second review: presence of small opacities by shape and
degree of profusion and sex* (n=566)

Shape of
sma 11 opac iti es

Degree of
Profusi on

Sex
Male Female

None 241 277

Irregular (total)

Rounded

Mixed

(tota 1)

(tota 1)

0/1
1/0
1/1
1/2
2/1
2/2
2/3

0/1
1/0
1/1
1/2
2/1
2/2
2/3

0/1
1/0
1/1
1/2
2/1
2/2
2/3

(23)

(9)

(10 )

12
7
4
o
o
o
o

2
4
2
1
o
o
o

1
6
o
1
o
1
1

(2)

(2)

(2)

1
1
o
o
o
o
o

1
o
1
o
o
o
o

1
1
o
o
o
o
o

L

Note: The irregularly shaped opacities are those where both
the primary and secondary opacities were irregularly
shaped. The rounded small opacities represent those
films where both primary and secondary opacities were
round. The mixed category represents those films
that showed evi dence of both round and i rregu 1ar ly
shaped opacities. A description of how degree of
profusion is graded can be found in Appendix F.

* Those cases where the reader felt the parenchymal
abnormalities were not dust related (n=7) are
included in the NONE category. (Reader's statements
qualifying these findings are on pages 10-12.)
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Table 11

Presence of paren~hymal changes: concordance between
the first and second reviews

Presence of parenchymal changes
(second review)

Negative Positive Row
Total

(Percent)

Presence of Negative 475 31 506
parenchyma1 (91. 0)
changes ( first
review) Positive 29 21 50

(9.0)

Column 504 52 556
Total

(Percent) (90.6) (9.4 ) (100.0 )

Note: The first and second reviewers read 556 identical
films. The first reviewer found 50 films with
evidence of parenchymal changes, 21 (42%) of those were
also judged as positive by the second reviewer. The
second reviewer found 52 fi lms with parenchymal
changes.
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TABLE 12

THIRD REVIEW: SOURCE OF FILMS

AURORA 16

DULUTH 98

GRAND RAP IDS 39

ITASCA 39

NORTH STAR 20

HI BB ING 102

EAST RANGE 252

MORGANTOWN, - CONTROL 400

MORGANTOWN, + CONTROL 34

TOTAL 1000

Note: The NIOSH panel (third reviewer) read 566 films from Minnesota and
434 control films collected as part of another study. All 434
control films had been previously evaluated by several B readers.
Thirty-four of the control films had been previously found to have
evidence of pleural thickening, the remainder were previously found
to be negative.
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TABLE 13

THIRD REVIEW: DESIGN

RANDOMIZED BALANCED INCOMPLETE BLOCK DESIGN

NEGATIVE CONTROLS SELECTED BY PROPORTIONATE GROUP MATCHING ON AGE AND SEX

10 BATCHES OF 100 FILMS EACH

FILMS ALLOCATED RANDOMLY TO BATCHES

ALL IDENTIFIERS OBSCURED

5 INTERPRETERS (ALL B READERS)

INDEPENDENT INTERPRETATIONS

1980 ILO CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM USED

SECRETARY RECORDERS TO MINIMIZE FATIGUE
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TABLE 14

THIRD REVIEW: PLEURAL ABNORMALITIES

(2 OR MORE RADIOLOGISTS AGREEING)

FACILITY

EAST RANGE

HI BB ING

NORTH STAR

ITASCA

GRAND RAPIDS

DULUTH

AURORA

TOTAL MINN.

POSITIVE
CONTROLS

NEGATIVE
CONTROLS

TOTAL

YES

13

3

o

1

2

4

1

24

18

1

43

NO

232

97

18

38

37

93

15

530

16

399

945

UNREADABLE

4

2

o
o
o

1

o

7

o

o

7

UNRESOLVED
t

3

o

2

o
o
o
o

5

o

o

5

Note: This table indicates the number of patients at each
clinic found to have pleural abnormalities, the number
of fi lms felt to be unreadable, and the number where
the presence of pleura1 changes rema i ned unreso 1ved.
Twenty four of the Minnesota films showed evidence of
pleural abnormalities according to at least two of the
three B readers reviewing the films. Also shown on
this table is the number of pleural findings among the
positive and negative control films. Only 18 of the 34
positive control films were found to have pleural
changes by th is pane 1.
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TABLE 15

THIRD REVIEW: PARENCHYMAL ABNORMALITIES

(2 OR MORE RADIOLOGISTS AGREEING)

FACILITY YES NO UNREADABLE UNRESOLVED

EAST RANGE 12 233 4 3

HIBBING 5 95 2 0

NORTH STAR 1 18 0 1

ITASCA 0 39 0 0

GRAN D RAP 10S 4 35 0 0

DULUTH 3 94 1 0

AURORA 1 15 0 0

TOTAL MINN. 26 529 7 4

POSITIVE
CONTROLS 3 30 0 1

NEGATIVE
CONTROLS 0 400 0 0

TOTAL 29 959 7 5

Note: Shown here are the number of films at each clinic found
to have parenchymal abnormalities, the number of films
determi ned to be unreadab le, and the number where the
presence of parenchymal abnormalities remained
unresolved. In all, 26 of the Minnesota films were
found to have parenchymal abnormalities.
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III. Iron-Ore Mining (Hematite)

A. Historical Perspective

Iron is the most abundant metal in the earth1s crust. It is widely
distributed in soil and water. Iron is an essential element present in the
heme molecule, in myoglobin, and in certain enzymes. Iron is found
principally in the minerals hematite Fe203' magnetite Fe304 and siderite
FeC°3 (I AR C, 1972).

Hematite (or haematite as in the British spelling) can be used to describe
an iron plus silicon ore to which miners are exposed or as a synonym for
ferric oxide, Fe203. The ore is a mineral found mainly in two forms: red
hematite or red iron ore, which consists mainly of Fe203 and contains
approximately 70% iron, and brown hematite, or brown lron ore which
consists mainly of hydrated sesquioxide of iron, HFe02 (limonite), and
contains 42% iron. The hematite ore of the Mesabi Range in Minnesota is a
mixture of hematite-limonite and is commonly called "naturaP iron-ore
(Gruner, 1946).

Deposits of hematite ore are found in parts of Lancashire, Cumberland, and
Cornwall in the British Isles; in Northern Spain in the region of Bilbao;
in Minnesota, USA, near Lake Superior; in Italy in the Apian Alps between
Mussa and Lucca; in Sweden; and in the Ukraine in the Kroivoi Rog iron
district and the Kertch district. Occupational exposure to iron compounds
is common in mining, iron and steel foundry work, and ore welding.

As described by Faulds (1), iron-ore mining in England began before the
Roman invasion. Archeo10gic evidence of this exists in West Cumberland.
The ore was smelted with charcoal made from the adjacent woods. The
earliest written records of iron-ore mining date from 1127 when monks of
Furness Abbey introduced iron-working into the area. Because of the
depletion of the forests and a shortage of fuel, the local smelting of ore
ceased between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries. Around the middle
of the eighteenth century, the process of coking coal was discovered. With
the onset of the industrial revolution in the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the development of railroads, and the building of steel ships, the
demand for iron-ore greatly expanded.

The iron-ore in the northwest of England exists in two forms of hematite.
In Lancashire and southwest Cumberland, it is soft with a high moisture
content, and can be dug out with a pick and a shovel. There is little
blasting and little dust. In north-west Cumberland, the hematite is dry
and crysta 11 i ne and is as hard as pure quartz.

Until the introduction of the pneumatic drill in 1913, no drills could
penetrate the hardness of crystalline hematite. The ore was mined by a
method known as "hammer and jumper", where explosives were placed in a hole
3 feet deep which had been hammered into the ore by the miner with a long
rod-like chisel. About six such holes a day could be hammered by the
average miner. Explosives were placed in the hole after drilling,
detonated, and the miner shoveled the ore into a tub. With the pneumatic
drill, a miner could drill up to 28 holes, 4 feet deep, increasing dust
volumes up to 500 times and decreasing particle size. Dust suppression
measures were not instituted until 1925 in the form of wet drills; however,
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these sprayed water over the miner and were often not used because of
discomfort. Before mechanization, 4.6 tons were mined per man per week;
after mechanization, 14 tons per man per week were mined, a threefold
increase.

A description of the discovery and early development of the Lake Superior
iron-ore ranges is found in Volume One of "Lake Superior Iron Ores" (LSIO,
1938). Iron ores occur to some extent in most of the United States, and in
earlier days, small manufacture of pig iron was done locally from local
sources. The effect of mass production and the industrial revolution
created a demand for a large source. Large-scale iron-ore mining had begun
in Michigan on the Marquette Range in 1852 and the ore had been shipped via
railroad to Marquette, Michigan on Lake Superior and by ship to Cleveland,
Ohio and then by rail to furnaces in Ohio and Pennsylvania. As early as
1866, geologists had seen the full extent of the Mesabi Range in Northern
Minnesota, and the state geologist reported "immense bodies of iron-ore,
both magnetic and hematite" and said that "in some of these formations,
iron enters so largely into its composition as to affect the magnetic
needle". In 1882, mining of a high quality iron-ore (65-66% iron) was
begun at the site of the Soudan mine which is at the eastern end of St.
Louis County in what is called the Vermilion Range. A railroad had been
built and ore docks erected on Lake Superior at what is now Two Harbors,
Minnesota. In 1892-93, the Duluth, Mesabi and Northern railroad was
completed from Mountain Iron, Minnesota in the central Mesabi area, to
Duluth, Minnesota on Lake Superior. Combined shipping of Minnesota
hematite iron-ore went from 9 million tons in 1900 to 34 million tons in
1930 to 79 mill i on tons in 1951. (Lake Superi or Iron Ore, 1952).

The geological features of the Mesabi produced shallow, soft ore bodies
(Figure 1) which were in large part available for open pit mining, using
large mechanical shovels loading directly into standard gauge railroad
cars, conveyor belts or trucks after blasting out the ore. Open pit mining
cannot be done when the movement of the ore and surface material becomes
too expen s i vee

In the Vermilion Range, geologic changes formed a younger iron formation
which is relatively soft and pliable, and a deeper formation which changed
the soft, earthy ore to a type of hematite known as specular hematite,
which is a hard, tough, dark blue material as hard as steel. Most mining
there was done by underground mining methods. Methods of mining were
brought to the U.S., mainly from England, in the early years of the U.S.
mining industry.

Mining of hematite continues in Minnesota, but on a very small scale,
because the supply of hematite that is economically feasible to mine has
been depleted, and because, since 1965, iron-ore (taconite) Fe304 has
become the major source of iron-ore for shipment (Figure 2).
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Figure 2

Shipments of iron ores, 1950-1980. Minnesota Iron-Ore
(Hematite) Miners Study, 1937-1978.
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B. Literature Review

Metallic iron implants in rats (2), inhalation of Fe203 dust in rats (3, 4)
and intratracheal instillation of Fe203 in hamsters (5), have failed to
show carcinogenic activity for iron or for hematit~ dust.

Iron oxide has been shown to act synergistically in the production of lung
tumors when given intratracheally to ham~ters together with the known
carcinogens benzo(a)pyrene (5,6), and following-inhalation after systematic
administration of diethylnitrosamine (7) suggesting that ferric oxide could
serve as a carcinogenic cofactor.

Mutagenic activity of iron salts was found only at concentrations of 0.9 mM
or more when looking at enhancement of the transformation frequency of
hamster embryo cells by simian adenovirus (8). The metal salt FeC1 2 was
negative when tested for the ability to decrease the fidelity of DNA
synthesis (9).

Studies done on lung tissues of silver finishers (10), patients with
welders' siderosis (11), and iron-ore (geothite) miners from Salzgitter,
Germany (12), showed little fibrotic lung reaction that could be attributed
tot he presen ceofir 0 n 0 xide i nthe 1ungs eveon when pu1man ary c1ear an ce
mechanisms were overwhelmed and the percent of iron oxide in the dry lung
ash ranged from 18 - 300% higher than in normal lung. Several series of
studies performed on Cumberland, England iron-ore miners' lung tissue
classified by grade of fibrosis (Faulds, 1957, 1962) seemed to show that
the dust from hematite mines was more fibrogenic the more quartz (silica)
it contained. Eight of the lungs from this series were from miners with
broncheal carcinoma and they did not differ in any way from the other lungs
as far as amount or composition of dust. Annual dust accumulation was
calculated, and 1.6 g of dust per year for the miners with ++ and +++
fibrosis compared with 0.69 g of dust per year for the miners with ° and +
fibrosis. The average hematite content of the lung dust was fairly
consistent among fibrosis grades (79.0 - 83.9%) while the quartz content
did decrease from grade +++ to grade + fibrosis. In the histological
investigation of the lungs of 22 of the iron-ore (hematite) miners with
carcinoma (1), since the tumors arose where the fibrosis was most common,
the author suggests that in hemat ite mi ners, 1ung cancer appeared to ar i se
from damaged epithelial cells at the edge of a fibrotic mass which was
caused by a combined exposure of silica and iron acting as an irritant.

A study of 68 lungs by Mossbauer spectroscopy (Guest, 1978) for exogenous
iron (hematite) and endogenous iron compounds (blood and storage iron) in
the lung found that the_ endogenous iron content of bronchitics and
occupationally exposed groups were, on the average, between 6 to 33 times
higher than a "nor mal" group and was due to the presence of significant
amounts of storage iron. The author suggests that a partial conversion of
the exogenous iron to storage iron in dust-exposed workers occurs as a
result of solution of the dust in the lysosomes of the macrophage and that
observed opacities in the pneumoconiosis groups are significantly due to
the storage iron.

Comparisons were made (13) between the x-ray findings among 191 hematite
miners from the Egremont district of Cumberland, England which showed, with
increasing years of exposure, abnormal findings of the reticulation type in
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up to 35%, and among 84 Furness district hematite miners who showed no
evidence of massive shadows or reticulation. The chemical composition of
the ore in both districts was similar but the physical composition was very
different, with the Egremont district ore being very hard with dust of very
small particulate size formed in drilling and blasting, and Furness ore
being soft ~nd not broken up into such small particles. A study of the
possible causes and the prevalence of silicosis in active metal miners in
the U.S. in 1958 (14) revealed a 4.2% prevalence of silicosis in iron-ore
miners working in high silica (2-10%) host rock, compared to 0.3%
prevalence in iron-ore miners working in low free-silica limestone host
rock. Dose response effects were seen with the number of years worked. A
retrospective study of medical data from one of the iron mines, a hematite
mine in Wisconsin, in which the ore was analyzed as 60% iron and 7-9%
silica, showed 20.3% prevalence of silicosis in 1933, dropping to 1.5%
prevalence in 1960 with no case found in miners who started work after 1933
when dust control measures began.

Pulmonary function and respiratory tract symptoms of a group of underground
and aboveground iron-ore miners in Kiruna, Sweden were compared (15) within
two age groups (under and over 40 years) and smoker/non-smoker status.
Bronchitic symptoms were more common among underground workers than surface
workers and there was a difference between smokers and non-smokers
underground which became apparent after 5 years. No differences were found
between underground and aboveground workers with respect to lung changes
which could be demonstrated by spectrometry. Dust analysis revealed 6-7%
quartz in the iron-ore dust. Diesel fuel had been increasingly used for
underground vehicles over the last 10 years. Based on answers to the
bronchitis questionnaire, the author concluded that the effect of
underground work (dust, irritating gases, or other) and smoking seemed to
be synergic.

A study of iron-ore miners in Lorraine, France (16) on pulmonary function
and carbon monoxide transfer factor also revealed a higher frequency of
bronchitis in underground workers who smoked than in aboveground workers
who smoked, and a synergistic effect on underground workers who smoked.
However, a further breakdown of these populations showed that bronchitis
was more frequent in miners working aboveground less than 10 years (34%)
than in miners working aboveground more than 10 years (10%) probably due to
transfer of underground miners with symptoms. Among the underground
miners, bronchitis was most common among men working on Joy Loaders at the
mine face who were exposed to the fumes from the liquid oxygen explosives
(55%) •

A proportionate mortality study of hematite iron-ore miners in West
Cumberland, England (13) revealed that deaths due to pulmonary tuberculosis
and silicosis which comprised 23.5% of the total deaths in 1900-1903
dropped to 14.9% in 1910-1912 but gradually increased to 26.1% in 1940
1942, while percentages of deaths due to bronchitis and pneumonia/influenza
essentially stayed the same. The author suggests that deaths due to
respiratory disease were not, as had been suggested, a result of the
introduction of pneumatic drills in 1913, but had been a long-term problem.
The death rate from respiratory disease in 1910 in coal miners in the
Cumberland area was 1.6/1000 miners compared to 5.5/1000 of the West
Cumberland hematit~ iron-ore miners.
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A study among West Cumberland hematite iron-ore miners (17) utilizing post
mortem records of men coming to autopsy between 1932-1953, found a 4.7 fold
increase in lung cancer in hematite miners over other males. In a
continuation of this study (Faulds, 1957), an analysis of causes of death
of hematite iron-ore miners of Cumberland revealed a high incidence of
carcinoma of the lung and that thirty percent of the 58 iron-ore miners
autopsied between 1954-1956 died of pulmonary tuberculosis despite active
treatment by modern methods. When lung cancer cases in the new series were
combined with those previously discussed, 14% of iron-ore miners· autopsies
revealed .lung cancer compared to 2.7% of other Cumberland males. Possible
bias inherent in percentages of miners who come to autopsy because of
compensation laws compared to other workers was not resolved in these
studies. Because the primary tumor was usually found in the area of the
lung that was the chief seat of fibrosis due to silica-siderosis, and
because there was an absence of any "known" carcinogenic agent, the authors
concluded that sidero-silicosis predisposes to carcinoma of the lung.

A study of patients seen at two medical centers in Lorraine, France
revealed (18) that 3.3% of the iron-ore miners seen by a lung specialist at
Bri"ey were found to have lung cancer compared to 1.5% found in other males
in his patient population. A second group seen by the lung specialists
between 1954-1959 at the Study Center of Pneumoconioses at Nancy found 1.8%
of the miners seen had lung cancer compared to 0.36% in other patients who
had silicosis. These differences were statistically significant. The
authors felt referral practices did not bias their study. Of the factors
which might affect these results, smoking seemed most important since iron
are miners were allowed to smoke underground while coal miners were not.
The iron-ore miners usually presented with siderosis and not silicosis
since the iron-ore was not of high silica content. When the 60 lung
cancers of iron-ore miners were histologically typed, 51% of them were of
the anaplastic (undifferentiated) type compared to 31% in 1000 other cases
of lung cancer. In another study, cases of lung cancer among approximately
10,000 miners who had worked in seven mines in Lorraine were compared to
cases seen in a group of 10,000 metal workers with the same ethnic,
soc i oeconomi c and geograph i c status (19). Cases seen between 1954-1959
revealed a 2.3-fold excess risk for lung cancer for the iron-ore miners.
When looking at numbers of silicosis cases and lung cancer cases seen in
the iron-ore miners, no correlation was found. No tests for the presence
of arsenic (found in some metal mining) or radioactivity were done.

In a retrospective mortality study of 1,759 metal miners who had completed
15 years underground mining experience between 1937-1948 (20), comparisons
with other white males of the states in which the mines were located
revealed significant excesses in standardized mortality ratios (SMRs) for
respiratory diseases, heart disease, all causes, and neoplasia of the
respiratory system. The excess in lung cancer in the absence of
radioactive exposure was unexplained. The excess was not attributable to
effects of age, smoking, nativity, urbanization, SES, heredity, diagnostic
accuracy, or silicosis, according to the authors. When the cohort was
stratified as to native-born or foreign-born, digestive cancer was
significantly in excess in the foreign-born but not the native-born.
Constituents of the are in this study, in addition to silica dust, were:
sulfur, iron, copper, zinc, manganese, lead, arsenic, calcium, fluorine,
antimony, and silver.
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Lung cancer cases of iron-ore miners and lung cancer cases of other males
seen at the Cancer Center of Lorraine in France were compared (21). Cell
type of the lung cancer cases of the iron~ore miners were 43.8% anaplastic
(undifferentiated) compared to 28.12% in the other cases. The iron-ore
miners also had twice the percentage of tumors in the inferior lobe of the
lung as the other cases. Smoking histories were 70-80% complete and non
miner cases had a higher frequency of heavy smoking than the miners. In a
concurrent smoking survey of active iron-ore miners, 81% were smokers and
58% smoked more than 10 cigarettes/day. The incidence of lung cancer among
the iron~ore miners of Lorraine coming to autopsy at the Pathology Center
of Nancy was also compared with that among other workers. The percent of
lung cancer cases by occupational group was divided by the percent of
persons in the occupational group to derive an "index of morbidity". The
highest index of morbidity was found in the iron-ore miner group and was
3.47 compared to 1.97 in transport workers, and 1.34 in pri nt i ng.
Radiation was eliminated as a possible cause by the author since
measurements showed a non-significant percent of radiation in the several
mines.

Mortality rates for underground iron-ore miners who died of lung cancer in
1964 in the Krivoi Rog region of Russia were 26.7/100,000 compared to 4.8
in aboveground miners, 3.2 for metallurgical workers, and 2.8 for
construction workers (22). The rate for the general population of the
region was 3.6/100,000. Among miners with siderosilicosis and
siderosilico-tuberculosis seen between 1958-1964, the frequency of lung
cancer was 18.3% whi le among city inhabitants over age 20 without
pneumoconi osis it was 5.8%. The author discus sed the poss i b1e enhanc i ng
effect of iron-ore dust, especially as it related to high levels of
benzo(a)pyrene air pollution in Krivoi Rog. Because of the possibility of
bias in studies done on cases who come to autopsy and because recent
measurements in West Cumber 1and underground iron mines had shown
unexpectedly high levels of radon, a proportional mortality study using
death certififcate data was done of iron-ore (hematite) miners of West
Cumberland who died between 1948-1967 (22). Among all iron-ore miners,
observed deaths due to lung cancer, adjusted for age, was significantly
higher (50%) than expected in other local males. The significant excess
(75%) persisted only in the underground miner analysis with no excess found
in aboveground miners. A cell type analysis of the lung cancers which came
to autopsy in the region during the same period revealed 42%
undifferentiated cell type in the iron-ore miners compared to 23% among the
lung cancers in other local males. Underground iron-ore miners also had a
marked excess of deaths due to respiratory disease other than lung cancer
(166%) while among underground coal miners in the area the excess was much
smaller (16%). Smoking patterns of the iron-ore miners were not known but
there was no prohibition of smoking in the iron-ore underground mines.
Although no uranium is mined in the United Kingdom, concentrations of radon
up to 300 pCi/liter were found which is ten times higher than the maximum
permissible level (24).

In a proportional cancer mortality study of iron-ore miners in Kiruna,
Sweden who died between 1950-1970 (25), underground miners showed a
significant excess of lung cancer when compared to other Kiruna males.
After age adjustment the observed number of lung cancer deaths was three
times that expected when compared to both Kiruna and all Swedish m·ales.
Aboveground miners. had a 30% excess. Smoking histories done in 1966 showed
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no smoking habit differences between above and underground miners. Diesel
motor vehicles had been used in Kiruna mines since 1950. In 1970,
unexpectedly high radon levels (numbers not given) were measured in some
unventilated areas.

A ten-fold increase in lung cancer was found when iron-ore miners who died
between 1961-1972 in the twin cities of Gallivare-Malmberget, Sweden were
compared to the population of the local district and to all Swedish males
(26). Smoking histories revealed that numbers of current smokers (76%)
among miners dying of lung cancer were significantly higher than the
Swedish population at large (50%). Radon measurements in 1970 also
revealed readings of 1-2 working levels (WL) (One working level is defined
as any combination of 222Rn daughters in 1 liter of air that will result in
the ultimate emission of 1.3 X105eV of potential alpha energy per liter.
One working level corresponds to a concentration of 100 pCi/liter of 222Rn
in air if it is assured that the 222Rn is in equilibrium with its short
lived daughters.) in the mine at Malmberget which were 3-7 times higher
than the recommended maximum level. Mine water flowing into the mines and
"enr ichment" by radon of ventilatory air forces through crushed rock were
implicated as the cause of high radon levels since the level of uranium was
insignificant.

A retrospective mortality study (27) of 1,415 Swedish (Malmberget) iron
miners exposed to an average of 4.8 Working Level Months (WLM) per year of
radon daughters showed a three-fold significant excess of lung cancer
mortality between 1951-1976 in comparison with national rates. One WLM
results from an inhalation of 1 WL for one month (170 hours). The effects
of smoking and exposure to radon daughters showed a relative risk of 2.9
for smokers and 10.0 for non-smokers. The risk estimates were independent
of calendar year or age started work and other factors such as diesel
exhaust fumes, arsenic, asbestos and silicosis were ruled out as
contributing factors.

Review articles (28-30) conclude that sufficient evidence exists that
participation in underground hematite mining increases the risk of lung
cancer in man, but the amount of evidence is still inadequate to classify
hematite itself as a carcinogen since the exposures incurred by the
underground miners are multiple. Although the results of the studies
reviewed could not be generalized to all situations, a presumption of
carcinogen~c risk is recommended by IARC for underground hematite mining
unless proven otherwise. A review article (IARC, 1973) evaluating the
possible carcinogenic risk for man of the iron-carbohydrate complexes
concludes that iron-dextran may be carcinogenic to man.

C. Exposures

Potential exposures for iron-ore (hematite) miners which may have resulted
in adverse health effects included iron-ore dust, ancillary dusts, fumes
from explosives, physical injuries associated with the massive movements of
earth and rock involved in mining and with the use of heavy machine
equ i pment, and radon -radon daughter exposures. For aboveground miners
exposure to diesel fuel fumes could also have presented some risk.
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1. Iron-ore

The United Nations report on World Iron Ore Resources (1955) classified
i ron ore depos its by gener i c type. The "Bedded" iron depos its are
characterized by a layered or stratified arrangement in which the iron
bearing minerals were constituents of sediments that accumulated over
relatively large submerged basins and often were improved by geologic
processes. Among the principal types of bedded deposits are those of the
Lake Superior region of the United States and those of the LorraiDe area of
France (commonly called "minette" ores). "Massive" iron ore deposits in
contrast are characterized by irregular shape and in general absence of
bedded structure. The deposits are of smaller size than the main "bedded"
deposits with the exception of the massive magnetite deposits in Kiruna,
Sweden. Another massive type of iron deposit is the Bilbao type which
comprises iron deposits of irregular shape occurring as iron carbonate
below the water table and as limonite (geothite) and hematite above. In
Cumberland, England the low-phosphorus ores of the Bilbao type do not "pass
i nto" carbonate at depth but termi nate st ill as hemat i teo In the West
Cumberland area barytes (BaS04) are present in some places in amounts up to
5-10%. Fluorspar, dolomite, calcite and occasionally galena, pyrite,
arsenopyrite, and chalcopyrite are present in these Bi 1bao ores. A third
massive type is the Tabery type which are titaniferous iron deposits as for
example in Tabery in Sweden and in Allard Lake, Quebec.

The Lake Superior type of bedded deposit is further classified as to
original mother rock (taconite) and the ores were derived from the banded
iron formations by geologic leaching of the silica bands (hematite). The
Mesabi district in Minnesota is the most important iron are producing part
of the Lake Superior region. The known length of the Mesabi district is
110 mi 1es and the iron formation is 400-750 feet thick. The average
analysis of shipments from the Mesabi range in Minnesota from 1943-1952
showed 50.96% iron, 0.065% phosphorou s, 9.04% s il i ca, 0.88% manganese and
11.5% moisture. Taconite is a designation for the relatively lean iron
formation from which the high grade are of the Mesabi district was formed.

Table 1 shows iron-ore deposits by location, type, mineral and chemical
content for the Mesabi and Vermilion Ranges of Minnesota as well as other
geographic areas in which health risk studies have been done on iron-ore
miners. In column one of the table it is noted that the percent of iron in
dry are ranged from 20% in the tacon ite are of Minnesota to 68% in Ki runa
are. Higher silica ores are currently being mined. Iron ores are divided
into two general classes: IIhard" and "soft" and each class is divided into
five sub-divisions: Bessemer, non-Bessemer, high phosphorus, manganiferous,
and siliceous. "Hard" are is dense or massive and breaks into lumps,
whereas "soft" are is earthy and granular. A Bessemer are is one in which
the phosphorous is low enough to make Bessemere iron, usually 0.045% or
less phosphorous in dry ore, and high phosphorous ores contain from 0.17 
0.25% phosphorous.

As described in the volume IILake Superior Iron Ores" (1938) the six
principal productive iron are districts (ranges) of the Lake Superior
region in the United States are the Marquette Range in Michigan, the
Menominee and Gogebic Ranges in Michigan and Wisconsin, and the Mesabi,
Vermilion and Cuyuna Ranges in Minnesota. The iron ores of the Lake
Superior region vary widely in their physical and chemical characteristics.
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Table 1

Iron-ore deposits by location, type, mineral and content for
'geographic areas in which health risk studies have been done •

...-..- .. -- -_..-
Deposit and Location Tn. Hineral Fe Si02 'p S AhO, HlI CaO HgO TiO, V

U.S.A.

Hinnesota 1;...tlt•• Lt-Gnit. 51 9.04 .06 .02 .37-9.51 .68 .04-.22 .07-.22 - -
Hesabi

\ Lak. Superior Halnetite (Taconite) 20-27 - - - - - - - - -
Vermillion Lake Superior "e..tit. 57 7.7 .08 .23-.75 1.8-4.4 .10 .21-.90 .18-.58 - -

United lCingdo.

"est Coaat
Cumberland
"ork1ngton Bilbao Hon-Phosphorus Hematit. 44 IS .01 - - Trace 2 - - -

Lancash1re
Barrow; kilo.; Furnes. BUbao Hon-Phosphorus lIematite S5 7 <~Ol - - 0.2 2 - - -

France
0

Lorraine
Briey Basin; Longwy Hinette ''Hinette'' - ooUtic 31-36 - 0.6-0.8 0.1-0.2 4-5 0.3-0.4 - 1.5-2.3 - -
B391n. Landres-ottange BaslD LillOnlteOrne Basin; AI'S Basin

Red Layer J Calceroue - 7-8 - - - - 13-1' - - -
Grey Layer

Black Laye~ SiUceou. - 13-24 - - - - 5-10 - - -
Green Laye

Nancy Basin Hlnette i'Hinette" 32 13-24 - - - - - - - -
(See Briey Basin)

Sweden

lCiruna IC1runa Hagnetite with some 65-68 2 .01-0.2 - O.S 0.1-0.2 1-3 - 0.3 O.IS
Hematite and Apatite

Tabers Taberl Titaniferous Hagnetite·' 32 - 0.1 - - - - - 6.7 0.16

USSR .
ICrivoi-Rog Region Lake Superior Hartite. Hematite

Small Quantity .~gnetit. 63 S 0.03 - 0.8 - 0.3 0.04 - -

Source: U.N. Survey of World Iron-Dre Resources (1954.)



They contain practically all the iron minerals including hematite,
limonite, magnetite, carbonates, and sulphides. In Minnesota the Mesabi
Range is characterized by the relatively shallow and widespread occurrence
of the soft ore bodies which are in large part, available for open-pit
mining. The Vermilion Range is characterized by ores which vary from a
soft, sticky mass to a hard, tough, dark blue material known as specular
hematite, which ores can reach depths of from 3,000 to 4,000 feet and were
mined mainly by underground methods. In the Cuyuna Range the "fold" iron
ore bodies are prevailingly shallow, rarely-extending 500 feet in depth
with ore that is soft and hydrated and which, after extraction is usually
washed to remove free silic~

Mining hematite in the Vermilion Range began in 1884 and continued until
1967. Combined grades of Vermilion Range showed averages of from 62% iron
and 4% silica in the early 1900's to 57% iron and 8% silica in the early
1950's. Mining of "natural at'e", a combi nati on of hemat ite-l i mon ite began
on the Mesabi Range in 1892 and continues today but on a very small scale.
Average analys i s of Mesabi Range "natura1" ores, combi ned grades, showed
55% iron and 5% silica in the early 1900's to 50% iron and 10% silica in
1950.

From 1892-1958, of the 2,234 thousand tons of iron ore shipped from the
Mesabi Range, 1,947 thousand tons (87%) was mined using open-pit
(aboveground) methods and 287 thousand tons (13%) was mined using
underground mining methods. From 1884-1959, in the Vermilion Range, of the
97 thousand tons of iron ore mined, 99.6% was mined by underground mining
methods.

An average analysis and the gross tons (thousands) of Bessamer ore mined on
the Mesabi Range in 1943 showed 84.78% of the ore was Fe203 (hematite) with
59.29% iron content. Si lica averaged 8% among all graces of natural ore
mined in 1943 compared to 6.8% in 1909. Analysis of iron ore in the mining
industry was standardized and consisted of determination of percentages of
those constitutents in the ore which were most important to the iron and
steel metallurgis.t, i.e., iron, ph~sphorous, silica (Si02~' manganese,
alumina (AIZ03)' llme (CaO), magnesla (MgO), sulphur and mOlsture. Also,
in special lnstances, determinations were made of titanium, lead, zinc,
copper, and arsenic. Arsenic is found in the iron-bearing minerals
arsenopyrite (FeAsS), galena (PbS), and marcasite (FeS2). Whether any of
these minerals were contaminants, encountered during the mining of hematite
in St. Louis County is not apparent from the literature reviewed.

2. Radon and radon-daughters

According to the BIER report (1972) the principal series of radiation
induced lung cancers which have been observed in underground miners exposed
to radon-decay products in the mine atmosphere were mainly in uranium
miners. Because of the presence of a number of potential occupational
carcinogens in the dust of underground mines, there is difficulty in
isolating radon and radon-daughters as the principal cause of lung cancer
among the miners who have been studied. Underground mining per se does not
necessarily lead to an increase in lung cancer as has been documented in
studies on coal-miners (23).
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The current BIER report (1980) concluded after an update of data on miners
and radon-daughter risks that the risk estimates for lung cancer in
underground miners from exposure to radon daughters now range from about 6
to 47 cases per 106 person-years (PY) per Working Level Month (WLM). The
range reflects in large part the effect of age at exposure or age at onset
of the cancer. On the basis of average data, the report presents a
conversion figure of 1WLM = 0.4-0.8 rads, the range reflecting the
variables of the fraction of ions bound to dust particles, whether the
subject is a mouth or nose-breather, and the thickness of the epithelium.
Comparisons done of the empirical data for risks per WLM with risks per rem
yielded 6 rem/WLM.

Before 1950 very few radon measurements were made in underground mines and
estimates must be made from ventilation and other data. From 1950 to 1970
in the ~S. measurements for radon and radon-daughters were mainly done in
uranium mines. With the passage of the Miners Safety and Health Act
(MSHA), measurement of radon-daughter concentrati ons were mandated for all
underground mines. In 1967 the United States Public Health Service, using
the Kusnetz method (31) for measuring the concentration of 222Rn daughter
products expressed the result in terms of "working level" (WL). One
Working Level is defined as any combination of 222Rn daughters in 1 liter
of air that will result in the ultimate emission of 1.3 X 105MeV of
potential alpha energy per liter. One working level corresponds to a
2~2centration of 100 pCi!1iter of 222Rn in air if it is assumed that the

Rn is in equilibrium with its short-lived daughters. In 1968 the U.S.
Department of Labor issued regulations of "radiation standards for mining"
which require that no individual shall receive an exposure of more than 2
working level months (WLM) in any consecutive 3-month period and no more
than 4 WLM in any consecutive 12 month period. An exposure of 1 WLM
results from the inhalation for one working month (170 hours) of air
containing a 222Rn daughter concentration of 1 WL, or from two months
exposure at a concentration of 0.5 WL, etc. The maximum permissable level
of 4 WLM per year is equivalent to an average concentration of 222Rn
daughters are in r~~~oactive equilibrium with the parent 222Rn, 0.3 WL
corresponds to a Rn concentration of 30pCi/liter. The 1980 MSHA
standard adds that no person shall be exposed to air concentrations of
radon-daughters in excess of 1.0 WL in active workings.

Information obtained by personal communication with the University of
Minnesota Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering faculty, the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resouorces, University of Minnesota
Department of Geology faculty and geologists of the mining companies,
revealed that among professionals involved in iron-ore mining the belief
was that there was no radon or radon-daughter exposure risk in the
underground iron-ore mines of the Mesabi or Vermilion iron ranges.
However, no documentation of measurements could be provided to substantiate
these assertions. They generally were based on assumptions relating to the
geologic and mineral formations involved. All underground iron-ore mining
operations in Minnesota ceased in 1967 before MSHA had mandated radon and
radon-daughter measurements. A literature search and inquiries to several
state and federal agencies did not produce any further information
regarding radon and radon-daughter measurements in any Minnesota iron-ore
(hematite) mines.
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Apilot study was initiated, and with the cooperation of the Division of
Environmental Health of the School of Public Health of the University of
Minnesota, measurements for radon and radon-daughters were made in August,
1980. Results are seen on Table 2.

The conc 1us i on was that radon does not appear to have been a sign ifi cant
risk factor during the actual mining. However, we cannot be certain that
conditions were comparable, particularly during underground mining. A much
more extensive study would be required to answer that question
satisfactorily. .

D.

A retrospective cohort of 10,403 iron-ore (hematite) miners was derived
from the personnel records of the Minnesota mining division of a large U.S.
corporati on (32). (The data base for this study is presented in II 1. A.).
This cohort included all hourly-wage male employees who had worked at least
12 months in hematite iron-ore mining in St. Louis County, Minnesota and
who were employed by the company between January 1, 1937 and December 31,
1965. Stratification into aboveground and underground miners further
de 1i neated exposure status. The age- sex-t i me-cau se-spec i fi c morta1ity
experiences of the total cohort, the underground miners, and the
aboveground miners were compared to the expected mortality (33) as derived
from mortality rates of U.S. white, and St. Louis County males from January
1, 1937 to December 31, 1978. Further stratification was done by date of
hire, place of birth, and total years worked.

2. Results

Results of the study for all causes of death, arteriosclerotic heart
disease and non-malignant respiratory disease are shown on Table 3.
Analysis was done by country of birth, by underground and aboveground miner
status and comparisons were made with both U.S. white and St. Louis County
males. A significant excess was seen for non-malignant respiratory disease
in aboveground Finnish miners. Results for all malignancies, lung cancer
and stomach cancer are seen in Table 4. Significant excesses in lung
cancer among the foreign-born were seen mainly in the Yugoslav-born miners
both aboveground and underground whi le an excess in stomach cancer remained
only in Finnish-born miners when the St. Louis County comparison was made.

3. Conclusions

A major conclusion of this study was that, the Minnesota hematite iron-ore
miners, whether working underground or aboveground, did not incur an excess
risk of lung cancer when compared to U.S. or St. Louis County males. This
is in contrast to studies done among hematite iron-ore miners in England,
France, Sweden, and RussiL In the apparent absence of significant radon-
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Table 2

Radon and RadouDaughter Measurements. Pilot Study Results.
tfinnesota Iron-ore (Hematite) Miners Study. 1937-1978.

:c
-I
-~

U1

Air Sampling (Kuznitz Method)

Underground Mine A

27th level

23rd level

\ 22nd level

12th level

Open-Pit Mine B

Recently worked area

Old area

Open-Pit Mine C

Old area

0.011 WL

0.01 WL

0.005 WL

0.02 WL

0.005 WL

0.001 WL

<0.001 WL.

Hematite Ore Sampling (gamma ray spectometry)

~

Bulk Sample # 1

Bulk Sample #2

Bulk Sample #3

Weight

3.2-3.8 kg

Counting period

40 ks

Results

Activity above background
but comparable with
ordinary soils~
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Table 3

STMIDARDIZED M)Rl'ALITY RATIOS FOR AIL CAUSES OF DEATH, ARl'ERIC>SCLEIVrIC HF.ARI.'
DISFASEi AND NCN-MALIGNANl' RESPIRA'IDRY DISEASE~ HEMATITE IR:N-oRF MINERS
BY PLACE OF BI~, 1937-1978. .

ALL CAUSES ARTI::RIOSCLEROTIC IlEART DISEASE NON-HALIGNANT
RESPIRATORY DISEASE ,

UNITED ST. tOUIS UNITED ST. LOUIS OBSERVED UlllTED ST. LOUI
OBSERVED COUN'CY OBSERVED STATES COUNTY . STATES COUNTYSTATES DEATIISDEATIIS SI1R (1) StIR (2) DE"TIIS SI1R (1) SHR (2) SHIt (1) SI1R (2

All N14live-Born Hinen (H-7.886) 2645 96 94* 1034. 107t 96 119 76* 93

Underground Native-Born Hiner. 1066 90* 89* 446 107 95 46 66* 80

Above.rQund Netive-Born Hiner. 1579 101 99 588 107 96' n 8,4 103

All Foreign-Born Hinur. (N-2,511) 2054 89* 81* 749 97 81* 11S 83t 88

Underground Foreign-Born Hin~r. 1516 89' 88* )74 98 81* 81 16t 82

Aboveground Foreign-Born Hiner. 418 88* 86* In 93 79* 34 104 110 -
All Yugoslav-Born Hincn (H-93n 843 83* 82* 288 84* 72* 49 80 84

Underground Yugoslav-Born tUner. 125 83* 826 249 84* 72* 43 81 8S

Aboveground Yugoslav-Born tUners 109 8) 80t 39 84 73 6 74 76

All Flnnhh-Born Mineu (H-607) SI1 Hot 109 194 126* lOS 36 133 Hit

Underground Finnish-Born Hiner.' 354 109 108 133 121* 103 19 101 115

Aboveground Finnish-Born Hiner. In 112 III 61 125 109 17 206* 231*

All Other Foreign-Born Hinera (N-923) 709 84* 82* 261 96 78* 30 59* U t

Underground Other Foreign-Born Hiner. 497 87* 85* 192 103 84t 19 56t S9t

Abovu~round Other' Foreign-Dorn H"nen 212 18* 15* 15 81 68* 11 67 10

All Hiners (H-IO.403) 4699 93* 91* 1183 102 89* 234 79* 91

All Underground Hiners 2642 90* 88* 1020 101 87* 121 72* 8It

All Aboveground Hiners 2057 98 95t 763 103 92t 107 89 lOS

SMR (1) Expected deaths computed on the bash of .gc-tlme-cause specific lDortality rates for U.S. white ID:lJes
StIR (2) Expected deatha cOlllputed on the ba.h of agc-tJlllc-causu !ipucAC Ie mortality ,"alee for St. Louia County _Ie.

* Significant at 1% level
t Significant AL ~% lev~1
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Table 4

ST~DARDIZED HOIlTALl'I."t RATIOS FUR .\LL CANCEP.S. LUNG CANCER AND STOHACII CANCER. AHONG
IIEHATITE IRON-ORE HWER.S BY PLACE OF BtnU. 1937-1978.

ALL MALICNANCIES LUNG CANCER 5TOtIA01 CANeD

OBSERVE[I UNl1'ED ST. LOUIS OnSEUVED UIIITt:D ST. LOUIS OBSERVED UNITED ST. LOUI
STA'l'ES COUllTY STATES COUNTY STATES COUNTYDEATUS StIR (I) StIR (2) DI~'ruS SHit ()\ StIR (2) DEATIIS

~~11l 11 \ StIR (2

1 Native-Born Hiner. (H-7.886) 4S1 87* 86* 116 74* as 46 142+ 92

derllToUnd Native-Born Hiner. 167 76* 74* 42 63* 73+ 18 US 80
\

ove,ruund Native-Born Hlners 284 96 95 74 82 94 28 15St 101--
I Foreign-Born tUnon (N-2.517) 403 1Ut 98 96 139* 144* 80 196* liS

derground Foreign-Born Hiner. 301 109 96 7S 147* 151* S9 186* 109

ov~ground Foreign-Burn tUners 102 117 104 21 117 123 21 234* 134- -
1 Yugoslav-Born Htners (H-987) 193 123* 108 61 208* 211* 29 165* 96

0'

100 156tduground Yu,os!,tv-Born Hiners ISS 114 SO 198* 202* 24 91

oveground Yugoslav-Born tUnerll 38 182* 159* 11 270* 271* S 228 130.
1 Flnnl~h-Born Hlnrrs (H-607) 89 118 105 16 108 113 2S 292* 173*

derground Finnish-Born Hiners 64 123 109 12 123 127 17 275* 16S

oveground Finnish-Born Hlners 2S 107 97 4 79 84 8 336* 196
.--
1 Other Fore Ign-Dorn tUners (H-U3) 121 92 8lt 19 77 80 26 178* 10)

der,round Other Foreign-Born tUners 82 9) 82 13 81 84 18 177t 103..

ove&round Other Foreign-Born tUners 39 91 80 6 68 72 8 181 104
., .

AllHlners (N-I0.403) 854 97 91* 212 94 104 126 172* 105
0-

I Underground Hiners 468 94 87* 117 100 109 77 167* 100

1 Abovp.sround Hiners 386 101 97 95 88 99 49 181* 113-SHIt (I) Expected deaths computed on the basis of agc-time-cause sp~e1fie mortality ratea for U. S. white .alee
SHR (2) Expected c1"a~hs COlllputed on the ba." of agu-time-caulte apecH!c lIlortality rates for St. Louia County ..lea

* Sianiflcant at 1% level
t Significant at S% level



radon daughter exposure, with a smoking prohibition enforced on all
underground miners while working, with an aggressive silicosis control
program, and without the use of diesel motors underground, the exposure to
hematite iron-ore dust, in and of itself, did not produce an excess lung
cancer risk in Minnesota underground hematite miners as a group.

An analysis of specific exposures incurred by the hematite miners was not
possible with the data abstracted for this study.

Stratification by total years worked for the company as an indicator of
cumulative exposure revealed no significant excesses in lung cancer when
compared to U.S. white males for either aboveground or underground miners
who worked less than five years, or more than five, fifteen, or thirty
years.

The role of hematite (Fe203) as a possible co-carcinogen has not been
disproven by this study. The Minnesota hematite miners did not appear to
incur the combination of exposures or "sufficient" causes to increase
significantly their lung cancer mortality over that for U.S. or St. Louis
County males. These circumstances could differ in other settings.

A significant lung cancer excess found in both aboveground and underground
Yugoslav-born miners appears to be related to some factor associated with
their ethnicity rather than their exposure to hematite iron-ore mining.
Several other studies have identified a lung cancer excess among Yugoslav
born migrants. Risk factors incurred before migration, reasons for and
timing of migration, and conditions prevailing following migration must be
considered when looking at possible cancer etiology among the foreign-born.
These risk factors include other occupational exposures, smoking, and
dietary practices. In this study the excess did not appear to be exposure
specific since it was seen in both underground and aboveground miners.
However, since the ethnic groups of the Minnesota Iron Range settled,
lived, and worked in communities centered around a church or community
support group, the Yugoslav-born miner may have had exposures at specific
mines that the other miners did not.

Excesses of gastric cancer among the hematite iron-ore miners in the
comparisons with U.S. white males which were not seen in the St. Louis
County comparison appear related to particular factors held in common with
other St. Louis County residents rather than to risks incurred in iron-ore
mining. Why St. Louis County white males had, from 1950 to 1969, a
mortality rate for stomach cancer 70% higher than for the U.S. white males
and 40% higher than for Minnesota white males has not been satisfactorily
explained. Place-of-birth, ethnicity, certain dietary practices, pre
existing medical conditions, and specific occupational exposures have been
suggested in the literature as possible risk factors and all are present to
some degree in the St. Louis County population. Exposures incurred while
working in hematite iron-ore mining do not appear to be causally related to
the St. Louis County excess. Further information on more precise exposure
groups would be necessary to isolate any possible effect due to mining or
iron-oxide dust exposures.

Why Finnish-born miners incurred a significant excess risk for gastric
cancer over and above that of the St. Louis County males has not been
explained by this study. Further studies of gastric cancer in St. Louis
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County should attempt to ascertain whether the Finnish-born and native-born
with Finnish parentage had similar risks and whether occupational exposures
were associated with the gastric cancer excess.

Prohibition of smoking for underground miners while working may have
reduced their mortality for several smoking related diseases. Significant
deficits were seen among the underground miners and not the aboveground
miners in all causes of death combined, emphysema in miners hired before
1937, non-cancer respiratory diseases, all cancers combined, cancer of the
buccal cavity, and in lung cancer in the native-born underground miner
(compared to U.S. white males).

IV. Iron-ore Mining (Taconite)

A. Historical Perspective

Taconite is the name given by geologists to a type of hard rock containing
fine particles of iron-ore. The name was first used in 1892 by a Minnesota
geologist who applied it to the magnetic iron formulation on the states
eastern Mesabi Range. Taconite is not useful as it comes from the mine,
but the fine iron particles embedded in it can be removed and made into
excellent ore. The particles may be magnetic (Fe304) or hematite (Fe203)'
magnetic or non-magnetic, fine or coarse. High grade ores contain from 5
10% impurities such as silica, alumina, and magnesea while lean or low
grade ore contains from 10-20%. These ores (natural ore) were mainly
hematite and limonite and were the major source of iron-ore for shipment on
the Minnesota iron ranges from 1865 to the early 1960's. Taconite, in
which the impurities amounted to 50-70% of the ore, was not considered for
iron ore production while high-quality natural ores were available and
economically extracted and shipped. In the early 1940's, Dr. Edward W.
Davis, Director of the University of Minnesota Mineral Research Center
began research to demonstrate that an economical method of removing the
worthless material from taconite by mechanical means (called benefication)
was possible (1). Dr. Davis was aware that hematite and natural ore stocks
would be greatly depleted by the 1960's and that a method of using the huge
stores of taconite on the iron range was the only way to continue the iron
mining industry in Minnesota.

The staff of the Mineral Research Center, working with several of the
various companies who had set up pilot plants on the range, developed a
process in which the taconite ore was ground into a powder and the magnetic
iron was separated from the largely quartz rock by a strong magnetic field.
The concentrate was then rolled in a chamber unti 1 it stuck together in
marble-sized pellets and the pellets were then fired for hardening. The
development of the pelletizing process was the major breakthrough.
Metallic iron is made from iron ore during the smelting process. The use
of the pellets greatly increased the efficiency of the blast furnace since
they allowed a more efficient circulation of air and therefore, the
increased price of taconite ore processing was offset by the up to 60%
increase in production at the smelters with an additional 25% decrease in
fuel consumption. Currently, over 95% of all ore shipped from Minnesota is
in the form of taconite concentrates (pellets) (Table 5). Taconite
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TABLE 5
IRON ORE SHIPMENTS FROM MINNESOTA

Total Minnesota

Thousands of Gross Tons
Gravity Taconite Total

Year Direct Ore Conc. 1 Conc. 2 Shipment3

1884-1940•••••• 1,086,173 144,422 219 1,230,813
1941:...1945 •••••• 260,125 78,622 000000.0 338,749
1946-1950•••••• 221,623 83,094 78 304,794
1951 ........... 56,098 22,833 138 79,069
1952........... 45,073 19,540 106 64,720
1953. 0 ••••••••• 54,509 26,441 561 81,511
1954........... 30,451 17,740 889 49,081
19550 .......... 43,622 25,414 1,155 70,192
1956 ......... II. 35,502 22,884 4,817 63,203
1957 ... III ••••••• 37,531 24,418 6,348 68,296
1958 ........... 19,278 15,136 8,422 42,836
19590 . 0 ••• 0 •••• 16,269 11,878 8,347 36,493
1960........... 21,445 22,284 11,368 55,097
1961 . ., .. 0 •••• Cl • 12,697 17,657 14,529 44,883
1962.08 .... 000. 11,559 18,740 14,257 44,556
19630 0 0 0 ••••••• 9,401 19,267 17,077 45,745
1964......... 0. 10,410 20,012 19,372 49,794
1965. 0 0 II • 0 0 ., ••• 11,102 21,156 18,868 51,126
1966. G •• III • 0 0 0 •• 12,834 20,802 21,679 55,315
19670 ... 0 41 0 •• 0 0 11,102 14,458 24,060 49,720
1968. iii) 0 •••• 0 • 0 0 5,570 15,983 29,883 51,436
1969.00 ..• 0.000 5,595 18,010 33,687 57,292
1970....... 0.0. 4,122 17,078 33,957 55,157
1971 ........... 3,472 12,990 32,674 49,136
1972........... 3,695 11,638 35,878 51,211
1973. It 0 ••• II 0 ••• 1,673 17,285 43,944 62,902
1974 ........... 2,606 15,751 40,553 58,910
1975 ........... 953 9,674 38,197 48,824
197600 .................. 9,157 38,820 47,977
1977 ... It ••••••• 168 5,186 25,692 31,046
1978........... 170 5,468 50,644 56,282
1979. IIll •• 0 0 •• 0 0 0 294 3,444 56,223 59,961
19800 . 0 0 0 ••• 0 .•• 102 2,446 42,697 45,245
19810 It •••• 0 0 • 0 • 113 2,642 46,959 49,714
1982. 0 0 0 0 0 0 It 0 •• 45 720 23,237 24,002

Total •••••••• 2,035,485 794,270 745,334 3,575,089

1Includes washed, jigged, hi-density, other gravity, sinter, dried,
and sinter-dried concentrates.

2Includes taconite and semitaconite concentrates.
3In some instances data do not add to totals because of rounding.

Table from Minnesota Mining Directory, 1983. Mineral Resources Research
Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455.
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pelletizing plants have been established around the world and it is a major
method of iron ore production in use today.

B. Literature Review

Exposures incurred by workers employed in taconite iron-ore processing vary
dependent upon the job assignment along the route from hard rock to pellet.
Although the generic term "iron ore miner" is generally used by those
outside the industry to describe all hourly-wage employees involved in the
taconite iron-ore inidustry, the actual removal of the rock from the earth
using traditional open-pit mining techniques is done by less than half of
the hourly-wage employees. The other half are involved in the benefication
of the ore which involves the crushing, concentrating and pelletizing of
the ore. Depending upon the company, coarse crushing of the taconite iron
ore is done as part of the open-pit mining process. The major exposures
that have been investigated and reported have been those involving the dust
which results from these activities and, since 1980, exposure to radon
daughters have been required by federal law in the United States. The dust
exposure are dependent upon where along the Mesabi Range the ore is being
processed but the major components of quartz, numerous silicates, and iron
oxide are common to all taconite ore mining and processing in Minnesota.
In addition, clearage fragments of an amphibole in the cummingtonite
grunerite series found in the taconite from the eastern tip of the Mesabi
Range, are considered by some "asbestiform fibers" related to amasite
asbestos, a known carcinogen, and therefore, studies have looked at the
possible carcinogenic effects of taconite mining and processing.

A study to assess the prevalence of respiratory abnormalities in men
exposed to taconite iron-ore dust (Fe304) over 20 years in Minnesota (2)
revealed no significant differences 5etween dust-exposed and non-dust
exposed groups in history of respiratory illness, bronchitic symptoms, or
spirometric tests when controlled for smoking status. Three cases with
small, rounded opacities were found in the dust-exposed group which might
have represented early silicosis. (Silica represents 25-40% of the dust
from taconite ore).

In 1980, a study was done for the Reserve Mining Company by the Department
of Epidemiology of the University of Michigan1s School of Public Health (3)
to evaluate possible health effects related to taconite and mining and
processing. A mortality study of men employed for one year or more by the
company between 1952-1976, a prevalence study of respiratory symptoms among
all male employees on July 1, 1976, and a review of a representative sample
of the most recent chest radiographs taken of all employees employed more
than one year between 1952-1976 was reported.

The mortality study showed no risk of mortality associated with the mining
or processing of taconite. The all causes SMR was 87 when expected deaths
were derived from mortality rates of all white males in Minnesota.
Overa11, there were no increased morta 1ity rates for cancer in general or
for any particular set of cancer. The prevalence of respiratory symptoms
was found to be higher at the mining operation than at the processing plant
but there was no consistant relationship between dust exposure estimates
and the prevalence of any symptoms. The stratified sample of the chest
radiograph, compressed 100% of those men with over 20 years, 30% of those
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with 10-14 years, 25% of those with 1-4 years of experience with the
company as of July 1, 1976. A total of 1767 films were reviewed and
classified according to the ILO/UC 1971 criteria by three experienced
readers. Considerable reader variation limited agreement on the proportion
of the radiographs which showed changes of category 1/1 and over. Sixteen
films were categorized by at least one reader as showing small opacities of
2/1 but only 11 of these were read as showing small opacities of 1/0 or
more by all three readers. Pleural thickening was reported in 148
radiographs (8.4%) by at least one reader, but there was agreement of all
readers in only 23 (1.3%) of the films. There was a weak association found
between profusion of small opacities and cumulative dust exposure and
appeared to be no association between pleural thickening and either
cumulative total or cumulative silica dust exposure.

v. Data Base

A large data base on the iron-ore miner population has been collected by
the Division of Epidemiology, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis under
the supervision of L.M. Schuman, M.D. The data base has two components,
the data tape of the Retrospective Cohort Mortality Study of Minnesota
Iron-Ore (Hematite) Miners described in Section I(D) and the data tape and
microfilm of the Mineral Worker Cohort Data Base created by a grant from
the IRRB of all records on employees of taconite iron mining companies
operating on the Minnesota Iron Range in 1981. Outlined below is the
format and availability of data variables.

A. Retrospective cohort mortality study of Minnesota iron-ore (hematite)
miners data tape

10 Study population (N=10,403)

a. All hourly-wage employees of the Minnesota Mining
Division of U.S. Steel that worked at least 12 months
in hematite mining in St. Louis County prior to
January 1, 1966 and whose last day of employment was
after December 31, 1936.

2. Demographic data

ao Name
b. Address
c. City/town
d. Date of birth (m-d-y)
e. Country of birth
f. (Cohort number)
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3. Mortality data (death certificate)

a. Date' of death
b. Place of death (state/country)
c. Cause of death (lCD, 8th revision)

i. underlying cause
ii. contributing causes (up to 4)
iii. special code for any cancer

4. Exposure Data

a. first date of hourly-wage employment
b. last date of hourly-wage employment
c. underground miner code (worked at least 12 months

underground)
d. aboveground miner code (worked less than 12 months

underground)
e. underground mining experience (in total number of

years)
f. gaps of more than one year in employment

5. Follow-up data

a. coded (as of January 1, 1979)

1. Dead
2. Ali ve
3. Lost to follow-up

B. Mineral Worker Cohort Study Data Base

1. Background

The Minera 1 Workers' Cohort Data Base was created at the University of
Minnesota for use by interested investigators including the IRRRB, who may
wish to collaborate in epidemiologic studies of the health effects, if any,
associated with occupational hazards, of mining and milling, particularly
exposures to dusts and welding fumes.

The data base was established as part of the Mineral Resources Health
Assessment Program (MRHAP) by the Division of Epidemiology of the
University of Minnesota with the support of a grant from the Iron Range
Resources and Rehabilitation Board (IRRRB), State of Minnesota under the
direction of the Principal Investigator, Leonard M. Schuman, M.D. All data
is stored at the University of Minnesota under Dr. Schuman's supervision.

2. Data Base Population

All personnel records of seven of the ten iron-mining companies in
operation in 1981. All taconite operations are represented in these seven
compani es as well as the sole remai ni ng hematite operati on on the Mesabi
Range. The three companies not included were hematite operations.
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3. Records

A. Type

Only personnel records with demographic and occupational
history information salary information was collected,
photocopies of death certificates on file (N=1,902) were
provided by some companies. Table 6 lists the companies
and number of records in the data base.

B. Roster format

i. mi crofi 1m
i i • photocopy
iii. abstracting sheets
iv. computer tape

4. Coded Data (N=71,649)

A. Computer file was established of employee characteristics on
all records. These include

a. social security number
b. name (l-f-m)
c. suffix code (jr.)
d. birth date (Table 7)
e. individual number (company number, film reel number,

microfilm "address")

B. Death Certificates or Document (N=6,601, including 4,699
from Hematite miners study)

a. name
b. date of birth
c. date of death
d. place (state/country) of death
e. social security number
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Table 6 Roster of Employees For Each Mining Company Which Participated
(Mineral Resources Health Assessment Program,

University of Minnesota, 1981-84)

Total Employees
Mining Company For Each Company**

Inland Steel Company 615

Eveleth Taconite Company 2,276

Jones and Laughlin Company 5~822

Reserve Mining Company 10~229

Hanna Mining Company 11~772

Erie Mining Company/Hibbing
Taconite Company 13~985

United States Steel Company 35,935

Total 80~529

**Each may include employees who also worked for one of the other
six companies.
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Table 7 Distribution of Mineral Workers Cohort Study Data Base by Year
of Birth. (Mineral Resources Health Assessment Program,

University of Minnesota, 1981-84)

Year Interval Cumulative
of Birth Number Percent Percent

1880 935 1.3 1.3
1880-84 1172 1.7 3.0
1885-89 1602 2.2 5.2
1890-94 1622 2.2 7.4
1895-99 1589 2.3 9.7
1900-04 2141 3.0 12.7
1905-09 3122 4.3 17.0
1910-14 4769 6.6 23.6
1915-19 5704 7.9 31.5
1920-24 6448 8.9 40.4
1925-29 3717 9.3 49.7
1930-34 6214 8.7 58.4
1935-39 5107 7.1 65.5
1940-44 4025 5.7 71.2
1945-49 6045 8.5 79.7
1950-54 6367 8.9 88.6
1955-59 4898 6.8 95.4
1960-63 716 1.1 96.5

Sub-Total 69196 96.5

Missing Year
of Birth 2453 3.4 99.9

Grand Total 71649 100.0 (rounded)
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Appendix 11

MDH Chronology: Asbestos Issues in Northeastern Minnesota

1973 - 1985



MDH DOCUMENrS PERTAINING TO ASBESTOS ANALYSIS AND EXPOSURE
IN DIVISION OF E.H. FILES, ARRANGED IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

(Note: Items Without Asterisk Are Data Reports)

* 06/21/73 Summary of meeting held at Division of Environmental Health, MDH, to
discuss possible courses of action for the division in monitoring
mineral fibers in Lake Superior and northeastern Minnesota. Air and
water monitoring were discussed.

* 07/03/73 Memo from Kyle Bishop, MPCA, Studies of Asbestiform Minerals in Waters
of Lake Superior Basin. Status memo for agency board.

* 07/10/73 Account of statement by Jim Coleman, Assistant Envir. Health Dir.,
MDH, to the MPCA Board regarding potential hazard of Duluth drinking
water.

* 07/11/73 Memo by Jim Coleman to Warren Lawson, Commissioner of Health,
summarizing the Lake Superior asbestos problem. The memo contains
preliminary evaluation of optical asbestos counts on lake water, air,
and fish samples.

* 07/20/73 Memo to Robert Herbst, Commissioner of Natural Resources, Dr. Warren
Lawson, Commissioner of Health, Grant Merritt; Exec. Director, MPCA,
from Peter L. Gove, Staff Asst. to the Governor, Re: State analytical
investigations regarding the Duluth water supply.

* 07/30/73 Memo to Robert Herbst, Commissioner of Natural Resources, Dr. Warren
Lawson, Commissioner of Health, MDH, Grant Merritt, Executive
Director, MPCA, from Peter L. Gove, Staff Asst. to the Governor, memo
accompanying EPA report "Lake Superior Asbestos Study Plan".

'* 07/30/73 Letter to Peter Gove, Admin. Asst. to the Governor, from Francis T.
Mayo, Regional Admin. EPA, Reg. V, transmitting the report "Lake
Superior Asbestos Study Plan".

* 09/13/73 Memo to Jonathan Morgan, Solicitor General, State of Minnesota, from
Warren R. Lawson, M.D., Commissioner of Health, discussing "Health
Considerations Related to the Asbestos-type Fiber Material in the
North Shore Area".

1974 Report: "Preliminary Interpretation of Analytical Data Reported to
Date on Levels of Asbestiform Fibers in the Water Supplies
of the Duluth Area and Western Lake Superior Basin" ,U .S.E.P .A.

* 03/11/75 Report: "Analysis of Mesabi Iron Range"Taconite Plant Stack Samples",
by Dr. William Nicholson, Environmental Sciences Laboratory, Mount
Sinai School of Medicine. .

*
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* 10/22/75 Letter to Dr.A.E.P. Watson, International Joint Commission, responding
to his request (08/75) for research needed on Great Lakes water
quality. The suggestions pertain to asbestos in Lake Superior.

* 12/03/75 Letter to Mr. Ralph Zumwalde, NIOSH, Cincinnati, Ohio, describing
fiber count preparation procedures for air samples collected at Silver
Bay.

* 12/05/75 Letter from Warren Lawson stating the position of MDH on matters
relation to asbestos-like fibers in Minnesota.

* 01/05/76 Memo to file from David Gray summarizing a meeting at Mt. Sinai with
Drs. Nicholson and Langer to discuss fiber counting methods and data.

* 01/06/76 A group of memos, mostly from MDH epidemiologist Barry Levi, M.D.,
discussing studies of Reserve worker x-rays.

* 01/15/76 Letter from Peter Gove, MPCA, to Warren Lawson, MDH, discussing
ambient air sampling and analysis.

* 01/16/76 Letter from Commissioner of DNR to Mayor of Hoyt Lakes conveying the
results of fiber analysis of Reserve's pit discharge which flows to
Colby Lake, the source of the Hoyt Lake water supply.

* 1/19/76 Memo from Peter Gove and Warren Lawson to the Governor discussing
mesothelioma studies and related topics.

* 1/28/76 Memo from Warren Lawson to MPCA containing comments on the Draft EIS
for the Mile Post Seven on-land tailings disposal site.

* 02/17/76 Letter to Gary Eckhardt, Chief, Technical Services, MPCA, Div. of Air
Quality, from Dr. Philip M. Cook, Research Chemist, Water Quality_
Laboratory, EPA, Duluth, transmitting and discussing the preliminary
results of 11 of the 20 U.S. District Court ordered Silver Bay Air
Study samples from Silver Bay.

02/26/76 A series of six reports containing analytical data generated by EPA
and private labs on North Shore samples. These reports were probably
pulled together for the state's case against Reserve Mining.

* 02/28/76 MPCA memo from Peter Gove to MPCA Board members discussing health
evidence presented by Dr. Nicholson during the court case. Includes a
discussion of disease incidence near Patterson, N.J., asbestos plant
and of the Homestake Gold Mine study.

* 03/01/76 MDH summary of eight North Shore sampling programs including sampling
methodology.

* 03/03/76 MDH grant application to EPA for literature review project.
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* 03/04/76 Memo to Fredrick F. Heisel, Director, Division of Environmental
Health, MDH, transmitting the District Court air samples fiber data.
The results were interpreted as being of no use for estimating
accurate fiber concentrations.

* 03/11/76 MPCA letter to Mayor of Hoyt Lakes discussing the possible
contamination of the Hoyt Lakes drinking water supply by asbestos-like
fibers.

* 03/17/76 MDH letter to MPCA with an outline of epidemiolic studies done by MDH,
a critique of the Homestake study, and a discussion of tissue studies
done on North Shore residents.

04/01/76 Letter to Kyle Bishop, Analytical Services Section, MDH, from Dr.
Philip M. Cook, ERL, (EPA), Duluth, transmitting and discussing x-ray
diffraction analyses of Silver Bay samples taken between 12/02/74 and
01/09/76.

* 05/19/76 Letter to Peter L. Gove, MPCA, from Matthew R. Banovetz, Exec. Vice
Pres., Reserve Mining Co., transmitting the results of fiber analyses
by Arthur D. Little Co. on samples collected by MPCA from St. Paul,
Silver Bay, Babbit and Isabella. The method used in the analyses has
not produced reproducible results.

* 06/23/76 Table presented, by MDH as an exhibit at the MPCA administrative
hearing on the construction permit for the Mile Post Seven Disposal
Basin containing interlaboratory fiber analyses of split samples from
the MDH Silver Bay Air Monitoring Program (December, 1974 and March,
May and August, 1975).

* 06/25/76 Table presented as an exhibit at the MPCA administrative hearing on
the construction permit for the Mile Post Seven Disposal Basin
comparing fiber data for water from Hoyt Lakes, Duluth and
Minneapolis.

* 06/25/76 Internal MDH outline of possible study areas for fibrous minerals in
Minnesota, Kyle Bishop, MDH.

* 08/03/76 Letter to Kyle Bishop, MDH from Dr. James R. Kramer, McMaster
University, Hamilton, Ontario~transmitting results of 12 air samples
for TEM analyses for mineral fibers.

09/06/76 Memo from Peter Gove, MPCA. Contains air sampling data ordered by the
court.

10/26/76 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting results for Duluth water samples
and blanks

* 11/01/76 Table 1 from Arthur D. Little Report: "Fiber Analysis by Electron
Microscopy: Comparison of Sample Preparation Procedures", 11/01/76,
comparing the interlaboratory results of analyses on twelve Silver Bay
air samples from the MDH sampling program.
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* 1976 Paper: "X-Ray Diffraction and Electron Beam Analysis of Asbestiform
Minerals in Lake Super-ior Waters" by Philip M. Cook, National Water
Quality Laboratory, U.S.E.P.A., Duluth, and Rubin, Maggiore and
Nicholson, ESL, Mount Sinai School of Medicine.

12/16/76 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for six Reserve Mining and five Babbitt air samples.
Most of these samples were prepared using the micro-pipette technique.

12/29/76 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for four air samples and one composite of a group of
nine samples from Babbitt.

* 01/04/77 Memo to Donald A. Wallgren, EPA, Region V from Dr. Philip M. Cook,
Research Chemist, ERL, EPA, Duluth, transmitting and discussing the
results of x-ray diffraction analyses of EPA air samples at Silver Bay
taken during the plant shut-down of July 13-23, 1976.

* 01/24/77. Letter to Dr. Phil Cook, EPA, DUluth, Minnesota, containing sample
information (flow rates, sampling time, location, date) for samples
collected in Silver Bay and sent to Dr. Cook at an earlier time.

* 02/01/77 Letter to Dr. Richard Lee, U.S. Steel Research, Monroeville, Pa.,
requesting a confirmation of diffraction pattern identifcation.

* 02/02/77 Letter to K.S. Chopra, Task Group Chairman, ASTM E-4 committee,
regarding enclosed comments on a fiber identification report given by
Dr. Chopra.

02/07/77 Letter to Kyle Bishop, Analytical Services Section, MDH, from Philip
M. Cook, ERL, U.S.E.P.A., Duluth, transmitting and discussing x-ray
diffraction analysis for amphibole fibers for Silver Bay air samples
from the period of Sept. 20, 1973 and December 2, 1974.

04/01/77 Memo to Dr. Edward Peters, Cambridge, Massachusetts, regarding three
enclosed stack sample segments from the Reserve Mining Company plant
at Silver Bay. Dr. Peters was to analyze the samples.

04/21/77 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber
data for stack samples at Silver Bay benification plant.

05/12/77 Memo to Dr. Edward Peters, Cambridge, Massachusetts, regarding twelve
enclosed stack sample segments from the Reserve Mining Company plant
at Silver Bay. Dr. Peters was to analyze the samples.

05/16/77 Memo to Paul Johnson, Chief, Section of Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting fiber data for split samples of Duluth
city water analyzed by both MDH and the city of Duluth Water
Department.
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05/18/77 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber
data for stack samples at Silver Bay benification plant.

OS/26/77 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber
data for stack samples at Silver Bay benification plant.

06/01/77 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber
data for stack samples at Silver Bay benification plant.

* 06/08/77 Memo to Christopher M. Timm, Director, Surveillance and Analysis
Division, EPA, from Gerald F. Regan, Chief, Air Surveillance Branch,
EPA, discussing a meeting held on 06/02/77 with state personnel on the
subject of air monitoring for mineral fibers in the Mile Post Seven
Monitoring plan.

07/06/77 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber
data for stack samples at Silver Bay benification plant.

* 08/05/77 Memo to David Gray, Asst. Chief, Sect. Health Risk Assessment and
Analytical Services, MDH, discussing FY78 work plan for fibrous
minerals.

* 08/22/77 MDH grant applications to EPA for a tissue study.

08/23/77 Memo to Peter J. Kreisman, Research Manager, Mn. Environmental Quality
Board, Copper Nickel Study, transmitting fiber data for air samples
from Copper Nickel study area.

*09/15/77 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, commenting on the
E.P.A. Provisional Methodology Manual for "Electron Microscope
Measurement of Airborne Asbestos Concentrations".

* 09/21/77 Letter to Dr. Thomas Doerfler, Arthur D. Little, Inc., regarding
enclosed fiber counting data for ASTM chrysotile samples.

* 10/03/77 Letter to Dr. Phil Cook, EPA, DUluth, Minnesota, regarding
accompanying mineral standards which Dr. Cook was to analyze using
x-ray diffraction.

* 10/17/77 Letter to K.S. Chopra, Union Carbide Corporation, Niagra Falls, New
York, regarding his request for split samples from Silver Bay.

10/18/77 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber
data for stack samples at Silver Bay benification plant.

10/19/77 Memo to Peter J. Kreisman, Research Manager, Environmental Quality
Board, Copper Nickel Study, transmitting fiber data for water and air
samples from Copper Nickel study area.

* 10/29/77 Letter to Mr. Truman Temple, EPA, Washington, D.C., describing
enclosed photographs (slides) of the MDH electron microscopy
laboratory.
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* 1978

* 11/14/77 Memo from Leonard Michienzi, M.D., to Richard Wade, MDH, describing
his EPA supported asbestos study.

12/01/77 Memo to Peter J. Kreisman, Research Manager, Environrr~ntal Quality
Board, Copper Nickel Study, transmitting fiber analyses data for
process ore samples.

12/13/77 Memo to Peter J. Kreisman, Regional EIS Manager, Environmental Quality
Board, Copper Nickel Study, transmitting fiber data for process ore
samples.

12/20/77 Memo to Peter J. Kreisman, Regional EIS Manager, Environmental Quality
Board, Copper Nickel Study, transmitting fiber data for process ore
samples.

* 12/21/77 List of Analyses Completed to date for fibrous minerals by MDH
Microparticulate Unit.

Paper: "Amphibole Fiber Concentration Determination for a Series of
Community Air Samples: Use of X-ray Diffraction to Supplement Electron
Microscope Analysis", by Philip M. Cook, et. a!., in Electron
Microscopy and X-Ray Application to Environmental and Occupational
Health Analysis, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1978.

01/05/78 Memo to Peter J. Kreisman, Research Manager, Environmental Quality
Board, Copper Nickel Study, transmitting fiber data for air samples
from the Copper Nickel study area.

* 01/17/78 Letter to Dr. Richard Lee, U.S. Steel Research, Monroeville, Pa.,
regarding an enclosed grid with a sample of Duluth water on it. Also
enclosed were photographs of the grid.

02/07/78 Memo to Peter J. Kreisman, Research Manager, Environmental Quality
Board, Copper Nickel Study, transmitting fiber data for process
tailing samples of copper nickel ores.

* 03/06/78 Review of a paper by Rich Lee, U.S. Steel. "Basic Concepts of Electron
Diffraction and Asbestos Identification Using SAE. Part 1."

* 04/05/78 Letter to Dr. Florence Gleason, Freshwater Biological Institute,
Navare, Minnesota, regarding a paper to be delivered by Bob Suchanek,
MDH, at the MiDnesota Electron Microscopy Society Spring Symposium,
"An Approach to the Determination of Counting Error Confidence
Intervals for Particulate Counts of 100 or Less" •

* 04/10/78 Letter to Dr. Phillip Cook, ERL (Duluth), U.S.E.P.A. accompanying air
samples from the Copper-Nickel Study to be analyzed by x-ray
dj.ffraction.
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05/02/78 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, surnmarlzlng and
describing the methods used for the Reserve Mining Co. stack samples
taken at Silver Bay.

* 05/03/78 Internal MDH memo to Russ Frazier, Chief, Section of Analytical
Services, MDH, describing the Microanalysis Unit's proposal for
analyzing Silver Bay air samples collected in 1976-77. The proposal
was for determining the fiber concentrations during the shutdown
period, analyzing 12 composite samples and analyzing one sample per
quarter from the samplers a-top each school in Silver Bay.

* 05/08/78 Letter to Mr. James R. Millette, U.S. EPA, Cincinnati, Ohio, regarding
fiber analysis discussion and enclosed papers on particle counting
statistics ••

06/21/78 Memo to Daryl Thingvold, Environmental Quality Board, Copper Nickel
Study, transmitting fiber data for road gravel samples from the Copper
Nickel study area.

* 07/06/78 Memo to Loren K Voigt, Compliance and Enforcerrent Section, Division of
Water Quality, MPCA, reporting on a rreeting held in the MPCA
Director's office to discuss the status of the Reserve Mining case and
what future activities would be required of the various State agencies
involved in the case.

07/13/78 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, surnmarlzlng the
results of stack samples and replicate samples taken at Silver
Bay.

07/14/78 Memo to Daryl Thingvold, Environmental Quality Board, Copper Nickel
Study, explaining fiber analyses not yet reported.

* 07/18/78 Letter to SEM, Inc., requesting copies of Kyle Bishop's published
paper entitled "Preparation Loses and Size Alterations for Fibrous
Mineral Samples".

* 08/? /78 Internal memo by Kyle Bishop docurrenting meeting with Dave Gray, Russ
Frazier and Steve Ring where nine study areas regarding fibrous
minerals were discussed.

08/21/78 Memo to Eugene Jordan, EFS Sanitarian, Northeast District Office, MDH,
transmitting mineral fiber analysis results for the Gilbert Pit water
samples.

08/23/78 Memo to Gary Englund, Chief, Section of Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting the fiber data for water from Silver
Bay and Two Harbors sampled on 06/06/78 and 07/27/78.

08/21V78 Memo to Daryl Thingvold, Environrrental Quality Board, Copper Nickel
Study, transmitting fiber data for Ely tap water and Bear Island
Lake.
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* 08/30/78 Memo to Kyle Bishop from Dave Gray summarizing major issues discussed
at- the meeting of August 30, 1978 between Phil Cook, Tibor Zoltai,
Dave Gray, Steve Ring and Kyle Bishop. These issues related to fibrous
mineral exposures and mineralogy in Minnesota.

09/14/78 Memo to Peter Ashbrook, Environmental Quality Board, Copper Nickel
Study, transmitting and interpreting fiber blank data for
copper-nickel water samples.

09/15/78 Letter to Dr. Iwo Iwasaki, Mineral Resources Research Center,
University of Minnesota, transmitting data for process ore sample from
the copper-nickel- study. -

09/27/78 Memo to Peter Ashbrook, Environmental Quality Board, Copper Nickel
Study, transmitting corrected fiber data for stream sample.

* 10/16/78 Letter to Dr. C.H. Cheong, Republic of Singapore, regarding enclosed
reprints of papers by Kyle Bishop, Steve Ring, and Bob Suchanek.
Includes paper: "An Approach to the Determination of Counting Error
Confidence Interval for Fiber Count Data".

10/26/78 Memo to David Gray, Chief, Section of Health Risk Assessment, MDH,
transmitting data for fibers from Duluth water samples.

11/20/78 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting fiber analysis results for Silver
Bay and Two Harbors water samples collected in September, 1978.

12/01/78 Memo to David Gray, Chief, Section of Health Risk Assessment, MDH,
transmitting fiber data from air samples at Silver Bay taken during
the shut-down period and composite samples from 1977.

* 12/14/78 Letter to Dr. Robert Carter, Corrales, New Mexico, requesting a paper
on tissue sample preparation for mineral fiber analysis.

* 12/19/78 MDH summary to the file of possible studies including fibrous minerals
in tissue, asbestiformity (a crystallographic study), and a
radiography screening study to be funded by Reserve.

* 12/19/78 Undated draft letter from George Pettersen, Commissioner of Health,
to MPCA discussing the need to change the Reserve funded health study
from a pulmonary function study to a tissue study.

01/04/79 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
Milepost 7 well water samples collected in 9/78.

01/05/79 Letter from Matthew Banovetz, Executive Vice President, Reserve Mining
Company, Silver Bay, Minnesota, to Kyle Bishop, MDH, requesting
electron microscopic data from Department of Health samples collected
in Hibbing, Virginia, Duluth, St. Paul and Minneapolis (EPA grant).
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* 01/23/79 Letter to Dr. William Taylor, Medical Statistics Section, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minnesota, requesting a paper on TEM analysis of mineral
fibers in tissue.

02/12/79 Memo to Loren Voigt, Compliance and Enforcement Section, Division of
Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber data for air samples from
cities of Virginia, Hibbing, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

02/13/79 Letter to Mr. Matthew Banovetz, President, Reserve Mining Company,
transmitting fiber data for air samples from cities of Virginia,
Hibbing, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

* 03/13/79 Letter to Dr. Charles H. Anderson, Chief of Analytical Chemistry,
Environmental Research Laboratory, U.S.E.P.A., Athens, Georgia,
requesting a copy of a paper on the analysis of asbestos in water.

03/15/79 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting fiber analysis results for Duluth,
Two Harbors, and Silver Bay water samples collected 01/09/79.

* 03/21/79 Letter to Dr. Ian Stewart, Walter C. McCrone Associates, Inc.,
Chicago, Illinois, regarding an enclosed abstract of a paper by Steven
Ring entitled "Identification of Amphibole Fibers, Including Asbestos,
Using Common Electron Diffraction Patterns".

05/04/79 Memo to Robert Poppe, Environmental Quality Board, Copper Nickel
Study, transmitting fiber data for treated city water from Duluth.

* 05/10/79 Memo to Richard Wedlund, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, responding to
a request for review and criticism of the report "Analysis of
Asbestiform Minerals by Thermoluminescence".

06/01/79 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
results of Milepost 7 Well and surface water analyses from May and
September of 1978.

* 06/05/79 Memo from George Pettersen, Commissioner of Health, to MPCA~
summarizing current research efforts including epidemiology,
monitoring, asbestiformity, and a tissue study and discussing new
research needs.

* 06/11/79 Letter to Mr. David Jones, I.I.T. Research Institute, Chicago,
Illinois, regarding enclosed excerpts from books pertaining to the
mineral Minnesotaite and its distribution in northern Minnesota. A
taconite sample containing about 10% Minnesotaite was sent in a
separate package.

06/11/79 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting blank level values for Duluth,
Two Harbors, and Silver Bay water samples collected 01/09/79.

06/14/79 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
corrected values for sample no. 120132.
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06/29/79 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting the
results of Milepost 7 well and surface water samples collected in
March and September, 1978.

07/03/79 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting the
results of mining pit water samples collected 02/02/79.

* 07/10/79 Letter to Clifton Rodenburg, Attorney, Fargo, N.D., regarding the
potential for mineral fiber exposure at the Eveleth Mining Co.
facilities. This matter was refered from the MPCA.

* 08/10/79 Letter to Jack Wagman, Director, Emissions Measurerr~nt and
Characterization Division, U.S.E.P.A., discussing inadequate fiber
identification protocol in the E.P.A. "Provisional Methodology Manual
for Electron Microscope Measurement of Airborne Asbestos
Concentrations".

* 08/14/79 Letter to Mr. John Miller, EPA Environmental Research Center, Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina, regarding enclosed electron diffraction
patterns of minnesotaite and a sample of the mineral in taconite.

* 08/17/79 Letter to Harold B. Leppink, M.D., St. Louis County Health Department,
acknowledging a request to analyze Lake Vermillion water samples for
fibers.

08/24/79 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber
data for stack samples at Silver Bay benification plant.

08/24/79 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting fiber analysis results for the Silver
Bay and Two Harbors water samples collected 06/28/79.

09/04/79 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting fiber analysis results for Mt. Iron
Iroquet Pit and Biwabik Canton Pit water samples collected 06/08/79.

* 09/04/79 Letter from Jack Wagman, Director, Emissions Measurement and
Characterization Division, U.S.E.P.A., to Kyle Bishop, Section of
Analytical Services, MDH, responding to letter of 08/10/79 criticizing
fiber identification protocol in the E.P.A. "Provisional Methodology
Manual for Electron Microscope Measurement of Airborne Asbestos
Concentrations".

09/13/79 Letter to Gary Palesh, Environmental Resources Branch, St. Paul
District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, transmitting and interpreting
data for air fiber analyses from Silver Bay.

10/08/79 Letter to Mr. Matthew Banovetz, President, Reserve Mining Company,
transmitting fiber data for air samples from cities of Virginia,
Hibbing, St. Paul and Duluth.

10/08/79 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, discussing the
natural occurrence of amphibole fibers in the Milepost 7 Disposal
Basin of Reserve Mining Company.
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10/08/79 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
fiber analysis results for Milepost 7 Well and surface water samples
collected in 1978.

10/11/79 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for blanks and Silver Bay air samples collected
during the Reserve Mining Company Strike of 1977.

* 10/16/79 Letter to Michael Beard, EPA Environmental Research Center, Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina, regarding replicate analyses.

10/19/79 Letter to Robert S.Lemire, Reserve Mining Company, Silver Bay
Minnesota, including the results of the analysis of Silver Bay air
samples collected during the strike of 1977.

11/08/79 Letter to Mr. Philip D. Brick, Environmental Counsel, Pickands Mather
Co., transmitting fiber data for air samples from cities of Virginia,
Hibbing, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Duluth.

* 12/11/79 Letter to James Webber, New York State Department of Health, regarding
enclosed information on TEM analysis of asbestos.

* 01/22/80 Letter to Mr. James R. Millette, U.S. EPA, Cincinnati, Ohio, regarding
enclosed samples of laumontite and sepiolite.

* 01/30/80 Memo to George Pettersen, M.D., Commissioner of Health, MDH, from
Terry Hoffman, Director, MPCA, responding to his memo of 06/05/79
which outlined need for additional studies related to effects of
fibrous minerals.

02/08/80 Letter to Herbert Anderson, St. Louis County Office of Regional Grant
and Aid Coordinator, transmitting the fiber data on samples from Lake
Vermillion.

* 03/04/80 MDH memo from Roger DeRoos to MPCA discussing future actions to be
taken on the asbestos issue.

* 03/17/80 Memo from Lovell Richie, MPCA, to Roger DeRoos, MDH, with a very
detailed summary of the Feb. 13, 1980 meeting between the two
agencies. A very good summary of a wide range of issues concerning
possible future studies.

* 04/02/80 Letter to Philip Russell, University of Denver, regarding the enclosed
final draft of Steve Ring's paper entitled "Identification of
Amphibole Fibers, Including Asbestos, Using Common Electron
Diffraction Patterns".

* 04/04/80 Letter to John Small, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.,
regarding Steve Ring's interest in attending the NBS workshop entitled
"Preparation of Samples and Standards for Asbestos Analysis".
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* 04/07/80 Letter to Robert Woods, Mayor, City of Biwabik interpreting the fiber
data reported earlier on the Canton Pit water (proposed water
supply).

* 04/07/80 Letter to Frank Cerkvenik, Mayor, City of Mountain Iron, interpreting
the fiber data reported earlier on Iroquois Pit water (proposed water
supply).

04/09/80 Letter to Dr. Edward Peters and Arthur D. Little 1 Inc., Cambridge,
Massachusetts, regarding enclosed fiber analysis results from ambient
air monitoring programs.

04/14/80 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber
data for stack samples at Silver Bay benification plant. All but one
sample were sampled and prepared on Nuclepore filters, which allowed
for direct replication of the filter.

* 04/15/80 Letter to Philip Russell, University of Denver, regarding enclosed
correction for Steve Ring's paper entitled "Identification of
Amphibole Fibers, Including Asbestos, Using Common Electron
Diffraction Patterns".

* 04/22/80 Internal memo to David Gray, Chief, Section of Health Risk Assessment,
notifying discontinuation of the MDH air sampling program at Silver
Bay.

* 06/05/80 Letter to Kenneth Mackenthun, Director, Criteria of Standards
Division, Office of Water Planning and Standards, U.S.E.P.A.,
cormenting on the "Ambient Water Quality Criteria for Asbestos
Document".

06/18/80 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting
corrected values for stack samples reported 04/14/80.

06/25/80 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting
preliminary analysis results for air samples from the Milepost 7,
MPCA, and MDH air sampling networks.

07/11/80 Letter to Mr. Philip D. Brick, Environmental Counsel, Pickands Mather
Co., transmitting fiber data for air samples from cities of Virginia,
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Duluth.

07/11/80 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of Milepost 7 well and surface water samples
collected in 1978 and 1979.
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* 1980 Draft of recommendations from George Pettersen, COmD1issioner of
Health, MDH, to Terry Hoffman, Executive Director, MPCA, on needed
health effects research of fibrous mineral exposures on the
northeastern Minnesota.

* 08/01/80 Letter from Vilma Hunt, Deputy Assistant Administrator for Health
Research, U.S.E.P.A., to Terry Hoffman, Director, MPCA, responding to
letters of 04/21/80 and 07/01/80 that recommended needed research on

. the health effects of fibrous minerals on the Iron Range.

08/21/80 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of Milepost 7 well and surface water samples
collected in 1978 and 1979.

08/21/80 Memo to Gary L. Englund, Public Water Supply Unit, MDH, transmitting
analysis results for Biwabik, Chisholm, Virginia, McKinley, Duluth,
Eveleth, Winton, and Ely water samples.

09/25/80 Memo to Loren Voigt, Compliance and Enforcement, Div. of Water Qual.,
MPCA, transmitting fiber data for Dunka Pit dewatering sample, Erie·
Mining Co.

09/25/80 Memo to Loren Voigt, Compliance and Enforcement, MPCA, transmitting
fiber data for Erie Mining Co. pit dewatering sample. First report of
fibers that were later determined to be sepiolite (a zeolite mineral,
not an amphibole).

09/29/80 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division o.f Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of Milepost 7 well and surface water samples
collected in 1978 and 1979. '

10109/80 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting fiber analysis results from Hibbing
Scranton well sample collected 12/18/79.

10109/80 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting fiber analysis results for Hoyt Lakes
raw water and Aurora raw and finished water collected 11/28/79.

10/10/80 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for completed samples from the MPCA (10800 series)
and Reserve Mining (109000 series) monitoring programs.

10/21/80 Memo to Gary Englund, Section Chief, Water Supply and General
Engineering, MDH, transmitting fiber analysis results for Mt. Iron
test well sample collected 05/06/80.

10/22/80 Letter to Mr. Peter Baker, Hibbing, Mn., transmitting fiber data on
the Mt. Iron test well.
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* 10/23/80 Letter to Dr. Philip Russell, University of Denver, Denver Research
Institute, accompanying manuscript for the paper: "Amphibole and
Chrysotile Blank Contamination in Transmission Electron-Microscopy
Fiber Count Preparation".

10/23/80 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting fiber
analysis results for Hoyt Lakes, Babbitt, and Milepost 7 air samples.

10/27/80 Letter to Glen Evavold, RREM, Inc., Duluth, transmitting fiber data
from Silver Bay and Two'Harbors water. Letter also explains analysis
categories.

10/31/80 Letter to Dr. Iwo Iwasaki, Mineral Resources Research Center,
University of Minnesota, transmitting fiber data for copper-nickel
process ores.

10/31/80 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting fiber
analysis results for St. Paul and Milepost 7 air samples.

11/20/80 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for completed analyses of Babbitt, Milepost 7, and
St. Paul air samples.

12/02/80 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples.

01/06/81 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of Milepost 7 well and surface water samples
collected in 1978, 1979 and 1980.

01/08/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples.

01/13/81 Letter to Dr. Alden Lind, Save Lake Superior Association, transmitting
fiber data from the MPCA ambient air fiber monitoring program and the
Reserve Mining Co. ambient air fiber monitoring program.

01/22/81 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of Milepost 7 well and surface water samples
collected in 1978 and 1979.

01/22/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Reserve Mining air samples collected 06/20/80,
07/08/80, and 07/26/80. Results are also given for Babbitt, Hoyt
Lakes, and St. Paul samples from the MPCA air sampling network.

01/27/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples collected 08/13/80.

01/28/81 Letter to Mr. Richard Osterberg, DUluth, explaining results of fiber
analysis for Duluth city water taken on 04/25/80.
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02/02/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples collected 08/31/80.
Recently completed Babbitt and Hoyt Lakes air samples are also
attached.

02/02/81 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of Milepost 7 well and surface water samples
collected in 1979 and 1980.

02/24/81 Memo to Ed Crowley, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting raw
data for summary results of stack samples previously reported.

02/26/81 Memo to Gary Englund, Water Supply, MPCA, transmitting northern
Minnesota water sample fiber results.

03/05/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Reserve Mining (Milepost 7) air samples collected
10/24/80.

03/11/81 Letter to Dr. Iwo Iwasaki, Mineral Resources Research Center,
University of Minnesota, transmitting raw data for copper-nickel
process samples.

03/12/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples.

03/12/81 Memo to Gary Englund, Section of Public Water Supply, MDH,
transmitting fiber analysis results for the Mt. Iron test well sample
collected 02/10/81.

03/23/81 Letter to Mr. Matthew R. Banovetz, President, Reserve Mining Co., from
Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, requesting a sample of
fine tailings for fiber analysis.

03/26/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples collected 12/17/80.

* 03/30/81 Letter to John Hughes, Department of Geography-Earth Science, Northern
Michigan University, transmitting results of the Presque Isle
sepiolite rock sample collected by Hughes.

04/23/81 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
results of x-ray diffraction analysis of well and surface water
samples from the Milepost 7 monitoring program.

05/08/81 Memo to Gary Eddy, Water Quality Enforcement, MPCA, transmitting fiber
analysis results from Partridge River, Dunka River, and Langley Creek
water samples.

05/08/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Reserve air samples collected October 6, 1980 to
January 22, 1981.
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05/12/81 Internal MOH memo to David Gray, Chief, Section of Health Risk
Assessment, transmitting fiber data from analyses of tailings samples
from all Minnesota taconite processing plants.

* 06/17/81 Memo to Gary Eddy, Water Quality Division, MPCA, discussing plans of
Microparticulate Unit to analyze and interpret fiber monitoring data
from the Mile Post Seven Monitoring Program at Silver Bay.

06/25/81 Letter to Eunice Sigurdson, MOH, from James Millette, EPA,
Cincinnati, transmitting the fiber data for city water samples she
collected in seven Iowa cities and Minneapolis.

06/26/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 monitoring samples collected
February 9, 1981.

* 07/15/81 Internal MDH memo describing telephone conversation with Minneapolis
Star and Tribune staff writer regarding the fiberous minerals:
palygorskite and sepiolite.

* 07/17/81 Internal MDH memo describing television interview with Tom Hendrix,
WCCO, regarding the fibrous minerals, polygorskite and sepiolite.

* 07/17/81 Internal MDH memo to George R. Petterson, M.D., Commissioner of
Health, requesting approval to publish acticle entitled: "Abestiform
Varieties of Palygorskite and Sepiolite" in the journal Science.

07/17/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting
results of x-ray diffraction analysis of air samples from the
Milepost 7 monitoring program.

* 08/18/81 Letter to Dr. Joseph Shapiro, Department of Geology and Geophysics,
University of Minnesota, regarding arrangements for use of the thin
section laboratory for work related to research on the structure of
fibrous mineral particles from the Peter Mitchell Taconite Mine at
Babbitt.

08/20/81 Letter to George Yamate, ITT Research Institute, Chicago, regarding
enclosed copy of Steve Ring's paper entitled "Identification of
Amphibole Fibers, Including Asbestos, Using Common Electron
Diffraction Patterns" and enclosed grids containing non-amphibole
fibers.

08/20/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples collected February 27,
March 17, April 4, and April 22, 1981.

08/21/81 Memo to Gary Eddy, Water Quality Enforcement, MPCA, transmitting fiber
analysis results from northern Minnesota streams.

08/21/81 Memo to Gary Englund, Water Supply and General Engineering, MOH,
transmitting water sample analysis results for Beaver Bay, Silver Bay,
and Two Harbors.
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10/19/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples collected May 10 and May
28, 1981.

11/10/81 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for three Reserve Mining air samples.

* 11/13/81 Letter to Kyle Bishop from Charles E. McJilton, Asst. Prof., School of
Public Health, Univ. of Minnesota, discussing request for free silica
analysis of taconite workers in a study by the School of Public Health
to be funded by the IRRRB.

01/08/82 Memo to Gary Eddy, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of water samples collected in 1980.

03/01/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting
results of X-ray diffraction analysis of air samples from the Milepost
7 monitoring program.

03/01/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Chief, Technical Service, Division of Air
Quality, MPCA, transmitting x-ray diffraction data for amphibole
mineral from air samples for the cities of Hoyt Lakes, Babbitt,
Cloquet, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

03/08/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Chief, Technical Serivice, Division of Air
Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber data from all Hoyt Lakes air samples
received.

03/09/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Cloquet and St. Cloud air samples.

03/24/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples collected 06/15/81,
07/03/81, and 07/21/81.

04/16/82 Memo to Gary Eddy, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of water samples collected in 1980.

* 05/10/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Chief, Technical Service, Division of Air
Quality, MPCA, transmitting fiber data for air samples from the city
of St. Paul.

05/10/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Chief, Technical Service, Division of Air
Quality, MPCA, transmitting graphs of previously reported St. Cloud
and Cloquet air sample fiber data.

* 06/29/82 Letter to Dr. Philip M. Cook, ERL, Duluth, U.S.E.P.A., transmitting
the final report "An investigation of the structural and chemical
features of PMP-1", conducted under contract to UMD via EPA grant.

06/29/82 Letter to Gary Kimball, Coordinator, Permits Section, MPCA, from D.B.
Olin, Manager-Engineering SerVices, Duluth Missabe and Iron Range
Railway Co., transmitting fiber data from the company's settling basin
at Two Harbors.
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10/26/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting
results of X-ray diffraction analysis of air samples from the Milepost
7 monitoring program.

11/04/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Reserve Mining air samples collected between
08/08/81 and 02/22/82.

* 07/01/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, discussing the
delivery of air samples and air sample analysis costs.

* 08/25/82 Letter to Mr. Frank Snitz, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, discussing
the occurence of copper and zinc in sediment samples from Lutsen
harbor of Lake Superior.

* 08/28/82 Letter to Mr. Frank Snitz, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, discussing
the levels of amphibole fiber levels in Lutsen Harbor sediment samples
as related to the potential for release of fibers during harbor
dredging.

* 09/01/82 Letter to William Telliard, Effluent Guidelines Division, U.S.E.P.A.,
commenting on the proposed regulation for ore mining and dressing
industries. The comments express objection to the proposal to regulate
asbestos by monitoring total suspended solids.

09/16/82 Letter to Gary Eddy, Enforcement Division, MPCA, providing analysis
results for Peter Mitchell Pit water samples collected 81/10/08 and
82/01/27. These results were reported earlier as Milepost 7 samples
and this memo is an attempt to clarify the previous data.

* 09/23/82 Report by Sanford Weisberg on the statistical analysis of fiber data
from the Iron Range and other cities in the state. The study was done
on contract for the MPCA to help in the evaluation of Mile Post Seven
Air data.

* 09/23/82 Memo to Gary Eddy, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of water samples collected in 1978, 1979 and 1980.
This memo also discusses the basis for the 'high iron' and 'low iron'
catagorization of amphibole fibers as an aid to identify those
originating in the mine.

09/30/82 Letter to James Millette, Health Effects Research Laboratory,
U.S.E.P.A., transmitting summary reports of fiber data on
miscellaneous water supplies in Minnesota.

10/15/82 Letter to Gary Eddy, Enforcement Division, MPCA, providing analysis
results for Peter Mitchell Pit water samples collected 82/04/13.

10/20/82 Memo to Gary Eddy, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of water samples collected in 1981 and 1982.
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* 11/29/82 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Technical Services, Division of Air Quality,
.MPCA, responding to a request for comments on mineral fiber monitoring
requirements for the Milepost Seven Tailings Basin.

01727/83 Internal MDH memo transmitting fiber data for city water samples from
. Biwabik taken 06/16/82.

* 01/31/83 Memo to Kenneth Haberman, Section of Permits, Division of Water
Quality, MPCA, reviewing reasons why fiber monitoring for Erie Mining
Co. pits D's 2 and 3 is necessary.

03/04/83 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, transmitting
analysis results of water samples collected in 1981 and 1982.

03/10/83 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, transmitting
results of X-ray diffraction analysis of air samples from the Milepost
7 monitoring program.

04/07/83 Memo to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, confirming
transfer of Mile Post Seven fiber samples.

04/08/83 Memo to John Seltz, Division of Air Quality, MPCA, confirming transfer
of Minnesota Statewide Fibers Network Samples to MPCA.

* 04/18/83 Internal MDH memo to Tim Sherkenbach, Asst. Dir., Div. Air Qual.,
MPCA, from Sandra L. Larson, Div. Water Qual., MPCA, describing
statistical analysis of fiber data from MP-7 Monitoring Program used
to determine permit limit exceedences.

06/02/83 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples collected from August 28,
1980 through August 3, 1982.

06/03/83 Internal MDH memo transmitting fiber data for city water samples from
Biwabik taken 08/23/82.

06/03/83 Internal MDH memo transmitting fiber data for Duluth city water
(01/28/82, 02/10/82 and 09/20/82).

* 07/01/83 Memo to Arlo Knoll, Div. Minerals, Minnesota Dept. of Natural
Resources, accompanying a copy of "Preparation and Analysis of Air,
Water and Flotation Samples for Mineral Fibers" used in the analyses
of fibers in the Copper-Nickel Study.

* 07/07/83 Memo to Sandra L. Larson, Div. of Water Qual., MPCA, expressing
reservations regarding statistical interpretation of fiber data from
MP-7 in memorandum of 04/18/83.

* 07/12/83 Letter to Grace Kemper, Mayor, Beaver Bay, Minnesota, from Gary
Englund, Water Supply and General Engineering, MDH, transmitting
fiber data for the city of Beaver Bay and discussing the necessity to
continue treatment for fiber removal.
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* 08/04/83 Letter to Michael Beard, Quality Assurance Division, U.S.E.P.A. J
responding to his request for review and comments on the draft reports
"Evaluation of Provisional Methods for the Measurement of Airborne
Asbestos· by Electron Microscopy" and "Methodology for the Measurement
of Airborne Asbestos by Electron Microscopy".

* 08/05/83 MPCA memo to David C. Foster, MDH, from Sandra L. Larson, Research
Analyst, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, responding to his memorandum
of 07/07/83, commenting on the Reserve Mining Co. permit limits.

08/08/83 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Reserve Mining air samples collected between
September 8, 1982 and December 25, 1982.

10/05/83 Internal MDH memo transmitting fiber data for city water from Beaver
Bay (07/12/83).

10/05/83 Letter to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, providing
analysis results for Peter Mitchell Pit water samples collected
04/05/83 and 07/07/83.

10/19/83 Memo to Gary Eckhardt, Air Quality Division, MPCA, reporting the fiber
analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples collected from January 12
to February 17, 1983. Analysis results for replicate analyses from
samples collected from November 6, 1981 to December 7, 1982 are also
included. A preliminary evaluation of laboratory perforrrance on
replicate samples is presented.

11/16/83 Merr~ to Gary Eckhardt, Program Development, Div. Air Quality, MPCA,
responding to request for comments on mineral fiber air monitoring for
the MP-7 tailings basin operating permit.

12/16/83 Internal MDH memo transmitting fiber data for city water from Beaver
Bay (10/26/83).

12/16/83 Internal MDH memo transmitting fiber data for city water from the
Scranton Pit, proposed water suppy for Hibbing ( 10/20/83 ).

12/29/83 Memo to Jerry Winslow, Monitoring and Analysis, MPCA, reporting the
results of samples collected from the Milepost 7 tailings basin on
10/20/83. This memo also includes a description of the preparation
technique, analysis protocol, and results report for these samples.

01/15/84 Letter to Mr. C. D. Keith, G.M. Erie Mining Co., transmitting fiber
data and explaining chrysotile fiber blank levels for Erie Mining Pit
Monitoring Program (MPCA Permit requirement).

01/23/84 Internal MDH memo transmitting fiber data for raw water samples from
the cities of Grand Marais and Beaver (12/01/83, 12/19/83).

01/27/84 Memo to Matthew Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, Silver Bay,
Minnesota, reporting the fiber analysis results for air samples
collected from March 7 to June 5, 1983.
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01/31/84 Letter to Mr. C.D. Keith, G.M. Erie Mining Co., transmitting fiber
data and explaining analysis procedures and results for Erie Mining
Pit Monitoring Program (MPCA Permit requirement).

02/04/84 Letter to Mr. C.D. Keith, G.M. Erie Mining Co., transmiting fiber data
and discussing the occurence of sepiolite and amphibole fibers in the
Erie Mining Pit at Dunka Creek.

02/07/84 Letter and data to Matthew Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, providing
results for analyses on Peter Mitchell Pit samples collected 83/08/83.

02/07/84 Letter and data to Matthew Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, providing
results for analyses on Partridge River sediment samples collected
83/06/30.

02/15/84 Letter to Matthew R. Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, reporting the
analysis results of water samples collected from the Milepost 7
tailings basin on 02/01/84.

03/06/84 Letter to Matthew R. Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, reporting the
analysis results of Milepost 7 water samples collected on April 5,
1984.

* 03/27/84 Memo to Walter A. Jankowski, Chief, Section of Analytical Services,
MOH, reporting on "Workshop on Asbestos Levels Following an Abatement
Program".

04/17/84 Letter to Matthew R. Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, reporting the
analysis results of air samples from the Milepost 7 monitoring program
collected in 1983.

04/23/84 Letter to Matthew Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, providing results
for replicate analyses from the Peter Mitchell Pit monitoring program.

06/06/84 Letter to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, providing
analysis results for Peter Mitchell Pit samples collected from
06/04/82 through 08/02/83. Many sepiolite fibers present in samples.

07/18/84 Letter to Matthew R. Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, reporting the
analysis results of two bench scale filtration samples. These were to
test the capabilities of the proposed basin discharge treatment plant.

* 07/30/84 Letter to Dr. Rosemarie C. Russo, Associate Director for Research
Operations, ERL Laboratorty, U.S.E.P.A., DUluth, responding to a
request for review and comments on cooperative research proposal
between ERL and UMD titled: "Multivariate fvlodel Developrrent for
Predictions of Fiber Carcinogenicity and Toxic Chemical
Bioavailability from Particles".
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08/12/84 Letter to Loren Voigt, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, providing
analysis results for Partridge River sediment samples collected
09/22/81,05/18/82, and 12/22/82. A description of the sample
preparation technique is included.

10/30/84 Letter to David Marklund, ERL, U.S.E.P.A., Duluth, responding to his
request for more information on sepiolite.

12/03/84 Letter to Matthew R. Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, reporting the
analysis results of water samples collected in 1984 for the Milepost 7
monitoring program. '

12/03/84 Memo to Mathew Banovetz, Reserve Mining Company, regarding attached
tables containing the analysis results for Milepost 7 air samples.

01/14/85 Memo to Mark Tomasek, Division of Water Quality, MPCA, discussing the
staus of water samples collected for the Milepost 7 rr~nitoring program
in 1983.

* 01/31/85 Internal MDH memo to Raymond Thron, Director, Division of
Environmental Health, describing a telephone conversation with a
Duluth Hearald reporter regarding fiber levels in Duluth water and the
Iron Range.

* 02/28/85 Memo to Eldon G. Kaul, Assistant, Attorney General, MPCA, discussing a
proposal for a rrethod of enforcing the one million fiber/L standard
for Mile Post Seven Basin discharge.
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Selected Newspaper Articles and Editorials



sothelioma, an unusually deadly can
cer of the chest or abdominal lining,
is very rare in tbe general popula
tlon but more common among asbes
tos workers.

Asbestosis, a serious noncancerous

Q and A continued on page 14A

There appears to be an Increased
risk of cancer of the digestive sys
tem - the esophagus, stomach, co
lon and rectum - but there' is still
some scientific debate on this extent
of this risk.

By Lewis Cope
Staff Writer

Here are answers to some questions
raised by the announcement that a
high rate of lung abnonnallties, sug
gestive of asbestos exposure, have
been found among of residents of the
Mesabi Iron Range:

What diseases can be caused by
asbestos exposure?

Asbestos has been linked to a high
risk of lung cancer, particularly
among people who also smoke. Me-

.

Lung X-ray results
raise questions

Q and A Continued from page lA

lung disease, occurs when asbestos
fibers cause pennanent scarring of
lung. It is similar to emphysema and
can be fatal.

I
What are the symptoms of asbestos- ,
related illnesses? !

Early symptoms of asbestosis can !
include coughing and shortness of
breath. Chest pain and fatigue after
slight exertion also may occur. lat
er, heart failure can result because
of the increased effort required to
pump blood through the damaged
lungs.

A cough, or a change in coughing
habit, occurs in most patients who
have lung cancer. Chest pain is the
second most common symptom.

I When mesothelioma develops, it of
; ten causes pain in the chest or abdo
. men.

: What was found in the study of Iron
: Range residents' X-rays?

The chest X-rays of 579 Range resi
dents who had come into clinics for
treat~ent of all' types of problems,
were checked. Doctors found that
171 of them had a thickening of the
lining around the outside of the
lungs. That's a significantly higher
proportion than similar studies have
round in other parts of the country
where there is no known major
source of asbestos.

Previous stUdies elsewhere have
shown that this type of thickening is
usually. perhaps always, caused by
relatively heavy exposure to asbes
tos fibers. The thickening typically
starts years' before any asbestos-re
lated Illnesses.
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There's no evidence that any of the
Range residents with abnormal X
rays actually have any asbestos-re
lated illnesses - yet. And health
officials said there Is no evidence of
any Increase In such illnesses on the
Range-yet.

What do the findings mean?

Three factors make it difficult to
interpret the findings with certainty.
First, no one knows whether the peo
ple Who were X-rayed are represen·
tative of Range residents generally.
Second, the thickening is slightly dif
ferent from what has been found in
other studies, raising the possibility
that some nonasbestos dust or other
less risky substance is involved.
Third, studies differ on how likely a
person with such abnonnalities is to
develop serious illness later.

How dangerous is exposure to as
bestos? How does, it compare with
the nsk of cigarette smoking?

..Among some groups of workers
who were heavily exposed to asbes
tos, as much as 20 to 25 percent of
all deaths are due to lung cancer,"
said a recent U.S. Public Health Ser
vice report. "This rate is much high
er than would be expected from the
effects of cigarette smoking alone."

Among American adults generally,
about 5 percent of all deaths are due
to lung cancer. Smoking alone raises
the risk of lung cancer, but the risk
increases dramatically when asbes
tos exposure and smoking are com
bined.

A study by doctors at Mt. Sinai Medi
cal School in New York found that
asbestos workers who smoke have a
risk of lung cancer eight times that
of smokers In the general population.



What risks face people who are
exposed '0 'lower levels of asbestos
fibers tban those workers?

Most experts believe that if 8 lot cif
any substance can cause a lot of
cancer, a little poses some rtsk, too.
That's why health officials have
been pushing efforts to remove ag
ing, fraying asbestos insulation trom
many schools and other buildings.

What can a person exposed to a.

bestos do to reduce bis or berrisk?.' . . . ..

Don't smoke. While there Is no ~
antee, studies "suggest that quitting
'smoking can reduce this extremely
high risk in asbestos workers,"the
Public Health service report said.

Stopping smoking alSo. can -Save lung
capacity that may help a' person
cope with lung-damaging asbestosis
if it does occur. But it won't end.all
risks: The danger of asbestOsis, me
sothelloma' and digestive-tract can
cer aren't affected by' cigarette
smoking.

How long after exposure do asbes
tos-related problems appear?

Typically, 15 to 35 years .or more
after tirst exposure.

Exposure over a long period raises
the risk, but one stUdy of workers in
an asbestos plant found that some
who worked there only a montb or
two developed asbestos-related dis
eases many years later.

Wbat is asbestos?

It's tbe common name for a group of
natural minerals that have relatively
long, needle-iike fibers. At least six
types of fibrous minerals are CI~~
fled as asbestos.

It's often difficult to say wbether a
particulat tiber found In the environ
ment should be classified as' true
asbestos, or as something: So close
that it ·can't be distinguished. from
asbestos. That's wbystudies 'Of the
fibers associated With taconite de- I

.pOsits in northern Minnesota gener
.ally bave called them ~asbestOlJ"like

. ~particles." , .: ""

TheSe fibers apparently are aform
'of asbestos and apparently pOse~e
same risks as asbestos. But ~me
scientists· still debate whetherbne
type of fiber may be more danger:ous
that others. . ~: .

-,',
There even Is concern that fiberglass
particles -' whlcb are similar In
Shape to asbestos' particles - may
carry some of the same risks.
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How does asbestos do Us damage? .

Scientists stili aren't certain. But as
bestos fibers - so tiny thata micro
scope is needed to see an individual
tiber _. are sbaped like needles.
They not only penetrate and damage
body. tissues, but get 'stuck there and
remain for many years.

The apparent increased risk of diges
tive-tract cancers is believed to oc
cur wben asbestos fibers are swal
lOWed. They may get into food .or
drink. Or they may first be inhaled,
then swallowed. . .

How common is asbestos in the en-'
vironment7 .

One study found that. in . the early
19705, about 800,000 tons of asbestos
was used eacb year in tile United
States: There may have been some
falloff. in use since, but it's still a
very common material witli about
3,000 different uses in fireprOOfing,
insulating, soundproofing and the
like. .

As long as asbestos remains in a
solid form, it's safe. But When, for
example, bUilding materials get old
and frayed, fibers nake off and get
loose in the air. That's When they
can be inhaled - and become a
health concern.

Past studies have shown that adults
Who live in cJties commonly have
some"asbestos fibers in their lungs.

Last week, Dr. Abida Haque of the
University ot Texas Medical BranCh
in Galveston reported that she had
found asbestos fibers in some infants
who bad died of other causes. She
said this· Indicates that asbestos fi
bers are "probably everywhere,"
and that many Americans are being
exposed to asbestos from an early
age.



-------------- ---------- -

Experts hint asbestos problem,
but say further study is needed
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Sunday
March 3, 1985

Yesterday afternoon, health depart
ment officials announced the results
of a study of chest· X-rays In Iron
Range communities that found an

Iron Range continued on page 14A

department.

"But I think that health experts have
to give their opinions, and that there
have to be further X-rays taken so
that people do not become panicky
about the situation, so that there Is
not an overreaction among the pub
lic."

IrOD Range continued on page 15A

Disease Control, the federal National
Institute on Occupational safety and
Health and the Environmental Sci>
ences Laboratory in New York.

Dr. Alan Bender

t1INtJE A.f'DL1~

:rr~ AND re,6ufJE-

• legislators say that the
potential health threat will
Increase support for a fund to
compensate victims of hazardous
waste. Page 14A.

study of Range residents' X-rays.

"I think that there Is a potential
health problem," said Sen. Doug
Johnson ot Cook, a leading Range
DFLer who was one of several law
makers told of the findings Friday
night by officials of the state health

"We are pulllng together a group of
nationally recognized experts who
will oversee our Investigation," said
Sister Mary Madonna Ashton, head
of the department. These inclUde ex
perts from the federal Centers for

. Continued from page lA

:une~,dly'Jalghrateot a lung con
dition "commonly associated with
asbestos exposure:'

Those findings. as reported yester
day morning in" the star and Tribune,
.were that 1710t the'.579 X-rays stud
I ied showed a thickening of the lining
around the outside of the lUngs.

The X-rays showed no evidence of
such illnesses as cancer or lung-dam
aging asbestosis. But because the
thickening so strongly indicates as
bestos exposure. the health officials
voiced serious concern about the fu
ture.

Iron Range

By Sharon Schmlckle, Pat Doyle
and Lewis Cope
Staff Writers

All said they knew of no unusual
patterns of disease associated with
asbestos-type fibers. the apparent
cause of abnormalities detected In a

Doctors and political, business and
labor leaders responded cautiously
Saturday to the news of numerous
lung abnormalities among residents
of the Mesabi Iron Range, saying the
findings were cause for concern but
not for alarm.



"I baven't bad a cbance to stUdy
anything in the survey, but there
doesn't seem to be an undue Infiux
of pulmonary lung disease in the
area."

"I don't understand wbat the rusb is
to go to the press before the data I1as
been analyzed," said Dr. Norman
Yunls, a lung specialist at the Duluth
Clinic.

Rep. Willard Munger, DFL-Duluth. ;
said that be bas been concerned i
about the potential for sucb prob- i

lems since the It.tigation over Re-I'
serve Mining'S discharge of asbestos-

OtbeM!octors In Hibbing, Chisholm
and VIrginia said they bad not seen
noticeable trends of any special lung
abnormalities.

like fibers Into Lake Superior, and
that be was not surprised by the
finding;.

"I always thought tbere was going to'
be a follow-up on the problem and
that more than just Reserve would
be affected," Munger said.

Johnson said that he would ask next
week that U.S. Dtstrtct Judge Miles
Lord not be aUowed to deal with
issues raJsed by the new findings.

"A lot of people in northeastern MIn
Desota do not trust judge Lord be
cause of bis adverse rultngs on the
Reserve Mining case and the Bound
ary Waters Canoe Area issues, so be
doeS not bave a lot of credibUlty in
Northeastern Minnesota Where this
Issue ts," Johnson said. HI think he is
very biased. He bas shown It time
and time again In Northeastern Min
nesota lssues."

No one knows when Range residents
might have first been exposed to
asbestos or similar substances capa
ble of causing tbe abnormalities.
However, asbestos-like fibers nave
been associated with the taconite In- ;
dustry oil the Range. One part of the
continuing study Is expected to look
at X-rays taken a number of years
lIIO to try to pinpoint wben the prob
lem began.

Dr., Terrence Clark, a specialist in
lung diseases at the Duluth Clinic,
Ud., said he found no similar abnor
malities In a 1980 study of taconite
workers at Reserve MlnlDg Co. 10
SUver Bay, Mtnn. . .

There were no significant differ
Mce5 In the thickening of lUDgI in
the X-rays of 300 of Reserve's most
senior employees compared witb
those of 33 workers In the Duluth
lChool system, Clark said. Doctors
from DulUth, Californta and West
VIrginia examined the X-rays, Clark
IBid. The study was paid for by Re
serve.

"UnUl we know more, we're not go
ing to panic," be said. "It's some
thing we're going to look Into right
away."

Cart also said be bas been examin
Ing X-rays of Reserve employees for
about five years, and "I don't see any
iIgns of asbe8tos-reiatecs disease."

Dr. George SkeUey. a radiologist at
Vlrgtnia Regional Medical center,
said he sees sucb lung conditions
primarily among persons 80 to 70
years old. and bas noticed DO corre
latton witb workers at taconite
plants.
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AI France, president of the Lake
Superior Industrial Bureau, a consor
tium of the Iron mining companies
on the Iron Range, said that be had
not beard of the findings before a
reporier contacted blm yesterday
morning and that he would not com
ment until be bad seen the study.

Eldon Kirsch, Dtstrtct 33 director of
the United Steelworkers of America,

==saId that he was not aware of any
lung problems related to as

fibers among taconite
worker..:

"...
Some workers 'bave bad lung dis
eases related to dust in the plants
Klncb said, "but not more than i~
any other slmtlar Industry that I
bow of." Thedtstrtct KIrsch beads
Includes locals in Minnesota, Michi
gan, Wisconsin, Nortb Dakota, South
Dakota, Wyoming and Montana.

Iron Range Coadauecl from PAle IU

"We bavemaay; many more ques
tions than ansWers now," said Alan
Bender, the department's chief of
chronte-dtsease epidemloiogy.

The abnormalities are a thickening
of the normally cellopbane-thin lin
Ing around the outside of the 111Jlg9. I'
The thickening appeared to be sllgbt
Iy different from that normally
found with asbestos exposure, and
the significance of this remains un
clear, Asbton said.

But desptte these small differences,
"asbestos appears to be the most
likely cause of the unusual X-ray I

findings," a bealth department state- I'

ment said, in part because no other
substance bas been proved to cause
tilts condition. ,

The ebIlormau., were first detect
ed wben Dr. Ronald seningen, a ra
diOlogist in Virginia, Minn., wbo USed
sopbtsUcated and relatively UDcom
moD teebnitlues to check X-rays rou
tinely taken of 289 people wbo bad
come, to bts cllmc for treatment of
Y8J'lous problems believed UDi'elated
to asbestos exposure. His findtnp led
to a second stu,dy by an expert from
the National InstItute on OCCupation
al satety and Health, who found sIm
Ilar"abnormallties In X-rays made In
Hibbing, Grand Rapids and Duluth;

their findings together shOWed ab
normalities In about 30 percent of
the X-rays checked. StUdies else
Where bave shown that in some cit
Ies anywhere from I to 10 percent of
the X-rays show such abnormalities. I

Gov. Rudy Perpich, wbo directed
health otfldals to coaduct a press
conference to issue tbe' findings,
would not comment on them yester
~. ,"/'/,:;."

Statehe,1th otflc1ala said they.dldO't
bow tithe people involVed In tile
studyl:wlio bad luna abnormallUes
bad been notified, because the X-ray
readings bave just been completed
pd the doctors are SUll trying to
U8eSS wbat they mean.

Bender said he sees no reason for
people to seek checkups from their
dOCtors simply because of the study's
~dlnp, so the health department Is
DOt recommending X-rays or other
spectal tests. "But this Is a personal
matter between people and their
personal physicians," he said.



One northeastern Minnesota legisla
tor. Rep. David BaltilgJia. charged
that Lord's role in the matter "al
most looks like it's a lillie vendetta."

Ran~e and the lung problems being
found tbere."

Battaglia. DFL-Two Harbors. also
questioned whether the Health Ot>
partment had done an adequate job
investigating tbe matter. He said that
several studies have shown that
northeastern Minnesotans. inclUding
taconite workers. have not shown
any increased incidences of cancer
or other ailments that could be
linked to exposure to asbestos·type
fibers.

Health Department officials said
their investigation of tbe matter was
prnmpted by a January 21 telephone
call from Dr. Ronald Seningen of
Virginia, Minn. He reported that he
had found a large number of lung
abnormalities on X·rays of patients
In the Virginia area.

The following day, department offi
clcls said, U.s. District Judge Miles
Lord urged that they investigate
whether northeastern Minnesotans
were belDg harmed by asLestos-type
fibers. Lord presided over tile first
part of the Reserve Mining Co. trial
in the early 19705 but W33 removed
from Ihe case by a federal appeals
court that said he was biased against I
the company.

"But we're not sure what role 'fugi·
tive dust' might play In the situa·
tion," said Michael Valentine, MPCA
alr-quality director. "A lot of dust Is
raised In the taconite pits and a good
deal of exposure to asbestos fibers
could come trom that. Still, ['m nol
sure that there Is a relationship lie
tween the work environment on the

"The bill would gut the superfund
law that .•. would help those people
on the Range," he said. "[ hope this
news about lung problems causes the
governor to Change bis position on
the biU:'

The Minnesota Pollution .Control
Agency (MPCA) said emissions from
all taconite planls in northea~tern

Minnesota meet alr-quality stan
dards.

"This news about lung problems on
the Range is going to cause a big
change in sentiment in the Legisla
ture for lhat bill," said Munger.

·taconlte mining companies. environ·
mentalists and public officials. Its
purpose, said Merrilt. would be to
provide close public scrutiny of any
potential bealth problem on the [ron
Range.

Merritt was one of the first enVlrnn·
mentalists to call for an end to Re
serve Mining Company's discharge
of taconite wastes laden With fibers
Into Lake Superior and the air from
its plant at Silver Bay, Minn.

He suggested that Perpich call a con
ference wilhln the next two weeks
that would inclUde participants from

"No compensation fund Is going to
fully compensate victims," she said.
"We told Gov. Perpich that last
week, when we met with him:'
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The original House sponsor of the
superfund law. Rep. Dee Long, Oft·
Minneapolis, also predicted that tbe
health findings will prompt more
support for a victim's compensation
fund from OFLers and Independent·
Republicans. The same prediction
came from Rep. John Rose. [R-Rose
Ville, chairman of the House Envi
ronment and Naturat Resources
Committee.

"What we're talking about here to
day is victims," he said. "This builds
support . .. for the concept of a Vic
tim's fund. General support for the
idea had already been building In
the Legislature:'

At least three bills that would create
a victim's compensation fund. albeit
In varying forms. are pending in the
Legislature.

One of the slat~'s most outspoken
environmentalists, Grant Merritt,
yesterday recommended that Per
pich act quickly on the superfund
Issue and to resolve questions about
the Health Department's findings.

[n a letter to Perpich, Merritt. a
Minneapolis attorney, said the gover
nor should call upon the Legislature
to "rejeCt all pending amendments
which would in any way weaken or
adversely affect" the superfund stat
ute. Which Perpich signed into law.

"There probably will now be a great
deal of allention focused on the issue
of a Victim's compensallon fund,"
said Rose, who yesterday attended a
Health Department news conference
on the health issue.

Long said. "Sure, we need a fund,
but let's not kid ourselves that It
would compensate victims for the
provisions they will lose if the bill to
amend the (superfund) law gets
passed.

"All of a SUdden you have a lot of
new potential victims on the [ron
Range." he said. "It is going to In
crease awareness of the need for a
Victim's comp fund While. on the
other hand, raising questions about
the cost of compensating victims."

bill to amend itBy Dun Rebuffonl
Staff Wriler

Perpich wf·ulJ not comment un the
Health Depallment findings yester·
day. Lawn.akers closely involved In
(he superfJr.J L'iSue said the findings
will become part of the legislative
debate.

The discovery of an unusually large
Dumber of lung abnormalities among
residents of the Mesabi [ron Range
wll1 Increase support for a fund to
compensate Minnesotans injured by
hazardous wastes, several state legis
lators said Saturday.

"[ think t~at it will build support for
a victim's comp fund," said Sen.
Gene Merriam. DFL~oon Rapids.
He was the original Senale sponsor
of lhe superfund law and the chief
Senale sponsor of the probusiness

Some lawmakers also said that the
discovery will increase resistance to
a probusiness bill that would repeal
provisions of the state's superfund
law. Those provisions give Minneso
tans claiming injuries from toxic
wastes more legal power to collect
damages from industries that
dumped the substances.

That includes airborne asbestos-type
fibers, which the Minnesota Health
Department said is a likely cause of
the lung abnormalities. Several offi
cials familiar with the superfund law
said that asbestos is among the haz
ardous substances covered by the
statute. Some lawmakers pomted out
that a likely source of fibers on the
[ron Range is the taconite mining
Industry.

"The blasting. the trucks. the dust.
the tailin~: they all create a clOUd of
dust and a lot of those fibers," said
Rep. Willard Munger, DFl·Duluth.
"[t's terrible to th ink about it, but
people on the Range have been
breathing those fib~rs for the last 20
years or more."

The idea of a victim's fund had been
promoted by Gov. RUdy Perpich,
himself an Iron Ranger. before the
Health Department's announcement.
He has suggested that such a fund
would help people who will lose con·
siderable legal power to recover for
their damages if the bill (0 amend
superfUnd becomes law.

However, Pl'rpich supports that bill,
and has strongly indicated (Mt he
would sign it into law even if the
Legislatun fail· to create a Mlanc
ing victim'~ co:! .•ensation fun<i

Lung study may help fund get supp'ort
Findings are expected to become part of 'superfund' debate
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The health problem
brought out at a press con~

ference Saturday is poten
tially a serious one, but it
also seems Uke the state
officials that have caused
this tumult are· not going on
much reliable investigation.

The state has launched a
research project to find out if
asbestoes fibers in the air of
the Iron Range has caused

.Widespread lung damage to

.area people.
The whole thing .stems

from a series of x-rays of
people in Hibbing, Grand
Rapids, Duluth and Virginia.
The pictures showed a
thickening of the lung lining
in 34 percent of the people
who took the tests. Normally,
such thickening is only
present in one to 10 percent of
the people who have x-rays.

That's what they know.
What they don't know in
cludes:

• Whether the thickening is
caused by asbestoes or some
other reason.

• Whether the sampling is
simply a statistical
aberration, or whether the
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figures will hold up for Iron
Rangers in general.

• Whether the thickening
,will lead to other diseases.

• Whether we have an
unusual amount of asbestoes
in the air we breathe.

In other words, they really
don't know very much. It's
good that they are looking
into this problem, but we
wonder if they really had to
make such a fuss with as
little information as they
had.

And if this news is so im
portant for the Range, why
was the press conference
held in St. Paul?

Our local medical
authorities indicate that
there is little information of
the type of health hazard
being touted.

We would urge a quiet and
calm investigation. All we
have right now is enough
information to warrant more
researctr.'

We don't know enough to
get nervous, despite the
sensationalizing by the TWin
Cities press.



Premature reaction to:the Iron Range lung study
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Conclusion-jumpers are flocking to the prellmiDary
stud~· showing lung abnormalities among some Iron
Range residents. Already the study is beiq used to
build support for a compensation fund to aid vic~
urns of toxic-waste contamination. But those politi
cal conclusions are based on incompleteic1enutlc
evidence. State poliey'makers mould give the scl
entific ~d health communities adequate time to
CO~duct a ~orough, valid invesUgation.

The unjustified conclusioDS, accepted even,by leats
IatOrs who mould know better, are that a sigDift
cant number of Iron Range residents suffer from
lung abnormalities caused by asbestos flbers from
the'region's taconite IIl1Iliq. The truth IstbatChest
X-rays from a small group of Iron Range residents,
who selected themselves by vislting clinlcs for a
variety of ~bave revealed a higb'lDddence of
thtekened Ussue around the lungs. The tIl1ckentq
Is Oof a type BSSOdated with asbestos. but It &Iso
cl1fters from the typical asbetJtos.inducec1 condition.
No asbestos-caused diseases have been diScovered.
At:this point, offldaJs are not certa1n they have .
~en uncovered a health problem, let 8l0ne one
attributable to asbestos. U a problem does exist and
if tISbestOs is the culprit, additional researdl,wW be
required to determine if and how t.aeOnUe 'mining ,
p~e4a role. - , '

.~i<. . ! ..

G4\1. Rudy Perplch was ,right to order release of
th~ preliminary data. Word, was beginning to
spread around the Range, distorted and embel-
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UShed in the usual word-of-mouth way. Perpich
wisely dectded to give people what accurate infor
mation was'available.

But the. political reaction to that Information has
been less responsible. Proponents of a state com
pensation fund for victims of toxic contamination
already are using the lung study to build support.
That tactic Is worrisome not only because it is built
on lIDwarranted asswnptiODS, but because of what
it suggests about the scope of such a fund.

\

U a compensation fund Is established that would
, aid Iron Range residents Who have ingested asbes
tos from mining dust - presuming that Is the case
- where would legislators draw the line? Would
such a fund, for example, compensate someone
contalnlnated by asbestos from a school building?
What about urban parents whose cIltlclml have
ingested high levels of lead from soil contaminated
by auto euausts? ReCent research also shows that
auto lead. emissloDS contribute to IlIgb. blood pres
sure In adults. Would such a fund compensate
people whosuffer from hypertension?

l.e8IsIators mould not rusI1 to provide a compeosa
tlon'mechanism for a problem that may not exist
and without tblnklng through tbe broader lmplica~

ttons. Much more Investtptton, analysis and dJscuso
ston Is Deeded before the nature of the Iron Range
problem comes clear and before polley makers can
begin constructing an appropriate response.



6~hational experts to study Range X-rays
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By Le."c.pe
StattWriter

SIx national experts liave agreed to
study the X-rays of MinnesOta Iron
Range residents that have toucbed
off cooc.em about the possible risk of
asbesto&aused cancer there, the
Minnesota Department of Health an
Il()uoced Friday.

The department also announced the
seven other types of scientific stud
Ies that could foUow. The X-ray stud
Ies will begin'next week, but the
enUre Iovestlpt1on HcouJd tate sev
eral years - or longer," said Alan
Bender, the departmenfs eblef of
cbronlc c1lsease epidemiology.

He said there are two reasoos that
answeJ'l cOuld take time:

• Asbestos-related UlDesses - lung
, cancer, some other malignancies
and lung-damaglng asbes\osJs

-
B~nge...

typically occur decades after expo
sure to asbestos began. So It might be
too early to prove a danger exists 
or to rule out a danger.

• To get maximum scientific value,
some studies will be done first to
develop possible leads for other
types of studies to investigate, be
said.

The Health Department announced
last saturday that a prellmlnary
study of X-rays from 579 people on
Minnesota's Iron Range had found
that almost a third of' them sbowed
lung abnormallties normally associ
ated with heavy asbestos' exposure.

.These people do not appear to have
asbestos-related lUness; they bad·
lODe to their doctors for a vartety of
UlDesses.

The concern Is that by showing signs
of asbestos exposure now, many may
develop asbestos-related Illnesses In

Continued from pale 18

future years. And If the group of X
rays Indicates ,a pattern, the Range
might face a widespread bealth
problem.

While Healtb Department officials
have cautioned that asbestos is the
"most likely cause" of the lung ab
normalities found so far, It is not a
confirmed cause. The X-rays shOWed
thickening of tissue around the out
side of the lungs, but they differed
slightly from wbat had been found In
asbestos-related cases elsewbere.

So the first step is to have top ex
perts assess the meaning of wbat is
on the X-rays, Bender said. '

The X-rays will be sent early next
week to Dr. Ruth Ulis ot the Envl·
ronmental SCiences Laboratory In
New York, the leading experi In this
field, Bender said. Her assessment ot
wbat the X-rays signify shOUld be
completed before the end ot Marcb,

be said.

The X-rays then w11l go to five spe
cially trained pbyslclans at the Na
tional Institute of Occupational sate
ty Health In Morgantown. W. Va.,
wbo win do wbat scientists can a
"blind study."

They will be given not only the 579
Minnesota X-rays, but a lot of other
X·rays from elsewbere In the coun
try. They won't be told wbleb X-rays
came from wbere until they have
written the conclusions of their 0b
servations. Tbls Is to avoid any
cbance 01 the experts' expectations
affecting their conclusions.

Bender said a group of national ex
perts will serve as an advisory com
mittee to plan wbat other studies
should'lonow, unless It's concluded
at some point that no risk exists. He

Range continued on page 2B
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:said these studies could Include:-·Ii An evaluation of X-rays from otb
:1r parts of Minnesota. This will help
jxperts assess ,bow serious the Range
·citualion may be. There Is debate
~tbout bow common these lung ab
~rmauties might be In the general
.'population.
"
.• Taking new X-rays of a represen
:(ative sampling of Range residents.
Jl1e X-rays stUdied so far have been
~ people wbo went to see a doctor
:Iw- some reason. Tbe rates of lung
)lbnormalilies found In that special
:.roup may not refiect the over-all
~tualion on the Range......
IILooking at X-rays and preserved

tissue samples taken of patients in
past years. This could sbow wben
lung abnormalities began to appear.
This. In tum. could help experts pre
dict when asbestos-related illnesses
might be expected.

• Examination of lung and related
tissue, either from autopsies or trom
biopsies taken of people with lung
ailments, Tbe number of asbestos
fibers found would be a direct meas
ure of exposure,

• Air monitoring for asbestos fibers
or possible other health hazards.

• Systematic monitoring of specific
groups of people, For example. do
people in certain occupations have

higher rates of lung abnormalities?
People in certain sections of the
Range and not others? These find
ings could be clues k> the source of
any air contamination.

• Similar studies of cancer and
other disease patterns on the Range,

He said the advisory committee also
may recommend stolHimoklng pro
grams for Range residents, Smoking
greatly intensifies the risk of lung
cancer from asbestos exposure.
There could be other educational
programs as well. for physicians as
well as the public. he said,
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pre~osed lung study
log by the Bouse Health and Human
Services Committee last night.
urged Health Department otftdals to
tum the !DAna.meDt ot the study
over to, the Mayo, OlDIe in order to
avoid ,.any political presaure OD the
studies.

JOIm8oD also questioned the selec
tion ot ,LUIs to read the X·rays be
cause the head ot the Environmental
Sclences Laboratory, Dr. Irvlng sen·
koft, was a chlet wltn_ against Reo

'serve Mining CO. ot Silver 'Bay,
MlmI., lD Its pollution trtal lD the
mld-19101. .. . .

Dr.~ Bender. chlet ot ellrOllle
disease '4'pldemlology ot, the State
Health DepIu1ment, said' UUI and
the readers, Who will not·kIloW the
';source ot the x-rays, will torward
their tlDd1DII to .'committee ot tlve
to 15 upertlnow belDg lDtervlewed
.:by the Health DepertmeIlt. He sa1d
the experts will come trom the
tlelds ot medlclDe, epidemiology, ..

State5eD.Qoua Jo~;;,I>~k,...01.~.~~' '_'. . .;'",
one ot thnie,Ii.olk;v",,"",":.I~t..... ,',~.: "'- : " '.., ~ , ,., ',' ...,. . .:>:.. ...,--~~. .. "I g; .... - II: ,;... '1' ~.,.,. " II!'
who partlelpaRlUas-,ju.·in:.~.v "r: ~'~' '.: ":.1 ~;' ..~ ',;~, ;',' .' ".1

The Health Department, cauUOIl1DI
that tile tlDd1DII were prellmlDary.
has IeDt·theX....ys to're&denat the
Nationallnstltute ' of'"OCCUpational
satetya:1d HealtIl (NIOSB) lD Mor.
IBDtowD. W. Va., 8Ild to Dr., Ruth
lJUs of tile EDviroDmeIdal ,SdeDC:eI
Laboratory,: • ,New "York 'C08IUItlDI
firm. '

Iron Ran&e IellslatorB Tuesday criti
cized plans by the MlDnellPta Health
Department to hire two panels ot
experts to look Into the causes ot
abnormal IUlll X-rays trom Iron
Ran&e ~tients.

The de~iit aDnounced March
. 2' that 195 ot 519 patients X-rayed
randomly JD' Iron Range commUDI.
ties lIbowed II8DIot u.ue Weening

-around the luqi s,Ich'-(condltiOD Is
assoctated With exposure to .. variety

.'ot envtromnelital.la8zaidst.lildudlDl
asbeiJtos, a by-prodUdoftlle Iroo

:, Range tacoDlte lIl1DiDg~ustry. '



·~ Expert panel will study X-rays
: froID;· I"egion,forashestos signs

(b St.Paul Ptoneet:'Pfess.A Dispatch which has been Ilhked with'a varl-Co-chairmen Henry A. Anderson. chief of
~ A 1 f _ .. has bee ety f ail ts that'd 1 environmental and chronic dHfease\P - - patle 0 e..~. - n.0 men eve op over .pldernlology; Wisconsin Division of Health,

named by state officials to:-review ~9.Years or more, ,rangbig from and Alan P/jlender. c:hief of chronic disease
=<:\ a'Sample of 579 northern Mlnneso-: ..sho.r;tDesS of breath.' to' cancer. ePldemlO\oQy,· MinneSota Health Depart-

ta v f sl 'fdisease tat H tat nilal th ment;·Or.. fhomas A. Hodous, division of
~ .n,-ray~ or gns 0 re . - '.. owever. s e 0 c s say f!Y respiratory 'dlse~ 'studies, National Instl.
s:- ed to :expOsure to asbestos-like fl- . don't know what ,caused the lung Me of OCCupational Safety and Health;
::> bers. . .0. • • condition or even if it is medically Leonard Kurland; chairman of medical sta-
.~ Se rat i tifi fi Ids ig ifi 1. tlstlcs and epidemiology. Mayo Clinic; Philipve .:sc en c e. are ~p.: ~ n can. . J. Landrigan, dlrector.of survelllanca,haz-
~ .resented()~ the.~e~·.which Will-· :~Another examination of the X- ard evaluation and field studIeS, National In
V advise the state~nappropriateraysarready'isunder way.by six stltute of Occupational Safety and Health;
r- bll "health f n . ....., rts h . laliz in di Dr. James A. Merchant. professor, Institute
~ pU c· . ·.0 OW-Up a",uODS...,.. :eXpe .•, W ,0 Spec. e .rea ng. of AgrIcUltural Me<i1clne and Occupational
, if anyare,warranted..- :after the,X-rays- for signs 'of asbestos dalIn~ l1ealth, University of Iowa; Dr. David Muir.
-k. review is'complet~ ". age.' 'qne of the: experts ~. at a professor of medICine and director .of oecu
? The potential health problem, private laboratory in New York patlonal health, MI)Master University, Hamil-

f8Jrieto1ight 18St.-month,When the:.~dt.~e,~ at:e,:at.th" ~ational t°tir~W:.~:nJ. Nlchol~n,associate dlrec··
( (1epartmentdiscl~~t:aboUta ..Jns~t~te'of OccupatIonal. S8fety... tor of environmental sciences laboratol1l.'\
.\» third~ im'1inUsua11y high percent,,: . and Health in West Virginia. Mount"Slnal SChool'of Medicine, New..Vork.(;f' .... f .' "1· "b . X'·' " +al. .. , . ,'-Th " •.. al ti' i City; Dr. Tlbor Zoltal. professor of mlneral- :

. ~ge'...-o samp e c ~ -rays l,AA-, . " .. at groupsev ua ons wil ogy, University of Minnesota; and Dr. Ron-;
.~ en in Dulutfl, QrandRaplds' Hlb-~presentedto the.broader-1)ased aid S,enlngen, radiologist, Virginia, Mlnn.. ,
01;.\ bing and Virginia showed a lhick-panelthat was named Wednes. who fIrst detected the high rat~ of X-ray abe '
I'" . /.. '... .' . normalitIeS In his private praetlce ,!lnd noti-
~I ening 'oftlssue,~undlnS the '. day; whichwlll meet Aprll 11-12 fled state officials. .

lungs.,": ;;" ,,~;,,:,:,. ", ':', ,in th~Twin Cities. saldBuddy . Ex-offlclo members of the national panet
Oftic;iaJS"'JaidJfu~ COndition.ap-, ,Fer.guson, a health :department are: Dr. Harold Leppink, La~e and St. Louis

.......;...A . .. ··'·-.-11 ',.. "..·;.,....... t';,;.",th"':, k ' ".;, ' ... " counties health offlller. and Michael
!","",~g.e.n,e.. 1,lUIy ... t;O~-.v..D..~ .:. &pO. esman. ., ..'" .... '.' .Osterhol""" director of acute disease
exposurt'<to asbeStos-like,fi~ '.MemberJ ofthe~~-.: tII)iCIemioIogy, Minnesota Health Depart·

.<j?~'~~_{~:~:;:"f;'.i~·'~"'.. . ,.. _,;.,.':' -' :"']:' .., mem. '
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Dr. Ronaid·5entngen, a radiologist at
the East Range Clinics In Virginia.
Minn., who did the preliminary study
of X-rays that raised the concerns.

. ,<.

WiUiam'J. Nicholson, an asbestos ex
pert at the Mount SInai, ,School of

. MedtciDe in New York, wbere many
ot the ptolleertDl'studies have been
done. .'" :' . , ~ .

Dr. Leonard Kurland ot the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn., wbois

,'noted tor his studies of the rates at
wbleb various Illnesses OCC'ilt.

Thur., Mlirch 21, 1885

ational ~);(perts to study
·on Range asbestos risk,
Lewis Cope Dr. TIlomas A. Hodous and Dr. Phil·
t Writer ip Landrigan, both asbestos experts

with NIOSH.
e study of suspected health risks·
m asbeitos fibers 00 the Mlnneso

'Iron Range will .move into a new
ue April 11 When a committee of
tional experts meets to assess the

ent hazards and decide what to
next. Dr. James Merchant, professor of

preventive mediciDe at the Universt·
can cause cancer and other ty of Iowa in Iowa City and an&isbes-

alth .problems. A preliminary tos expert. .
dy found X-ray abnormaJiUes,of, . ,. ".;- ~ . . '. '. •

type normally associated With Dr•.,David D.C.F. Muir, director of
os, in about a third of 579 ·X- occupational health programs at Me

-checked at Range clinics. None Master' University.in :Hamilton, On·
the people appeared tolia~.,:~.. tapo,J'ho bas 4onC!:studies,~tasbes

related Ulnesses yet,'batlbere '. -tos risks involvlng·C8nadlaJilnines.
concerns about What could hap.:.:ftD In the future, and how wide-

ill ~:::~::?':~::c d~
: Mse epidem1olOlY at.the Minnesota.1.!?Fpartmeot of Health. wbo will

serve 81 eocbati1Dan of the commit-

I
!tee, said two detailed studies of the
• same X-rays are underway and will
• be completed by the time the com·
~ mlttee meets. TIle committee will
: consider those results, with au 9ther Tlbor ZOltal, a professor of geology
• a)'aIlable data. to dec:lde wbether a at the Unive~ ot Minnesota. He

j:problem existS and bow serious it was a member ot the expert commit·

I
~t be, he said. AsBum1Dg there Is tee ot the National "Academy ot ScI
.'-:'problem, the COIIUDittee will de- ences that .dled studies asbestos
dde What further studies are need- ' last year. 't ed, aDd wbat type ot medical help,a~Ie on die Range migbt Deed.: Dr. Harold Leppink of Duluth, St. '

i
' Louis County health officer, Who will
'. ,ne committee was named by Com. be aD ex-otficio member to meet
I"1!Issloaer of Bealth Mary'Madonna with and advise the committee.
, ton. TIle other members are: ' "
• .' t· ,,,<,-'>.. '",' .• Michael Osterllolm, stateepidemiol-
r . Henry AndeI'lOn, -cbtefof envl- ogIst in the ~esotaDepartment ot
•. . ental and cbrontcdlsease epi- Health, also 'an ex-officio committee
J , oIogy at the WiIconsln Division member." "

ence in asbestos researcb and \Will r------------.....
serve as COcbairman of the commit-

• ' •. co-cbair. .

:~ ;...~----------~


